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,The work. presentedshereinytas performed A
puesuant.to a contract from the U:S. Office
'of Education, Department of Health, Education
and Welfare, HoweVer, the opinions expressed
herein-do not necessarily reflect the position
or policy of the U.S., .Office of i:ducation,
and no.officialendorsement by the U.S. Office.'
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MANUAL FOR AN INTiRISCIPLINA Y COURSE
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PREFACE

°

Y

' The purpose of this Manual ii to provide.
infaination on reading that would be_relevant and
useful in an introductory course on Latin,America,
a course which would-ex'pose,the person'taking 'it

to the broadest possible range,of subject matter
needed to. provide him with the basis' for knowledge
and understanding-of the aria and its p:eople.
The course would be-Agiven primarily for those who
know Tittle or nothing of I,atin America--except for
the all-to7frequent distortions of the news inedia--

,but who wish to know better its many and diverse'
aspects. It should also be interestingsfo people
who have learned something about some parts of
the regi,on, even perhaps by Giving there for a
time, but who wish to broaden.their backgr and
knowledge of Latin America and the Latin niericans
they have encountered:,

.

Attributes that have seemed o me ost likely
to be helpful to the pursuit of s ch 1 arning are
the following: that the readings be general-and.
at the same time meaningful: enough to excite the
curiosity orone,approaching,the study of Latin-
America for the first time; that the variety of

*fields of knowledge presented be as comprehensive
as feasible for a one-semester course; that
traditional disciplinary lines be ap crissr
crossed and mixed up as they are in real life;
and that'there be a determined effort tri insure,
presentation of diverse poihts of view toward
the subject matter, particularly in the political,
social and economic areas.

,

The finished product of my research for this
projec't, which was unde;takeri under:a contract
between the University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire and
the,-Officeof'Education'Of the Departitent of
Health, Education and Welfare, is a bibliography

- of selected readings fOr an introductory,, inter:.

t.,
7
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disci 1inary course. The suggested readings are
annota ed ip such a way as tc.? underscorte their
potenti befulness to one who is in the Orocess
of.,orga 1.4ng svch.a.course, or even considering
the feasbil4y of such a venture. The objective
is to suivst, :in c.orisiderable variety, reading
maerrals that could be assigned to introductory

tUd(MtS for the cooprehensive variety of tc..)pics
\\I with which, 'in my view, such an introductory course' ,

shoilild be concerned.

,I hope it will' be useful in that Way. I hope
even' nore that it will encourage the organization
and planning of such courses not Only in colleges
and universities but 'in communities, adult
education centers,inywhere 'that there may exist
a, potential audience of ilecsons who wish to learn'
morgiabout. Latin America.

.

tty own 'experience at' the Univers'ity of - .,
IN isconsi n--.,,iu Claire in' planning an "Introduction

. to Latin America" course and directini it for 0

almost three years was the inspiration (Or this
-, ' project. That, experience, was 'particularly

gratifying because it reirealed4the.athount lh-d'
'intensity ,of student, interest'ini Latin America"

...
that 'such ,a,broad-geuged course bould evoke. It
also demonstrated., ,iricidii)tally; -what. exciting
results- membe rS, Of"a- -university facility -from - . -.

s'everaii difp....rerit.4departtilents. can:`achieVe:wheln .they,. ,-
0. settheir minds to cpoperafing in such. a projeet. -.-

, Students were not-' -only encouraged tolearn more- -.- .....,

about Latin America in the .course h they were
stimulated to a pursuit. of that interest iri other
ways--by taking. higher level courses. in the i

respective disciplines that were touched upon, ...

by an increased interest in the people of Latin
American background in their own communities, .

by .travp 11 i ng to 11atin, Arner ica for" study -dr ,
. .

-.. ' plcagUr;,,t better ,iblp to see' and 'understand

0 '
, ghat' wa' going abo4t: .tehem. '.'-. ,-.' 1,....,, .;, ,.

= -;,.. r I ': .-- .. -,': , ' .1%.,:,: -,,:-.",-
c. - , .6.';

. -
-

-...

. . r Al- though thi.'ir ltoOlseipliqi'iy aiiproadh 'at; - '=..

the instradl.latory'llye.1 .s.ei:fmg. to me 149r,thwhile --..

'Who tieveta )ncipient iliteret, 'is if ound,.., hrt K,a nth'it. 'a ,._.._....
:. is prerea fir rnziii,ly for an4 Academic or ,othe...._,r co..

4
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. . made every,ef'tert to icientify writers who have
mastered thd art of me4ningful 'generalization

--- and whose literary style- to ,.'

. .their.work. ,The,: former of theiso qualities is
often ,difficult to find, since:to-much of modern
schbla'rship aims at revealing Wore and more about
less and -3...uss.-T-Tne- hui-:itastiory or unwillingness
to 'generalize 3,11 a'lite4rriNful way also: of course,

, affects,:the quality bf 'the -Writingil' ,While' '°,

f'

.'scholarlY research, it .,still 'seams to 'me esteytial-
.admitting the indisputable necessity of intensive'.,

.. . to a genuine understanding of any subject-7.irwthiS
case Ln't.ih Americato stand baek,vd endeavor

t ;
.

communi wherespecialigts may not be imme,d.4tely
availab e in ail'the disciplines touChedupon. .

-Obviou ly, one. planning or directi.ng such a.cogise
at a tajor university, With a Latin/Ammrican Conte
and fUll-battpry'of Latin Americanist..s its most'
or ti of: the disciplishes,vwill seek the advice'.
of such colleagues on'suitable reading materials;
a ori other matters. The 'results -of.my review of

woukd by of
not abound
to supplement
other sources.

eadings as set forth in this Manual
principal help where specialists do.
and yhere,the,course organizer neeqs
expertise immediately available from

There are Only one or two books written on
`Latin Ame-rica-that are brief*and'comprehensive
enough for thegenuinely interdisciplinary course
at the introductory .level; (There axe, of course,
hundreds of anthologie's'that,focus on one or more
specific aspects of the Latin American,scene.). In
this Manual, I have endeavored to'suggest suitablet
readings or the witiv eayige of topict that semi to
me essentia to an underbtanding of thd'egion
-and itapeo le. I.,,beligO %e it may be found useful
'by-any pars n who Wbuld like- to help students .of
'any age or institt;tionai coilnection:to-begin
tO;know Latin America better,

1.11 compiling the suggested reaitings; -t hate-

to summarize what may bd of general significance
. in any given set Of facts and figures. The search
Jor'such writing has by ,no means been generally
successful,: but it has been encouraging to

. cover so mapy a4thors whd net only attempt to
elicit the enerai.meaning of the subject matter
but do so with considerable grace and style.

O

:9'
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The "Latin Americr with which, the Manual. ,is
tcerned is that, portion Of tho_western7TITTUpper(4

ling south-of-the -11. in which the languageS
nd institutions of Spain, Portugal and France I,-
nee predominated, and remain the major cultural'
ud institutional influence*. This includes,,oft

. ourse, countries' with sizeable communities of
ndians : which bave never been fully incorporate
nto Efle .Latin institutions, 190nguages and cust ms. .

ft-does not'bnclude the entitie4 of the Caribbe
region Nhorn British institutions and language
prevaind and which have mostly now. Ipcome inde-

. Pendent states. Although; many of, the suggested
readings arc apDlicable,to Puerto, Itico--a "freely
associated state" within the U.S.A.:--there is ho
specific treatment of that island. '

Nor have the distinguishing aspects -of tlw
separate. countries been dealt with in any detail, '

4,. although some of the readings are roni:erned only
with Brazil, as the largest and most distinctive

. , country of them all. Thi has meant, unfortunately,
that the space and time available did not permit

,much attention, for example, to Haiti, wah its
French language and-background, or to other
.countries, such as Cuba, Mexico, Bolivia and Peru,

, where social and political movements have.pro-
duced, at least fdr a time, some rather profound
variations ,from general trends..

*The suggested 'readings are' all in Onglishi even
though there are, of course', many suitable studies_
of all the topics in the languages.F?,f thelarea.
,Ibis unlikely that many North AmeAcan 4uderits.
embarking oh an introductory course about,Latin
America will have acquired Spanish or Portuguese'
'adequate to read dxtensively in those languages.
Furthermore, good arid enlightening reading in

is 'available: on all the topics included.
Nevertheless, it is t6 be hoped that many of those
who enroll in such a course will either study
.;panish or Portuguese at,the same` time or will be
encouraged to ,do so by taking thn course. Although
some degrne of'appreciation can'bn gained by 1

.

porsons unfamiliar with liinguagot Of the rogion,
the difference. between superficial acquaintance and

IV
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genuine understanding is usually bused upon a
knowledge, of the written and spoken language oi4'

the pebple being studied.

A n mber of people and institutions have been

At the University of vtisconsin-:;au Claire, my
helpful to mein tHe preparation of this Manual's: vi

.

fellow faculty collaborators-in,Ihternationa1
Jtudies 150--"Introduction to Latin America"--:
contributed many of the reading suggestions and
ideas on how the course should be run. The help '

, and e husiasm of Mr. James Altndei, who worked
close with me in organizing the course and Who
also ead and made suggestions on the completed
draft of the Manual, were especially valuable.

eeply grateful also to Dr. Walter Aissow
for his carefu
thoughtful co
improving colle
the William McI
.yisconsin-Eau C
my initial resea
especially Drs.
Valued support
duaion to Lati

'-gaird. Mr.
of the administative papers necessary to the project
proposal, and the revisions that,became neCessary,
is greatly apprpc0.ated7 The Center for Latin America
at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, especially
its Director at that ttM4, Dr. Micheal Riley, was a
valuable resource during preparation of the'draf
in its,early stages?

review of the manuscript'and his
nts and suggestions. The rapidly
tion of works on Latin America in
tyre Library of the University of
aire provided the materials for
rch. The university administration,
ohn Morris and Frederick Hal, lent'

n gaining acceptance of the "Intro-.
America" course and'in keeping it
nd aworthy's help in preparation.

. .

Since Moving to the Washington area, I .have
been able to take advantage of the library resources'

of American University, Georgdtown University, the
Department of State and, most valuable of, all, the, .

Library' of Congress. Without the availability of the
resources.of the Library of Congress and the valued
assistance of- Mrs.. Mary Kahler, Mr. Everett Larsot
and Mrs. Georgette Dorn of the Library's Latin
American, PortugUese and Spanish. Division, review of
the sizeable number of books annotated in the Manual- -

and more not'included--would have been impossible.

0
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Hrs. Julia4Petrov, Chief of the i:nsntirch
;Vregra'm of the" Internatiohal :itudies Branch,
Office of Aucation, and Prdjeot Officer for this
study has,graciously provided symp4thetic attention_
and valuablo suggestions about the' work and ro-
lated adminiGtrative precedures.dnrine my visits
to hex offices

.

rinally, my than) 1 go to Richard and Cheryl
*Gundf.rson, who have labgrod hard and long in
ptepating typed copies of the various drafts: of
thy' Hanual and 'the final .product, have carried
out lelpful rosTdrch on factual data, and have
centributedito the improvementof my notions--of
style. Their 'assistance has been invaluable;,

. .

any-inistakcs that remain are mine,

N

Chevy Chase, RD
Hay, 1976

Edward A. Jamison
'Director of Inthrnational

studies (Retired) .

A University of.Wisdonsin-
dau Claire
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INTRIIODUCTION TO LATIN AMERICA

MANUAL FOR INTERDISCIPLINARY COURSE

ti

TOPIC ONE

THE LAND AND THE PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT

The diverse'aspects of the ph ysical Setting of
, Latin America have alwayS been of intense interest :
to those who visited and studied the area, and the
literature bf both scientific investigation and
travel isk enormous. The wide range of subject
matter deemed relevant fo.the study of.their field
byigebgraphers who emphasize-a "cultural" approach
has at times made it difficult to find bAref, well-
written'accounts dealing primarilyfwith:the physical
setting of Latin America. 'Nevertheless, there are,
a number of concise,'but comprehensive selections
thaitlprkide impressive general-descriptions
thevareaks'mountains, river basins,. vast plains,
desert / tropical forests; vegetation and profound
climat c- variations.. Such_readings are listed
.below in'an approximate order of their usefulness
in an introductory course. -

a
_

BASIC READING

kilt
, _

--. I
..

Rob son, Aarry, Latin-America, a Geographical
Su (New York, Frederick A. Praeger, 1967),.

.

.Ch te,l, "The Physical Background", pp. 1 -42.
, .

.1. 0

;

An excellent, concise statement of the physical'
and environmental se,tting of Latin America by *
the head of thb Department of Geography and

<. Environmental Studies, ,Oast College of
Education, -Englan , The selecti n providft a
skillful combinaion of both.lan and
physical onvironMontal elemehts; n
straightforward. language unders:andablo to the
student appkoachinglatin America for the

-1-

13
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firs time. The edition cited here was
published in the U.S.A. and is es;ientiOly
the same as the third edition of .the game
author's Latin America4 published in: 1970
in London by Macdonald and Evans, Ltd;

Schurz, William Lytle, This .New World; the
Civilization of Latin America (New York, E.P.
Dutton & Co.; 1954), Chapter. I, "The Environment",
pp. 3-35.

William Lytle Schurz was one .of this country's
most ardent and effective interpreters of
Latin America to North Americans: Although
the volume 4ted'dppeared over twbrity'years

much,,of i.t ains eminently usable-for
the-introductorylrburSe. It is the work of
an outstanding scholar who clearly loved
Latin America 'and.was keenly sensitive to
the interactions of a the environmental elements
and the people. Especially noteworthy, for
example, are Schurz4s%comments on the relevance
of the geographic surroundings of the homelands
of the Iberian conquerors to those-, of the ands
they enpountered in the New World and his
descriptions of the material and psychological
consequences of unpredictable events, such as
earthquakes and urricaneg, in- many parts of
Latin America.

Cole, J.P.
Geography
Chapter 3,
pp. 27-60.

a

,Latin:AmericapAn Economic and Social
(Washington, Butterworths0. 1965),
"Physical baykqound and ?esources ",

The book by Cole, a Nottingham University,
geographer, includes a wealth of factual data/ .

and interpretive material not only on Latin
America as'a whole, but on specific reg -ions
and countries. The section cited here

14 r
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Veconimended be ause it 'summarizes mpSt.
helpf "facts on land strUcture,
climate, soils, vegetation, mirforals,! altitude,
water supply and other data- on 'the physical
environMent. The book contains mtny
statistical tables anti a number of interesting
and unusual*.illustrations drawn by the author's
father.

!t- '
.Shanahrin, E.W., 'South America, An Economic and
negiona 1 Geography With-An Ilistorical Chjpter
(New York,' L. P. Dutton &tjd Co.' Inc., 1963),
Chapter 1, "The 'Physical Framework of they
Continent", ,and Chapter 2, "General Climatic
Conditions ",' pp.. 1 -35.

----r

..,414

Although !ioMewhat technical, -the two chapters
cited of fer .a'-concise, yet comprehensive
summary of the essential physical -Factors,
in the Latin American setting.

14.

.

Dorst, Jean, 'South America And Central AmPrica a

Natural FlistorY (New York, Rand(nn ti use PIapned,
and Prkyted by Chanticleer Pross, 1967), roreword
and Introduction, "The Most' Diverse Continent",
pp. '6=10, .

.08 1 A''%'

While the .introdu'Ctory comments in tithe Dorst
volume are guitg- brief, they, summarize well
the esseneial physical -attributes of. Latin
AMerica and provide :aft outstanding introduction
to a volume.of magnificent pictures, mapA
and try,,-t. devoted to demongtrating the reniarkable'.'
contrasts, that are to be sound in the area.
The goading al sb presents a' tempt iiig i nvjtaPion
To further pursuit or the authors more detalled
and brp.liantly illustrated descriptions of
the pr 1 110i pal regions of 'South and ,cent ra 1 .

Attterica Porst is head of the Department of
als and girds in ,the 'Museum National

I

4
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eHistoireNaturelle in Paris. 7i4e translatioit'
is by Mrs. Herma Briffault andrMiA Susan
Graffman.

'James, Preston E., Latin America (New York,
Odyssey Press, Fourth Edition, 1969), Chaptek 1,
"General 141troduction",pp.

A quite general, somewhat philosophical
introduction to Latin American geography` in

. its broader sense is presented by perhaps
the best known North American goegrapher

0- of the area. It is taken from what'is also
probably the most frequently used textbook,)
on the-subject. Under "Principal Character-
istics", (pp. 23-43) James includes comments
on the population; racial and cultural
diversity, paitical and economic history,
as well as upon the physical and basic
environmental aSpects. Although-adequate,
the selection isnot' 'as likely to attract
the interest of the introductory student as.
some.of the others included in this list.'

Wolf', Eric R.,. Sons of the Shaking Earth. (Chicago,
University of Chicago Press, Phoenix.Books Edition
19.62), Chapter 1, "The Face of-the Land% pp. 1-h.

q

In thi$ delAhtful bookhe author concerns'
hims4f:prtmarily with Mexico and Central
America. Nevertheless, the_indidated chapter
is cited because i5 description,of the
varied physical configuration of the, land is
typical of so much of the Latin American
landscape and-becquse it is well written and
vividly p'resen'ted. It could usefully be
combined with other selections in the list.

16
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Blakemore, Harold and Smith, Clifford T., Latin

America, Geographical Petspectived (London, ..
.

Methgen and Co, Ltd, 1971, dibtributed in the U.S.A:

by 'Barnes and Noble), Introductory and Concludihg .

Chapters, pp. 1-17 and -567-579.
.

,

,

. e

TWo excerpts from a recent, thoughtfully
presented work by two British Latin Arliericanistd,

provide insights of value in the process of

summaxizing the subject. Special note should .

be taken of the section entitled'"Unity and

Diversity in_Latin Ametica", which includes

the kind-of interpretative comment especially

useful to the introductory student.

Webs KemptoP E., Geography of Latin America, A

Regional Analysis (Englewood Cliffs, Prentice-

Hall Inc: , 1972), Chapter 1,'"Introduction","

pp. 1-15 and Chapter 2, "The Physical Setting",

pp. 31-44.
.1 .

°

This recent,publicatiori by an. eminent

geographer is of interest bedause of the

manner in which the authOr endeavors to

weave together the "threads" of an historical-

geographic approach, linking the "two

continua of time and space",'so that 1...

we can view the specific segment of the

earth's Latin American 'crust as one vast

landscape...." The' results should be
interesting to students who wish to pursue

the,subject further. Particular emphasis .

is given to the climate, Vegetation, soils

and other factors affecting the environment.
0.

'Blake more, Hariold, Latin America (London,Qxford

Unive'sity Press, 1966--reprinted in 1968. 1970,

and 1973),Chapter I, "The Country and the'People",

pp. 5-21. , "

V
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Prof. Blakemore is a British Latin_ Americanist,N
,who,Smong,other things,' has taken part in
*a British, Broadcasting Company series of
leCtures,on Latin America,Ahe'contributions
to which were published in a bodk he edited.'
This selection, from his own-book, and-that
cited' above on which he.collaborated with
Clifford T. Smith offer better summaries of
the geography of Latin America,' more.,useful in
an introductory course, than the pre6entation
made, on BBC, which can be found in BlaktMore,

'Harold (Ed,.), Latin America, Essays in
Continuity and Change, Chapter 1, "The
Geographic Background", by David Fox, pp. 9-39.

Schurz, William Lytle, Latin America, A Decriptive'
Survey (New York, E.P. Dutton, Inc., 1963), Part ,

1, "The Land", pp. 3-22.

"

The.reading indicated here is briefer and, more
prosaic than that by the same aut)lor In This
New World, cited above, being largely re-

, stricted to a fac.tual description of the ,

physiaal features of the area However, it
stillr,proyides one,of the better general
introductions to -the subject.' Y

Irffigard; Zepp,. Josef; and Webb, Kempton-E.,
Latin America; a Geographical Commentary (New York,
E.P. Dutton and Companyi..1967), Part 1, "South
America, introduction', pp. 3-28"'and'Part II.
"Middle America, Introduction", pp. 209' -222.

.,

As Indicated, the selections are general,
introductory material to'more detailed
discussions of the two pringigal\geographic
regions. Nevertheless, the content is

' comgrehensive,inCluding Oomaentfty.dri the
historical backgrdund. The21;'iork is edited s -

by,a well, known North AmericaTgeographer

st.
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. whose Z.:011aborators.are German.. Its stated
p,urpoc::, is to provkle a general introduction

1-at in America "...from a geographer's
point of view", and 1-1-fr, sectitons. cited
accomplish this effectively.

Humphr , Robin A., The ..volution of Modern
Latin America vew York, Cooper Square Publisher,"
1971), Chapter 'One, "The Setting and tile
pp. 1-25.

As an introdifetien tc one of the best: .general
accounts of the Latin American historical
background,.. Humphreys offers an interestingi.'

"bird,ss cry(' view" of the
physical and human setting. The selection
.would be useful, but it should. 1.4e combined
'with tinoredetaileci treatzbent, -as in one of
the selections idehtified above. -

SUPPLEMENTARY *READ / ;

t

Aclai,t.fonal reading matf,rlaas that might -he
Used to ,11101. t he interests of:, students in the
La t in A meri can -La d_...and.. erivirohnk 1 re Ina tiy't
.--varyin7 from tales of physical aclvent54.-tre. in
remot(1, arid difficult terrain, to travkl.ers .

accounts, or specialized invticiations.
One source of particular amerest is the book"
edited l)y Frank _M rc-? s,scShaneentitled Impions,efi-
Latin America, Five Centuries'cif. Travel and
Adventure by,,Inglish and'North Amorican Writers
(New,,York., ct 1.1 L Lam Harrow & Co.,. 1963) , which-
includl,s, selections from the writings of- sudh

. observiint' authors asThoas Gage, ThotilaS Melville
and NJ!. itucison.

-AlSo highly recommended in the \search 'f9r
. supplementary reading ir3the book 'compiled by...,

the - well -known Colombian,.GermSn Arciniegae ,
entitled The. Green- Continent, A Comprehensive

I
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View of Latin America by Its Loading Writer
(New York, Alfred A. Knopf, 1944). Arcinie as'
("Introduction: Our Little Big World," (pp. xiv-

' xxii) is a masterpiece of gencralization.ol
Latin American diversity and the:impact of
geography; It is followed (Pa t I, "Landsicape
and Man", pp.--37.1571 by ten se ections froin ten
di.fterent authors each _of who has described one
or another of the geographieal regions or
pile:low:la or Latin America. These' aro prefaced
by Arciniegas,own penetrating comments which
contribute to fascinating reading that should
create lasting impressions?

The Cloud .Forest, A Chronicle of the
South American Wilderness (London, Andre Deutsch,
1962), by Peter Matthiessen, is but one of
.hundreds of accounts by travellers and adventurers
who have written vivid descriptions of the .

impressions made upon them by one or another
'of the striking geographical phenomena of Latin
America. However, a perso reading Matthiessrn's

: account of impressions upon entering the Amazfon

basin (pp. 32-37),.the Ata ama desert (pp. 62-63);

the Peruvian and Bolivian lti lano (pp. 80-82),
Patagonia and 'Tierra dei uego pp. 82-85) can
'only leave the bookwitA feeling of having
xperilenced almost dire t i y the diversities of
rand and environment th t characterize Latin
America. I

One of the more rFc nt,of ttle'many works
deVoted to :'he vast-Amp?. n- basin-ks-'that by -R bin
FOrneaux entitled The AM zon the Stor of-a
-Great River (New York E.P. Dutton S,,Co., 3969

This bringS up to date rletent geographical
knowledge of that area. fn Chapter'1, "The
Freshwater Sea", for example, the statistical,
data that make the,Amazonwone,of the wor14's
most commanding geographical 7tionders are
presented effectively arid well.

From tlul LimAdYi Baron von,HumbcAdtsi-.,
Political Essay on the Kingdom of New Spaln,
countless books cOnveying facts wild impressions
about sp5ciCic regions of'Latin Affierica have
appeared. Some that, have been examined and'

. w.
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deemed.polentially useful for supplementary
. -

purposes are: 4

Bowman, Isaiah Desert Trails of Atacama
(New York, American Ceooiraphical Society,
1924, New York, AMS Pres,s, 1971).

Carr, Archie': High Jungths and Low (Uhiver-
sitY of Florida Press, 1953).

Cutri.ght, Paul Russell, The Givat Naturalists'
'Explore South America (New York, Macmillan,

1960) , 'r

Levi-Strauss, Claude., Tristes Tropiques
(PariS, Librairie Plon., '1955). . -

Prince, Willard,_, The Amazing Amazon (N-
York, The John Day Company, 1952)'.

, I -

St, Clair, -David, The Migb ty m iejhty. AmOzon
(Now York, Funk & Wagnalls, 1968),

Tomlinson, I. h. , Thp Sea and .Jungle, (Ne
York, E.P. , Dutton & Compapy, 1920.).. z

. , I

Veil inho MOYSe S BpR.. rt South: Its, COnguesie.

and Settlement (New York, Knopf, 1.968),
Tr. .b } Linton Lomas Barrett and Marie
McDavid Barrett.

A

VotYllag6n, V.W., 'South America Called Then
(New York, Duell, Sloan & Pearce, 1955),,

An ,aerial approach to titegeographical features
-:of' the afeda was under -taken by John Rich, who

/' produced In 1942 a volume entit4.ed The Face of
Sout 4111(2.rIca (bc,ograpll cal sockoty Press, 1942) . .

'114,05r of Rich's .destriptions eV'oke nostalgia for
the days-. whon High flying. fast illov ivg jets had
,not taken avYay most' of the'.excxtement :of observing
the wonders' of he. Latin:Ale1 can landsr.apb
from the 4r.

43.



e Once presented with ail appropriate seleclion',
for basic treading, ihtroduct,pry.studeaS might
.olso be eproul-aged to.pyobe further the physical ,

.

features of LdtinAmerica i.n sonic, of-the numexous

associations, in the periodical s and publitation:i ,

publication f's of gpogi,1'phical .
e -

"---illsued by the National Geographic Society, Um .

American GeographicASociety, the Royal Geographic.
Society and others. 'Of particUliir,value are the ,

. voluMes i.n the Life World Library series--Mekicof
by WilliamW. Johnson, Central America, by Harold , .-. .

Lavine, 'Brazil, by Elizalieth' Bishop, Colombia, '',.
e/' by gary,117171, River' Plate* by J. Halcro-Ferguswi,

,, and The, west Indie, by Carter Harman. An hour ,

or Vuo spont'simpty browsing'amag.artielhn.and '

illustrations selected with rare from'sucb
publiciStons 'should help to develdp an appreiation
of the.spectdrular dive,ritY of the physical
environment of Latin America, and at.least a'

1*.

bwginning or,an understanding, of thy. eonsqquelice:1 ,

on the 4ivesso.f its people of th0 area's geographical ,

. .
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I NrpoDucTfoti,. .,1,'vri.N AMAICA
. It - \., / ' 4

tlAiMAL Fti It/AN TNT 1.,.D[SCII;LINAHY COLIH:ii,'.
1\

.5

TOPIC ,

.

WIE INDIAN HERITAGe.
0

. 'rho "rr. -disCOvery" of ,.he America that p'xistecl
,. 4 ..

,,, lefore the tipanisNanci Portuguese arrived began
.- . . only at .little Qvell a centut ago but it, has had

.1 profouhrl effect Upon our knowledge and 'under- .

standing of Latin Xmerich. n a. numbir cif places.
-..

ospocia 1 l y He xico and. Zeru, ., t ha S , bgcom e a factor
of ma jor significance in the comptchensi on of 1,a tin
Americans by themselves; 'it is an important component
of the c41t.ura I , , ana.-even pOl t i cal,' environment

, . ..0f...tatt% CoUnt.i.i.es 1,n Which ant: ent civil iza t i Ons
'once thr i yeti. - Any of fort to 13 come i 0 fo rmod
about. Latin America which uncle p.stimates or. , . -. A.

overlooks the' pre-Columbian ,pa, t. would lose,
most of it.s meaning.

Of .1. I

as

. . .;. . . . ,
;.,

The wondermerit. with '4Ii.(4) .tIch adventurous . .-
men as Alexander von Humboldt, .. lin lt, Stephens f
and Hi ram Binghani look6d -for the I irst. time upon, ) .

9"
. the remainsof, great ,,Indian civi izations IThs .. . . 4 ./ inspired. what at times seems an atvalunclie /),-

k iptonsO And diverse,, scientifir, in est:if-allot'.\
4

1
6ncireds of archeologists, anthrO ologists apcl
historians- have contributed :to widening 'the, l':- ir.:40'-horizons abotit pre-C9lluml5lan Ameri a. In_t,ly.,` , e

\ vanguard was William IlicOling-Pres, citt whtC'-* 15 ,i

"'"
laboriously compiled _:f '.t;hc, 4.)par4sh rei,,grti!,:,., .

,

4.
.. without benefi.t. of actO-ly ,visit: the places

be described,. his jupqy4ronoWned..h.stories of.
L

- ,

the conquests of Mexi ' and Peru. .
. . ,

.

.1.
,t,.. - . ....

Al 1

. IneVeasingly accur Vie' and compu'ehttnnivp
kn'owledge of, the pre -Co ambian pori4`si .101s i'Mlitit.c.,d, .
from improved methods o al.resyarchs. .0;,;%401.1 as. _--
from- the numbers of illy, stigatorts and the i

, . intensity of their_ into est. Now trthods for: .
.,. "de'te'rmining with great:011, accuracy the age cif ^:

objects uncovered have*Istreng.theileci the cbrtainty .,.
ih-, " ,.

a
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of the conclusions and pushed back thousands, of
years the dates Of mah's appearance in the "new
xorld".. Governments and private foundations
have' learned the importance of preserving and ,
exploiting the sites swortliy of investigation.
Sizeable, private'and pUblic funds have peen,
devoted to' the' support of thee archoOloqi-cal and
anUhrdpological activities. Tnis has resulted
riot qnly in determination to preserve the sites
and'artiract discaVerea but to make 'them more
accessible to- the Oblie, either on. the,spot or
in mutgeuml'sur,h as he mqgnifIcent National
Museum of Anthropoliogy it Mexico. ImOroved
methods of printing 'and 414tration have
stimulated production of sa lar9e numb'er of
volUmes devoted to'14king 111Orie vivid the early
American civilizatioq0, and -ciood slides; films
and other audio-visual matdrials are, available
in increasing numbers.'

. .
;

Al though clone ra 1 i zed rea 1.45.;d app I i cable. to

both Middle America and south;:AitAica are to he
founcc the tendency of:writers-11as' been to focus
on either Middle America, whet e and', Aztec

prevailed, or on Soilth, Amo itga 'where the I ncas

bycame :dominant. . There. werk,, of course, signif-t
leant differences among the eiVatZations tMt.
arose in the two geographic regions before the
arrival of the Iberians, .8ifferences 'which some
.of the suggested readings describe. NeverTheless,
whet:he simiaar- qr differeht in detail, the -

ac(.:omplishments of the natIVe peoples in the
pre-Coliimlyian-centuries ha vb nfluaticticit. and:
-continue to' infj,pence, today's Latin Amerira
in man significant ways.=

0

BASIC REApip

II

BuShne.114,.11.!i., The_PirAt:ffinnricdns.: The r re-

- CaIumbicen Civilizationa (NeW-York,',Mc(Jraw-llill
Bo6k Company, 1966, ;'at :tons :jot), ilatinrs and, ,:-,

Hut-It:lotto-Ltd., 196B). '.' . '.

4

1
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Bushnell has-produced a .remarkablo work of
synthesis in this 09 page book, which is
in the "Library of the Early Civilizations"
series ediled-bv Stuart Pigott. The volume

,includes beautifu,1 and welt - selected
'illustrations. After a brief introduction,
rind a concise summary of what i' known QC
"Earky:Man Before 5000 DC" and about early
agricultural cultivation in "The Rise of the
Farmers4,the al:allot conveys the basic
elements of Maya, Aztec and Inca ci.1.21izations
from the viewpoint of one fully familiar
with up-te7tlate "research. The book in

iiu suitable for the introductory
student, and could betssigned in its
entirety:.

ave

castedo, fenooldo, A History of Latin American
Ait an&ArchitcataireFrom Pre-Columbian Times
to the Pretlent (New,York, Frederick A.,Pracger,

"1Y
ft4 Lr., 1g6g; translated and edited by Phyllis

Preeman): Intr.oduction and Part I, "In the
Opoinning"1'.pp.'11-98.

0

.
Oastedo's volume is a relatively bri -,

*illustrated history o
40fcthe art of rp

AMe'rica.. In.the suggOtcd pages he
.

mixers a less comprehbnsive time-span
., than Bushnell, but the selection of illus-

.t,ea0d items it excellent and the volume.
'underscores Castedos viewpoint that "...it
:4,s in thic arts that Latin Ameria'.3 essence
.qt.to be found". TWbeginning ,student

4 will not learn AS much as might be advisable
about'aspects of the'pre-Columbian period
havjng to do with the 'way people lived,

.0)ut he will have seen good illustrative
li'material al!td have read.an-experi's. comments
a'bont soma of the hest examples of', its

expreusipn. B(TausQ, Castbdos
trAual commints art, ckdarly identified
with ,.he illustration being discu:ised
in earl easy, the.reador has tho acbeantagv

of belt certain that the object'. and the
text go :togethdr: .
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Katz, Friederich, The Ancient American Civil-
izations (London, George Weidenfeld, and Nicolson,__
Ltd., Printed in Great Britain by the Trinity
Press,.1972), Chapter 1, "Ancient America ",'
pp, 1-8, Chapter 2, "The Origins of the.Native
Population of .America and of the American Cultures',
PP. 9-18, Chapter 5, '"The Advanced Civilizations
of America.!, pp. 32-75.

Katz' work is an outstanding exam0.e*of
the ability to synthesize and present
clearly comments on the conclusions 'of the
scholars, including results of new research,
differing viewpoints, and the like`. While
al.t the sections mentioned would be useful,
Chapter 5 on the "Advanced Civilizations"

piovides a particularly good overview..
7 The book as a whole is a valuable,contri-
'bution to our understanding of the period,
but is probably too'long for ass4gnment
in a general course.

,

KeleMen, PS1, Medieval American Art, Master-
pieces of the New World Before Columbus (New

York, Dover Publications, Inc., Third Revised
Edition, 1969), Chapter II, "Historical, Approach",
p.9-24, and Chapter XII,,"Evolution or In-
fluence ", pp. J70-386.

The Kelemen volumes are, as indicated,
primarily studies in attllistory which are

'handsomely illustrated. As such, they pro-
'. 'vide excellent supplementary material.

The textual, comments cited, however, contain
interesting evaluations of the'dstinctive
characteristics and accomplishments of
the people who lived in the five regions
into which Kelemen divides pre-Columbian.

:America. In "Evolution or Influence" th4
author probes the question of origins.of
th4 civilizations, especially possible
.links with Asia. Interesting and .useful.

S

rw.".:-.<
, 1
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Kelemen, Pal, Art of the Americans, Ancient and
Hispanic (New York, Thomas Y. Crowell Company,
1969), "The Ancient Epoch, A World Apart", pp. 1-5.

A very general introdudt' which is useful
to the beginner primari because of
Keleindn's clear. description, of the Carbon
14 method and other advances that have
been made in determining dates of archeo-
logical discoveries. Otherwise, the volume
is valuable essentially for supplementary
purposes.

Henriquez Urena, Pedro, A\Concise History of
Latin'American Culture (Ne Ybrk,Frederick A.
-Praeger, 1966), t;anslated a dwith a sul5ple-
mentary.chapter by Gilbert Ch Chapter 1,
"The Indigenous Cultures ", pp:

. 1.

As 'indicated in hla preface, Gilbeit-Ghase
selected and translated thid small voluMe
ari illuthtrious Latin Ameridan literary
figure fdr use in a couxse'on "The Cultural
,Heritage of LatinAmerica", as concise
surrey of the historical developme4 of
Hispanic Americarloulture froin a humanistic.
point of view...." (p. v): The chapter, on
the pre-Columbian4eriod cited, ahove provides

`-that kind' of broad background, with .meanin-
ful generalizations about the accomplishmentd
and contributions of the early civilizations.
Althatigh quite brief, the'selection might
.well be included with tither mateiials fOr

. v reading on ditguttopic,'

tHe2:ringi Hubert, A History of Latin America, From
wf the teginnings.to the-Present (New Y k, Alfred A:-

Knopf, Third Edition, revised, L972) Chapter 2,
"The Indian Background ", pp. 24-63.

1.

Ss \1;
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In general', Herrinq's.well-known textbook'
on Latin American hiltory a veri table

i no of, 10,d information. In

tho ..:77,MT:t4on. cited "a hove the author .has
provided a particularly good 0:tamale of
condensation of a thaw; of f61evant,material. 1'

Pul 1 Footnote xplanati one are 'also provi&a,
frir c,xample, on subjects such 'as "Who is an

Indian?" or how the date of man's arrival

i n tho homi sphere i s ea lculatrid. The

splor ion is one of the best available for

use in an *introductory course.

C row,: John A . , The Epi& of4Latin America _(New
York, Ddubleday and Company, Inc., 1971) ,

ehiiptors 1-34 !'The Mayas: (rooks of the New
World"; "The Incas:- Chi ldron of the :inn" and

"The Toltec-Aztec Culture", pp: 1. -G3.

4!,

Thiq ' ;election has most of the advantage!:
wilt Toned above w i t:h reference- to tAo
Herring volume,, al thqugh it 'is somewhat

longer detailed. It is well

written
r
and interesting; it summarizes

-recent . cholarly advance; and it provides
thouqht ful. and valuable generalizations
regarding the meaning of the, pre-Columbian

period. The- only disadvantages Lo this and

the apove selection from Herring, are that
thoY are parts of t(nctbooJcs and do not

have the vivid- iolliptrations that-are db-

bountifulty; available for4t1lis topic in
4 13

other 'volumes.
.

,

Le,ona ed, Jonathan Nor ton;Ancion t: Amora,ca. ( New

York, T fe }looks, (IrOa t Agefi of Ma'n r i og',

ne)7 , 1.01 pp. , mirth i.1.1us-Vra I* pt ;,

bi phy, chronology and index.

I
A/
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..4ny lack of ilAustrative material .in Herring
and (3fow, described above, is. more than
componsatod'in this vplume, which han
excellent color llugtrations and other
devices to suOplepent the toxi. Written
for the general,reador rather. than the
sOlolar, the commentary appears'to.be
accurate and informative-'-it does not
"wrIte down" to apopular audience. The
Fir St chapter, "The Earliest AmpriCans",
(..8-18)1 summarizes pre-historic
.innings and early' trends toward cultural
growth. T1 author's comments on. the
cultivatidn of,corn'and other foods are

.especitalay interesting. later' chapters
deal with the.various regionaltmanifestations
.of early civilization.

*\.

Nlba, Victor, The Latin_ Americans (New Yorkp,
Frederick A. Praegeri 1969), Chapter 'III, "How
Did satin America Emerge?"i+ pp. 50-60.

4
Hlakeire, H h(Harold, LatiAmericagndon,
(ford Uiliversity Press, 1973), Chapter 2,
"The Past''',. pp. 22-30.

130th :of these volumes compress what they\
\\\

have
Itrcc),1-711;r=c=,E=71131t period

valuable only in providing short outlines
of relevant materidl.

. - 1

BASIC READING-,MIDDLE AMERICA

Ik

Th citations that follow in this and the
next sectidn recograze phe contributions of
authors who havq!Chosen to restrict their
writings to one or the othbi- of thee two general

.. arehs of pre - Columbian davolopment. 'They
'convey, I believe, interpretations Qr %

.

-17-
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evaluations of the period that should help a
beginning student to Understand bettor its
significance.

Walf, Eric _R., Sons of the Shaking Earth,
(Chicago, University of Chicago.PreSs, 1959) .

Chapters TV through VI, "The Rise.of, ehe geed
Planters": "Villages and 'Iloty Towns", and
"Coming of the Warriors", pp. 48-129.

?

The liveliness of appr9ach and style implicit
in the title is amply confirmed in
work by an outstanding.anthropologistand
writer on Middle America,. Tbb,student-
first learnibg about Latin America deservils'

t to be introduced to at least a represehtatiVe
chapter, Such as "The Rise of ehe,Seed

,

Planters", which offers a sprightly account,
based, upon the solid knowledge Qf careful
research. The two chapters fbllowing that
mentioned,.entitled "Village's aild-UolaY
Towns" and "Coming of the Warriors", .

develop the Maya and Aztec storieL, in some
detail, and peitaps should be reserved
for more advanced study. On the other hand,:
some students may, be attracted to the

. - .

Covar:rubiA,.Miguel, Indian Art of Mexico and
Ceritrai_America4Ne.FLYork, _Alf red-A Knopf
1957), "Introduction" and "Middle Amereica,

' ,pp. 3-10. , ,..,
.,

ti ..

.
. 1

C

C

ThejIntroductory material ,in Covarrubias',
volumes includes commentary Which,is!Par-
ticularly apt, since it COMPS from:one who .

Is arpist: writer, student of"his country's ,

panE;:and a Latin American. .'The.entire
'

book ug, worthy'of attention if,only because
of the author's 'color plates and line
drawings which illustrate the text.

J

-18 -.
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,Weavor,
,

Muriel Porter, The 'Aztecs, Mayd -and-Their
Predecessors, ArCheology of Me:,o-AMorip Mew

/.. ;York, SeVinar-Fress, Inc., 072), set espo6ially
- Chgpter 1, "Incipient Agriculture: Man Settles ;

Down",-ppi,25-33 andlChapter.10, "Meso-American '.
'Cikfilization apd Archeologr:,. eipecially p. 296.

. ,e .-, ,0

-/

,The :author's goa1,4'stated in the preface,
to-provideA"...a single volume' that will
cover the' arCheoloqi, 'gf'both Central Mexico
and Eho Maya area", and.respond to. , "a need
for synthesis4-aA an "atteMpt'at geperalr-
zillion". The reSult-i. sOteiihat detailed
account' of the.state.of research ,with- r

illuminating vignette8, including, on p.. 296,
an outstanding sthmary of the attainmentvs

-of the Middle American pre-Cblumbians.'
POr Lite student Wit) may'be-Inspired
purfide study of the porioefurthor,.the,,
final chapter of this book abscribos'some
of the problems and rewtirdp of- rchoological
resoarch and the opportOnitios it offeFs
fdr interdisciplinary cooperatibp.

O

.Thomps)p, 3-. Eric 3.,.1te Rise and Fail of the .

.

Maya C !vilization (Norman, University of
.

Oklahoma Pressr.1966), "Prologue".
3

pp.pp 3-41.
. .

.
. - ..

.
.

t
, . .. .- <

A commentarY. on' Maya ach ievements by ono
of the outstanding s tQdents of the subject;
combinod,with discussion of.various spocific
a§pocts of the search for more information
lbou tho-Maya,civilization: :Problems,
Posed", "Language .and Population"-, "Physical.
APPoarance", "Psycholoqical,Traits, and
"Dattii Maya History and tho'Carbon 14.
,Proces!,". Thompson holds that "...Cho Now
World culture to set against !hose. of the
old is clearly the.Maya, bodauso it alone
11:1d devoloped heiroglypitio writing", and
'that ".the great theme of Maya civilization
was Ehe passage of time, the wide concept

-19-



>`
of the mystery of eternity and the n arrower
concepts of the divisions of .time....The

'rhythm of' time enchanted the May6."

: .

\,
I .

Thompson, J. Eric S., Maya History and Rerigion .

(Norman, University of Oklahoma Press, 1970). ''

Chapter VII, "Maya Civilization in Retrospect",\ .

pp. 299-310. N 'i.

The conclusi9ns of
.

a long-teem scholar of
' the Maya civilizatiov are presente,0 in
. the "Synopsis of Maya History". ,Although

the artistic and architectural accomplish-
ments of the Mayamight be given greater "

emphasis,',,, the selection includes interditing-
- and well - founded: observations on their

geheal accomplishMents.

.-

Keen, Benjamin, The Attec Imagelin Western Thought
(New Brunswick, Rutgers-UniVersity Press, 1971),

. Chapter One,. The .People .of the Sun", pp. 3-29.

.
i

.

\ - The chapter cited presents a 'very gdod,
non-technical summarY%of the development

.-.

of Aitec life and thought,' which, as the
author suggests, wciuld le very useful to

.

'f- 2beTient the non-specialise!. Subsequent
. . . chapters axe highly specialized-- .

4.
Cue, Michael D., America s'First Civilization
XNeW Yo;k, 'American Heritage; distribution by .

Van Nostrand, Princeton, N:J., 1968).
, ,

, The volume by Coe is rather narrowly
specialited, .since it conCernsitSelf

withthe Olmec'emergenc

'32
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A "Summing up" chapter, "Achlevementand.
Legaicy of the Olmecs", would be of spocial
intefest if the excellent sand reilily
ohtlinahlo film entitled "Excavotions'at
La yenta" is shown; The introductory chapter,
"Discovery of the Meso American Past" is'
also well adapted to the general reader.

BAMC REApING-..SOUTH AM6ICA

-

Lanning, Edward-P.,,Peru Before the Incas.
(Englewood' Cliffs, New Jersey, Prentice-Hall,
Inc., ,1967), Chapter XII,: !I'M Nature of
-Peruvian Civilization, pp. 173-20(1.

The chapter cited presents an unusually
useful and readable syfithesis of much
information, analyvirig, the evolvement( or
the Inca civilization in terms of t-he 1

.

various elements-7food supply'., .deWography,
,.grade, communic4.tione etc.,that went lift°
the process of organizincr-the ,people .into
,
a "large,-,complicated dociety with a . ;

cloverhment...wilich coat:oiled \OA, destinies,
of a latge,poPuiation:".

.I. .
. .

.
.

.
.

: k s4 '' ' V

. .

Bushnel 1; -61.11-. ., Peru (New York-, Fredericlv-A: . _.4

Praeger, 1963, Ancient People: and Placs Series),
Chapter. 1, pp. 13-31. - , . l

The entire 147 page book.constitutes an
excellent summary of the South American
prer.Columbian period, but the general
treatment of the first 'chapter would be
particularly valuable in an introductory
,coprse bocause 0 the clarity with-which
it estIblishes Peru's 15/ace in ancient
America,' .

-217,
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Engl, Lieq:elotte and Thi,o, Twiahlight of Ancitnt
Peru, the Glory and Decline of the Inca Jmpire

.

York, Boole Co., 1969); 216 pages.

The book presents a well-illustrated,
relatively, brief description of Inca
greatness. Of particular intoredt is the

r chapter describing the Inca ErriOire under
. Huayna Capac, which gives a well;-rounded s'
glimpse of the Inca way cif doing thing:,
and conti-ibuteS to a better understanding
of what the,Spaniards found in Peru--and
destroyed,.

Prescott, William H., History of the Conquest
of Peru, with a Preliminary View of the
Civilization of the Incas. (New York, Harper
Itrq.thers, ip47), Book I, Chapter, ''Concluding
Reflections", pp. 160-174.

Students first encountering Latin America
should have.at least a "dip" into this
classie; or the one on f.texico by the same
19th centurrauthor. .In the chapter cited,

-Prescott generalizes.in a way that gives'
real meaning to the accomplispments of
both Inca and Aztec;

11.

,Dockstader, Frederick ndian Art in South
AtheriCa (Greenwich, Connecticut, New Yo .k
Graphics Society Publishers, Inc.,- 196 ),
Introductibn, "The' Indian Artist", ).'25-31 and
"Andean Chronology'.', pp. 82-13.

A

Dockstader's voluthe is handsome ly illustrated
and dll.qf his comMeniark is Iritetesting., The
pages cited are partiCularly'useful,, however,
because* of the author's exathindtion of the

-
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differencew between Middle American and
South American achieliements, ,the variations
within the South"Americantegion, and the

' impact of the physical,environment. They .

also set the stage for a thesis he presents--
that "....;the Inca'emPire'of 1525 was at a
more advancedstage of civilization than

, the nation that Pizarro represented....
only, in the art of writing and it technblog
did they lag." 26) .-

SUPPLEMENTARY- READING OR VIEWING

Theie is a wealth of material which can be
made available .to beginning students who wish
to prAd' more deeply than the general backdrOund
material cited above permits. Limiting our,
data for the present to published books, the
categories available begin with a number of
beautifully illuitrated volumes, whichconveY,
essentially, the artistic accomplishments of .

the pre-Columbian period. Students, who spend
a little time simply-browsing through such,
collections will gain lasting impressions of

. the remarkable accomplishments ofcthe native \

Americane. (The use of films, slides-and other
audio-visual materials is disbussed separately).
The following titles present but a few examples
of bookS, in addition tothose by Castedo,
Kelemen, ,Leonard°and Covaerubias, cited above,
whICh --lend themselves- to; presentation: --a

Anton, Ferdinand, The Art of Ancient Peru
(New York, C.P..Putnam's Sons,'1972):

s

Vazquez,,Pedro Ramirez .(and others) The
National Museum of Anthropology--Marco

S ith, Bradley, MeXiccr, A History in Art
- (New. York, Harper and Row, ,1968)

. 35
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D.I..roit 1 of Arts Tho Al t or I Ito
Antqill. Maya (''1/ York, Thom. I!, m,,ft .11

, 19549). tor:tul(5 s..Iys, by
f idder , iiInd Carlos Samayo..c

Qt

ttotropulil4n Arl, 11rouc Cort6:1,
:ictapt-mro of Middle Amt:ried .(Now York,
Now York Graphics :society, 1970) , Pre (-act,
y Dudley T. I-;asby, Jr. ,

A nnml:r of books. of, roat-ling::;' on one Or
anothor ar,.pr.qt or Latin America include '6xti:orpts
from air, writings of men whd Elist obsorvvd-
Cridion civilizations of tqe trit.h and °16th .

centurieg -as well as more rocc'nt 'authors;
Each of, tho following has been fcat.rnd t o i neretclo`
Z nutnlv,-r of such readings that might. wr,L1

Vi.th pryfit to provOle baulcgrdunci;-

11.

.4

.
. -

Ho thrli i i0, John, Lat:Ln -America, Y1' :4rrcloy .1114..
(`Eow 'York, Bantam Bool:s T nr,:. 1971) t

Part TT., "The thdian begat:7"; pp. 10-99,

Dvuol, Loa, Conquistadors 'iwo ras,
ArchnolOgl.,sts in the Am9,,rion+, Au. Account
w-Lth Original` Narratives, ("-e1 York, :it,

n' s Press, Inc., 1967). ..

nic-excepti-orstalli-i-nterost ing-4.trK1-
0(..4.i.Onv it.1; apt -citations -from the

work,s such eminent. investigators as..
illumpokr.IL, John L..titephens, Iltram
Bingham, Thor Heyerdahl,. E. Georg0-
squier, Alfonso Caspaiid
Farcte.

e

a uchorie , I;obert , The India n Backtjround 4. Or
Lai: LI) Amorica--(New Yorlt, Alfred A. Ithollf,

1970).<

This includes sevpral interc:;ting. readings,
.especially one by .George Foster On "Culture
and Copquesti the Concept of Cultural
Crystallization", 'pp. 189-202.'

24
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Oauchore, ttobert, They Pound k iluriod
0;0 1.:%(:.0.411TOTEITTI1C.

\mot- i (*.in Tropic; t y of
chi(-190 Prrqv.:3y 196S.).

S.
. 1.01 lection or "apt-bent remit: iseence$:
I;y 71.-o.0. a riTheo1Og ical exp1orOrs" i ntencloci
to il lustritt6 how the, titudes and
pit-1.01.ns of dal Ly lire they observe d
in Tentral Ameritta were gitise to th se
of I he. .1-. Line or His . Maya provide
a Mot-ilOd of gettAng explorers and
explored:together.

.

Peson,31 accounts of first contact with the
pre-Co]umbiln 'some of ,which are
found: in, the books mentioned above, often .147.91tse
more interest than secondary works, howeve.r.fwm1.1.
done 'the latt.or may he. 'Such accounts began
with the conquistadores and those who arcompatiio61
thtam-, tint three by more recent discoverers who,

."'did much to ,t;imulate further inveiticiation
into the Ifidiatt past are:

s.

StepTv7nso John 1,., Incidents- off'. in
Cent r41. America ia and Yucatan (
Yorl:.;' Dover 'Publications, 1.4%3) , Two, volume,.

8

Illustrated by the remark,tlt1c.drawingv
-of 'Stephen's companion, Catherw6od,

.. tbosn vattimms provide an TI-Xeitillg -

Of discovery of iaha was then the
.'.rneglected past of bhe Middle American

rdgion, d9
, .

a

Edward iierbqrti' reople of lhe Serpoiht,,
..tife and `Actvonture among trirT 'Mayan' (NeItr..Yoric,,

l'..:z:1)1:11nam's Sons, '196.5) .

it' ton. first. published many years ago,
ttie.;:mettioires.pf the Arne rican COnfil.11.

unc:sweed much or Chiche:n.
other 's-4.:t es i.n Yur-a an give

if,Odnat. 'aCcoubt. of his 'experienc:os.

0
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i3i noham, Ha ram; it of thr,/ &Tricas, '13110-

!;tm.-y o! Machu P.t.e.:ellu and_lts-.1.itli 1 drys (Ntiw.

York,. NW11, 51:oan trind Pearce, '19410.
- a

The.f,,irst:hithd account of the North
. ; Ame.ri can scholar- and Politi,i7a1P ure%-:-

wtlo fi est rediscovered ;Machu Picchu.

Fin:11y, for poss NIP qupnl etnentA ry '7uso there

;?: ri, t he works of cq rta in specialists which Ar,(,
'listed here ?jar the reason given in eiich case:,

0

Peterson, Frederick A., Ancient Mexico, An
Introduction to the Pre2-.11isvanic "Cultures.
W.41,7 York, Capricorn Books, 1959).

Peterson deals with the general background
:and development of the Indian civilizations
of Mexico, and .then describes in 'some detail
--many of the aspects having to do with the
way the people lived and thought. The
value of this btook lies prificipally in
the &introduction it gives to a wide range
of specialized 'Sub jocts, such as "Relig).on",
"Warfare and Warriors",, "Dress, Ornaments
and Beautification", "Pottery and Potters",
rte.

Bernal, Ignacio., Ilekico Before Cortez: Art!,

History, and LegencTTNew York,Thafthin Books,
Doubleday and Co., 1963), -"-Prologuei-,

An extremely lucid account. of what Cortez
saw when he first looked down upon 'the
capital city of the Aztecs.

.

Foster, 'George' N., Empire's' Children, The.- '

People of Tzintzuntzan (Westport, 'ConticicLicut,
Greenwood Press, 1973), pp. 6-19.

A good summary of various .1:::pects of the
Tarancan area bptoro the Comp.:v:1i> -by oht,
of the loading scstieilai-s"in'the rivld.;

.
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Baudiq, Louis, Daily Life in Peru..Under the

Last Incas (London, George Allen and Unwin,

Ltd., 1961).

,4

Unusually descriptive chagterg on'"The
Setting", "Life of the Rulers" and "Life

of 'the Common People" are included in

this book by a. noted. Fiench scholar.

Vaillant,, George C., The Aztecs of Mexico;

Origih, Rise and Fall of the Aztec Nation
Penguin Books, 1953), Chapter 1,

"The'HiStoripal and 'Cultural Background

of Aztec Ciyilization",pp. 23-45.

The paps cited contain wise and thought-

provok5a.ng conclusions about pre-Columbians,
civilizations in geteral.by one of the

early, profound scholars of the Aztecs.

Although more recent scholarshigmay
have altered,some of the details;
Vaillant's thoughts are well worthy of

attention.

Kendall, Ann, Ever day Life of the Incas (New.

York, G.P. Putnam s.Sons, 1973), Chapter II,

"The Incas and the PeoP/e", pp: 29-53 aqd

Chapter HIV, "Family Life. and Rital", pp. 74-9511,

The selections mentioned-here offer good

examples of interesting conclusions on

the specific stated subject, inclUding
the resultsof more/ recent research.

,

ITEMS OF SPECIAL INTEREST TO THOSE

WHO MAY WISH TO EXPLORE FURTHER THE INDIAN PAST ,

There may be curiosity oh the part of'some

stints to pursue further.research in the subjects,

to w ich they have been introduced. The fol,lowing

books were found to have interesting, useful 'and

pkecise.descriptions of the. tools and ,methods -

ofarcheolojical and anthropological research.

IN

1 I I

C.

5" .
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MacGowan, Keapeth'and Hester, Joseph A. Jr.,
Early Man in"` ,he New World (New York, Doubleday
and Co., Ince, Anchor Books, Published in
cooperation with the American Museum of
Natural History., 1062).

A popularized pu ary Of the status of .

investigation of he origihs and spread
of native populations; an introduction to
anthropological research and the kinds of
controversies it engenders. ,

.
,

Patterson, ThomasC., America's Past, A New
World Archeology (Glenview, Illinois,-'Scott,
Foresman and Co., 1973).

"The intent a£ this book is to introduce
Students -bdth beginning and advanced--
to new wo d archeology." (Pteface) .

Beginning ith its first chapter on
"What is A cheology?", th book fulfills
the, declar Otent quite well, dealing
with bothe ementary and m re complicated
questions.

Sander Willia\ T\. and Price, Barbara J.,
Meso eAca the volution of a Civilization

ndom1House, 1968 .

.

'This v ume c t ins an ex mple of academic
synth sis n an ntrodu ion to the
ter nolo of th stud of the lte-
Co ianjperiod: It Ould serve the
b inningrdtud6nt as basis for further

estiofiinig.11 -(

Se 'also among s le tions cited above: Muriel
Weaver, T e Aztecs, Maya and Their

Predecessors. cone uding chapter; J. Eric
Thompson, The Ri6e and Fall ,of the Maya

I Civilization:"Pro1ogue".
\

t
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INTRODUCTION TO, LATIN AM RICA - 1'i ,/

.

HANUALtOR AN INTERDISCIPLINARY COURSb .

VOPIe THREE

HISTORY

.

. .1
:

The 44tory of. Latin America over what is
now almost fiver-centuries since Columbu6' discovery
of the "new" world has- been the vocation of many
students and writers, but never more so than it
is today.' In all the mass ofhisforical literature

fihd
which has be'be' and is ing produced, it is often
difficult c 'ons that will be interesting,
attractive'and rewarding othose approaching'
the study'of that half a millennium for the first
time. Nevertheless, there are many good examples '.

of riting which either 'synthesize well"the events
hat occurred over centuries or which'express
o articulately the meaning Of a particular .

period that reading them becomes an unforgettable ,.
ekperi4nce., The section which follows is divided .

to conform to those two general kinds;of writing
on the history of Latin America. Ai elsewhere,
the items discussed are intendedto be brief
enough to b,e4`suitable for assignment for a ..

portioh of an interdisciplinary course allocated
tothe.ptudyof.history,

:

GENERAL- -HOOK LENGTH SURVEYS '

The three-books descr -ibed. below are all
relatively brief and yet deal with each Of. the
prindipal historical periods into which-the
'Latin American past-is-divided: discovery and '

Conquest, colonial rule, independence, and the
national period.'. Any_ one of them .would be

-auitable for reading either, completbly or in
'portions, depending upon the aspect individual
teachers belieke needs pIrticular emphasis.'

1

,f, So4

:., 't,

.
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They ar the workd of scholars, and thus aca cal y
relia61 but avoid excessive employment of he '

less in elligible paraphernalia of the prdfe sional .,

aCademik ian. , .

.
.

. .

Randle, George, A H story.of Latin America
(Baltimore,,Penguin ooks, Inc., 197 edition),

,242 pp., Table of, ulations, Bibliographical-
'Note, Maps, and Index.t

,
% 6 t

1 , Pendle,has achieved'e remarkable feat of
compression. of infora4tioli'in thilipbook.---_, .'

Emphasislid on fActual background rather -----,

than controversial interpretation; and ,

. _ those. aspects of the Latin American.paSt,
including that of Brazil, whit account
for its distinctive qualities merge

,

fxbuftne text with grace and 'pr cision..'
A Britisher who .began-writing akut Latin
Americ..d in 193e' and has spent 'many -years

ata that are 'most useful
there, the aut7rovides just the kind
of h4cKgroundd
to one learping about the area-for the'

. .

, first time, Hid chapter'On "LaiinAmericari
. Characteristics" would be valuable reading

. ' . for:all North Americans =and Europeans
6,

: preparing themdelveS for a visit to the .
.

-- region4__Some o meritf the other met
. attention if.;the.entire

assicmed.
'book cannot be

. . ..; ,
,

.

e

4

4

Burns, Bradford, Latin America: A Concise
olinterVreive'History (EnglewOod'Tilffsi

. Prentice.-Hall, Inc:, 1972), 272 pp.;:Statistical,-
Tables, Glossarye Biblipgraphy=-"Guide to Paper-

' backLAekattire in English", Index, Maps, ,

s
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a.

Langer ,t an' the Pendle volume, Burnb' brief
history ives more attention to interpretation,
the tone for which.is set in the:Preface (Xi-_

xiv)--in which the- author identifies."change".
as "the most salidne-characteristic of Latin
America in the twentieth century" and
attributes many of.the difficulties of the

'United States with Latin America to what
he regards as this country's inability or
Unwillingnessto understand fully what is

going on there. Whether or not One agrees
with the author's appeoach, the volume

illfully places basic factual data about
Lat. America,into a meaningful framework

.,

which should be yaluable to the student. .

Humphreys, Rob N., The Evolution of Modern
Latin America (N -w York,-Cooper Square Publishers,
1973), 179 pp., B liography, Index.

This is a republished version of the. original
volume by a well -Known British historian
of Latin America. It was first published
-in' 1945'on,the basis off a series of lectures.'
Since neither factual information nor
'interpretation have been brought up to date,

and much has happened in Latin America
since- that'- time, ---- theme -book. suffers by

comparison with the others, mentioned,
Nevertheless, theraditional (for 1945)
interpretation of Latin American independence
and the meaning of the forces at work' within
the area at that time is. interesting, and
it may not be as much outdated as many
seem toloelieve in the 1970's,

.
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I

GENERALSUMMARY SELECTIONS

Alba, Victor, The Latin Americans (New ork,
Fiederick A. Praeger, 1960, Chapter III, "How
Did Latin America emerge?", pp. 48-103, and
Chapter IV, "Why Hag Latin_America Not Changed?",
PP. 1 4-137.

f

4/

The two chapters in Alba provide,an excellent
interpretive summary of the Lat 0 American
backgrouhd, with priMary'empha is-on the

.colonial roots and the 4egree to which thee
influence of institutions created in those
early years-has ,persisted to the present.
He .finds that Latin America has spent most
of its national period attempting "...to
'create modern states without creating modern
societies." (p. 104) The selection mixes
factual data and interpretation effectively,

-Calvert, Peter, Latin Americas Internal Conflict
and, International Peace (New York, St.-Marting
Press, 1969), Chapter I, "The New Century",
pp. 1-31.

Although the entire Calm Cvolume is int nded
succinctto "...present'a dcinct utline of the

political and diplomatic history of Latin
America in this century", its most effedtive
portion for introductory purposes is Chapter
"The Ney Century ". Despite the more restricted
scdpe repesented by its title, the chapter,
actually ffers.a'doncise; meanin 1 summary
of the bread historical development f the,.
area. .The author is n fearful of umMarizing
the data nd acbidving aningful g eralization.
The selection citdd is p obably the best"
very brief summary to befoend.

444
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Schurz, William Ly
Survey (Pew-York,
19 , Chaptex

le,, Latin America, A Descriptive
.!. Dutton and CompanYw Inc.,
"History", pp. 23-50. /

The Schurz chapter provides a good factual.
summary of historical events through the
achievement.of independende, but there is
a minimum of interpretation, and events of
the 19th and early 20th centuries are left
for discussion in later chapters.

Hennessy, Alistair, "The
Chapter 2, pp. 40-65 in
Continuity.and 'change (L
Corporation, 1974), edit

Past Behind the Present",
atin America Essa s in

Britis Broa casting
de by Harold Blakemore.

The article cited i part of a series in
'which the British B oadcasting Corporation
iqtroduced its liste ers to Latin_ America.
The published versio constitutes a useful,
succinct, and adeqdat general summary of
La in American history but some subjects
are dealt with in very ,rief scope indeed.

Blakemore, Harold, Latin America (London, Oxford
University Press, 1966), Chapter 12, "The Past",
pp. 22-79.

Blakemores chapter on the historical back-
ground also is part of a more gener 1 back-
ground volume aimed-at making Latin erica-) .

better known to people in ngland.
chapter 'cites the significar t rafts, but
does not add much in the ways of interpretation.

V
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/'Keen, Benjamin "Latin America and the Caribbean,
Vol/ 10, pp. 691-706, in Encyclopedia

Britannica (Chicago, Helen Hemingway Bento4,
' 15th edition) 1974).

The article iri the Encyclopedia Britannica
by Benjamin Keen, outstandipg Laltih
Americanist scholar, is a masterpie e of
condehsation pf
from the 'cilques
independence. I

all major episod
institutions tha
perio
Encyc
this
purpos

actual data on the
through the wars
at least 'touches
s and,deals.with
emerged during t

period
of d

pon
e basic
colonial /

. Although .some may regard the
opedia Britannica as being too-general,
election is ideal for background

S.

Humphreys, . A., Tradition and Revolt in
,Latin America and Other Essa s INew York
Columbia \yniversity Press,. 1969),_Chapter 1,
"Tradition sand Revolt iniLatin America", pp. 1-17.

\

\

4

In very brief compa s, one of England*S

i
most di tinguished ontributors to the
study an understanding of Latin America.
expresses what the Latin American historical
background s meant to the nations and k,
peoples of th region. Even'though it
gives only a glimpse of.a very large and
diverse panorama, the insight one gains from

,,careful reading of Humphreys' assessment
ill be more than worthy of the effort. .

- It is a masterful interpretive contribution
to the literature of.Latin American history.

N

'I' *
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Parry, J.H., The Spanish Seaborne Empire (New
York, Alfred A. Knopf, 1966), Prologue, "The
Tradition of COnquest ", pp. 22-37 and Conclusion,
"The Aftermath of Empire", pp. 361 -382.

iN,

The prologue to P rry's brilliant contributir
to the literature of Latin America treats
of the Spanish p eparation for dealing with
the "New World", and the body of the book is
concerned with the record of the colonial
period. While the entire work is obviousl
not suitable for use in an introductory
course, except for supplementkry reading,
the "Aftermath6of Empire" section is a
succinct and penetrating explanation of the
roots of Latin American behavior, the
institutions that were inherited from
imperial days, and the factors that have
come to predominate in the Vents of today. /V
As with the Humphreys selection described
above, this reading will provide its readers
with much that will enhance an ability to
understand Latin America.

SPECIALIZED READINGS OF UNUSUAL MERIT

om time to time while reading in the
hist cal literature of Latin America one
encou ers a relatively brief portion of a'booi
or article which is particularly well expressed,
convey with unusual clarity the significance
of a given. period and topic, or preserits an
interpretation of special significance. More
rarely, a\selection may accomplish all three of
these: The citations which fdllow offer
examples of such contributions that have been
encountered during the present "research; it is
not intended.to.suggest that they comprise all
oliT even a major portion of such readings that
might be proposed. However, they should be

-35-
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interesting and valuable to the bettei students.
They are listed, roughly, in the-chronological
order of the periods with which they are concerned.

COLONIAL PERIOD

de Madariaga, Salvador, The'Fall of the Spanish-
American Empire ,(London, Hollis and Carter, 1947),
Chapter 1, "The Spanish Roots: The Conqueror
and the Friar", pp. 3-18, and "Epilogue", pp.
373-378, '

)The celebralted Spanish inter reter of events
in the New World captures th spirit of the
impact of Spain and its cons quences. He
adds meani g and significance to the
factual re rd in a unique Inner.

ti

icon-Sala
A erica
Un
"Th

rsit
'`Span

, Mariano
om Con ue
of Califor
sh Conquest

A Cultural stor of S anish
t to Inde Berkeley,
la Press, 1962 Chapter III,
pp. 27-41.
1

Irhe rincipal me it off this relati ely
*brie condensati.n of the impact of Spaniard
on I dian is that it recapitulates ery
well, without stating a personal c CluSion,
the pros and cons .of the "Black Le nd"
of alleged Spanish perfidy.

Innes, Hammond, The Conquistadors (New York,
Alfred A. Knopf, 1969), Chapter II, "Birth of
\\)an 6mpire",,pp. 22-37.
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, The book is written more for the layman than .,

the scholar; it is illustrated with many maps,
paintings and portraits of the period; and
the chapter cited sets the stage for the

,-
exploits of Cortes And Pizarro in an inter-
esting manner.

Jane, Cecil) Liberty and Despotism in Spanish
America (New York, Cooper Square, 1966, )
Chapter V,The Popular Conception, of the War
of Independence", pp. 65-80; and Chapter VI, ,'
"The True Character of the War of Independence",
pp. 81-101.

. -

aO.

.Cecil Jane's stimulating book, first pub;
lished in 1929, is a good example of
excellent writing and lively interpretation.
As the titles of the two chaptets suggest,
the selection illustrates the author's
inclination to present forthright view- .

points. Whether, one accepts his conclusions /
.

or not, the natu e and quality of- fgane's
ap roach are wort y of attention.4

Hanke, L
Voluine I
in Hist
Little,
by Lewis

wis, "Th
The Colo

Da
ial

of Latin Ame
rown and Compa
Hanke.,

of
x

Con
rie

cience in America",
ce, pp. 157-163,
vilization (Boston,
,./ edited

e I

Subtitled "Spanish Experiments and experiences
With the 'Indians in the New World", this is
an article which appeared in the Proceedings

- of the American.Philosophical Society in
April, 1963. Dr. Hanke, who is perhaps the
best known North American Latin Americanisto
took up the task of interpreting, and
challenging, the "Black Legend" many years
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ago. His writing is almost always stimulating,
but the portion cited is particularly good
because the author presents a fascinating
account of many of the things the Spaniards
attempted, with some of which they succeeded,
in their early dealings with the native
Americans. It is of particular interest
for that reason, but also because Hanke,
a historian who proclaims his hesitance tar
generalize, undertakes to do so, with
results that are memorable to his readers.

Gibson, Charles, "Spanish Exploitation of Indians
in Central Mexico", Vol. pp. 151-157, in
History of Latin American Civilization (Boston,
Little (,Brown and Company; 193), edited by Lewis
Hanke.

.The selectiOn iA rom Gibson's The Aztecs
Under 5 anish Ru . It presents an, nterpre-
tat on base on t e premise that the Black ,

Legend.is 4ut'abentially
'accurate-interpretat4oh of,rblationsbetween

Spaniards and Indians." (p. 151) Thus
the reading could be used for contrast or
comparison with those of Hanke,(above) and
Keen (below). Gibson's contribution to
diScussiop comes from years of study of the
Spanish impact in Mexico..

Keen, Benjamin, "The Black Legend Revisited,
Assumptions and.Realitiee",yol. 1, pp.. 13=24,
in The Borzoi Reader in Latin American History
(New York, Alfred, A. Knopf, 1972), edited by
Helen Delpar.

Professor Keen reviews the literature on
the .Black Legend and offers his own conclusions
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as, to its validity, based on many' years of
study and investigation. Although his
article originally appeared in the His
American Historical Review, this slightly
amended version, with an introduction by, he
editor, would be more useful than the original
for classroom purposes. Perhaps it is
somewhat more erudite than a beginning group
will appreciate, but the reading provides
an excellent, up-to-date study of the
controversy which has raged so furiously.
regarding Spain's culpability in its treat-
ment, of the native Americans.

PERIOD OF THE STRWOLE FOR INDEPENDENCE, AND AFTER

Nicholson, Irene, The Liberators, A Study of
Independence,Movements in Spanish America
(New York, Frederick A. Praeger,'19W, Prologue",
pp. 19-38.

In the relatively brief introduction to
her book on Spanish American independence,
Miss Nicholson gives one of the pest
examples this investigator has encountered
of synthesis leading to comprehension- -
not only of the independence movement, but
of the general history of Latin America.
The combination of synthesis, bold inter-
pretatior?, meaningfpl generalization and
excellent writing should do more to in-
culcate appreciation of the unique Character
of the Latin American background than many
of the entire volumes that have been produted.
mach paragraph is an essay in itself.

Humphreyst.R.A., practitionnd Revolt in
Latin America, Chapter 5, "The Fall of the Spanish
Empire", pp. 77-91i and Chapter 11, "The Caudillo
Tradition ". pp. 216-228.
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More specialized than the broad, gendral
introduction to Professor Humphreys' studyi
.cited aboVe, these,two chapters capture
the "essence' of the particular phenomena
with which they are concerned in a scholarly,
but readily comprehensible Way, and they
place the'subjects effectively within the
broader panorama of Latin American history.

Graharit, Richard, Independence in Latin America, A
Comparative Approach (New Yor), Alfred Knopf,
1972), thapter 9, "The Meanifig of Independence"v
pp. 1/3-132.

0

5

Professor' Graham, of 'the University of Texas,
has written a valuable book-length survey
of the independence movements throughout
Latin Amerida, including Brazil, in a form
which brings out Comparisons. Particularly
interesting are his interpretations, in the
select.' n cited, of the manner in which the
moveme is actually fOstered "Europeanization"
of and rlying elements of society, andlat
the same time, undermined the traditional
colonial society. The resulting insight
is refreshingly different from the customary
viey that the elements ot the colonial
structure remained essentially the same in
spite of independence and emerging nationalism.

'Lynch, John, The Spanish American Revolutions,
1808-182 (New York, W.W. Norton and Company, Inc.,
1 Chapter 1, "The Origins of Spanish American,
Nationality"; pp. 1-36. ..

g , 0

\

'the introductory chapter from Lynch's mor
detailed Otudy, the reading is cited cau e
of its quality and the manner in whic it

52
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underscores the extent to which, in the
author's view, the emancipation of Spanisti

AMerica from its original dependence on Spain
had occurred. by the end of the 17th century;
Thul-the indepengence movements were aimed
at realizing complete indepegdence in the--

face of a spanish effort at fsecond conquest".

., .

webb, Kemptdn L. Geography of Latin America, a
Regional Analysis (Englewood.Cliffs, New Jersey,
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1972).

i

.

A noted geographer succeeds quite well in his
effort to weave together the threads of a
historical-geographical approach to Latin .
America; based on what he identifies as
"the two continua of time (lstory) and

.space (geography The pur,ose is to
creatP "one vw;t. landscape". \ The first three
chapters, pp. 1-30, are partiCularly inter-
esting, concluding (pp. 28-30 with a brief

. statement on "changing defini ions of
resources in Latin America" w ich should
stimulate the interest of bet er students.

1

BOOK OF' READINGS ON LATIN AMERICAN HISTORY

,

Some of the abqve citations are,included,
as indicated, in collections of relatively,
short rOdingS. Those mentioned wiliCh are to be
found in such works are intended-to be'
illustrative. Other readings from such anthologies,
May be,' deemed by s?me to be more suitable for the
introductory, interdisciplinary course. The
most useful books of readings, in the investi-
gator'S view, are the following:

,

./-
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Hanke, wis (..ditor), History of Latin American
Civiliz tion, Volume 1, The Colonial-4Nodrience
and Vol e 2, The Modern Age (Boston, .Little,
Brown and Company, Second edition, 1973).:

N\ .

Dr. hanke's NTlumes,cand the somewhat similar
collection edited by him cited below, are
the fruits of years ofproduc.kive teaching
and scholarship on Latin America. In the
"Preface" to the books, I?rofesspr Hanke
states very clearly how his years of
teaching experience have resu3,ted in sk4ti=
cism about the 'use of the ordinary textbor*
for 'college classes in Latin American
history, and his books of readings are
designeeto stimulate more than "teXtbook'
curiosity" by using material that has
aroused controversy,, thIt'clearly expresses
a point of view and is well and reliably

written:,:

hanke, Lewis (1..ditor), Latin America,A'Historical
Reader (Boston, Little, Brown. and Company, 1974),

. : s . .

Many of the selections are the same as in
the Har4e.volumementioned above; but they
are designed primarily for use in a one-
semester course.s\ .

vs .

Pike., Frederick B., Latin American History:
select 'Problems, Identity,. Integration, Nationhood
(New York, Harcourt, drace and riorld, Inc 1969).r

The innovative approach employed by Prof. ).
Pikein this collection adds interest and
stimul4ionto the readings. A specialist
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, in the particular period being dealt with
provides' an-"Introduction" and 'a "ConolusiOn"
to selected readings about a "problem" of
history. Thus, forexample, "The Problem
of.Discoveryt A New ;vorld" (pp. 1-38)
is dealt with by J.H. Parry,,with illustrative
use of contemporarl materials; in "The ProblerN
of Conflicting Spanish Imperial Ideologies
in the'sixteenth Century" (pp. 39-64), John
'Leddy Phelan intrpduces quotations from
.epulved,A, Las Casas and Mendieta find offers
his conclusions on the controversy their-
respective points of view(created; and
Charles Gibson handles similarly."The.Probldm
of the Impact of. the Spanishlkulture on the
Indigenous American Populatioh", (pp. p5-98).
Portions of this work 'would be well suited
to the'introductory course, since the treatment
of the. respective ''Problems" reveals so
clearly diversities of interpretation as to
the meaning Of historical events.

, Delpar, Helen (,editor), The Borzoi Reader in Latin
American History, VoiuMe 1, From the Colonial Period
to Independence and Volume 2, The Nineteenth and
Twentieth Centuries ,(hew York, Alfred A. Knopf, Inc.,
1972)% ,

I
: .111

The 'selectiOns in the two Delpar volumes are
edited'with great care, items-are helpfully
cross- referenced, and the introductory
comments are interesting and relevant.

'Tulchin, JoSeph 6. (Editor), Problems in Latin
1 American History; The Modern Period (New York,

Harper and ficat, Inc., 1971);',

t
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Ten.units-are included in this book'of reading,
each dealing with,a specific aspect',of Latin
American polit&cal, economic or social history
since independence, with_ individual spepialists
organizing and commenting on the respective
units. In the introduction, the editor-
suggests the value of integrating the study
of history with that of ",indigenous civilizations,
literature and culture" and the like, but his-
volumeis'heavily weighted toward political
and economic subjects. Nevertheless, many
of the readings would be useful.

Keen, Benjamin (Editor), Latin Amedcan'aivilization,
Volume I, The Colonial Origins and VolumeII, The
National Era (Boston,' Houghton Mifflin Company,
'Third Ldition. 1974).

.

A standard work of .1.1ppleMentary.readings for
the general course in Latin'tAmerican history,
Professor Keens collectioR is based on broad
knowledge!'ofthe literature and a discrimiL
nating ability to select material of interest.
His volumes are pakticularly yaluable because
of his introductions tAxeach section and his
inclusion of conAiderable reading on the .

social and cultural background

Ruiz, Ramon Eduardo (Editor), Interpreng Latin
American History From Independence to 'Today (New
York, Holt, Rinehart and 44inston, 1970)

. .
.

iThe approach taken in this collection is.
primarily by country, but there is a Concluding
section entitledrLatin American Issues: the
Problems of the Continent" which presents
VItOkesting selections reflecting a varietyi/.
of viewpoints on recent problems.

-147
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INTRODUCTION TO LATIN -AI RICA

MANUAL4OR INT6P1.3CIPLINARY COURSz

TOIAC FOUR

TH6 Pc.OPLL

The variety that characterizes so much of
Latin America is especially relevant when its
people are being studied.,' Formed from three
basic groups--Indian, European, and African--
eq of which continues+to retain a substantially-
unc anged segMent, the population is also-composed
of manymixtures that' have been created over the
five hundred years, since members of the basic
groups first encountered one another. Certainly
the phenomenon described bet er by the Spapish
wor0 mestizaje than by its an liSh translat4pn
"mikture" has produced a predom nantelement in
tno\Latin American-seen today. mit other
cut standing aspects of d general examination
fq. "ille People" which inert the attention of ,the

roductoty student are the rate of populatign
;rowth--the "population,explosion"--and the
severe consequence's of that significant phenomenon.

Although such subject matter is, of ourise,

primarily the province of the anthropologic
brief and general, summaries of available inf matigh
ha been contributed by writers in other fieldi
and these are'perhaps more suitable for the
tIginner because they are less technically written.
Important exceptions are to be found, however, in
the selections by T. Lynn Smith, Charles Wagley
and Magnus Morner cited below. Suggested readings
about the people of Latin America are divided
between those which emphasize the extent of
acculturatioh that has taken place and those
that bring out the rapid growth of'the population
and its consequences. The importapce,of the
'latter is perhaps best emphasized by theifact
that some of the general summaries prepared
relatively recently are already substantially
out of date in terms of numbers. .

1i**
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A Schurz, 4illiam Lytle, This New World (New"York,,
E.P. Dutton, 1964), ChaptersII through VI,
pp. 36-239.

Each of the essential ingredients of,the
'Latin American mixture-T"Indian"; "Spaniard",
"Negro", andf"Foreigner"--is discussed in
some detail And with appropriate historical
perspective. Back, round material of this
kind, written with knowledge and sensitivity,
should provide a highly valuable introduction
to the beginner. In essence4,.the chapters
form a History of the peoples of the area,
emphasizing the characteristics, of ty various
original groups that have had a strong
impact on the Latin Americans of today:.
Although,the selection is quite long, the
understanding it could convey argues for
using, it if feat;ible.-

Robinson, Harry, Latin America, a Geolraphical,Survey
X(New York, Frederick A. Praeger, 1967), Chapter II,

"The Human Background"; pp. 42-62.

o

Robinson's concise, informed comments upon
the Latin American population, its racial
composition and some aspects of society
present a fresh, up-to-date view which
places emphasis on the extent and importance
of the mixing process. He suggests that
Latin ATerica is "a great biological ex-'
periment", if only because the mixture o#
races is proceeding at a pace hitherto
unknown. The reading brings out with
particular force the inevitable interdisci-
plinary nature of the study of.the subject
at hand,

9
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Hilton, Ronald, The Latin Americans, Their
Heritage and Their Destiny (Philadelphia, J.B.
Lippincott Company,.. 1973)e Chapter 2, "The
'Population", pp. lb-49.

The principal value of this summary of
information On the=. population of the area
jg-to be 'found in' the statistical tables
that are quite u *.ito-date and in the author's
.inclusion of, data -on groups other than the
basic four -- Indian, European, African and
Mixed. Hilton's text is at times Wbit
erratic--as when he includes comment on
"customs" in the midst of this section--:
and he is also given to 'rather off-hand
exaggeration. The latter codid be valuable,
however, in stimulating interest or-curiosity
and, perhaps, debate. His comments on racial
attitudes within Latin America'are probably
realistic,-although they may seem inaccurate
or inappropriate to some readers.

Alba,.Victor, The Latin Americans (New York,
Frederick A. Praeger, Publishers, 1969), Chapter
II, "Is Theresa Latin American?1', pp. 17-47.

e.

Not unexpectedly, Alba'answers the question
posed in the title of this chapter affirma- .

tively, but in doing so he describes well
the, three principal divergent elements of

\ the Latin American population and identifies
some of the salient characteristics that
'emerge from the composite.

Schurz, william Lytle, Latin America, a Descriptive
Survey (New York, E.P. Dutton and Company, 1963),
Chapter III, "The People", pp. 51-88.

5J
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Some of Schurz' statistical data, state0in
terms of what was known or estimated in
1962, are out of date, but they nevertheless
emphasize the rapidity with which the
populations of certain Latin American
countries are growing. Primarily factual,
the account also reflects the author's
intimate knowledge of Latin America,
particularly Brazil, and includes his
evaluations of the mestizaje proceSs.
Information is included-on late 19th and
early 20th century immigration' from
Europe and Asia, and the impact it had
On specific countries.

Smith, T. Lynn, Studies of Latin American Societies
(New York, Doubleday. and Companyt 1970), Part II,
Chapter 3, "The Population of Latin America",
PP. 27-37.

A general summary is presented,' leading to a
more detailed examination of population
growth, discussed below.. The selection,
by one, of the leading Latin Americ nist'
anthropologists, is condise, well- tated,
a 'hd to the point.

Burns, E. Bradford, LatO-Am4rica, A Concise
Interpretive History (Englewood Cliffs, Pr4ntice-
Hall, Inc., 1972), Chapter One, "The Origins
of a Multiracial Society", pp. 1-23.

In a concise but meaningful Section, Burns
.

sketches.essential aspects of the, Indian,
.urdpean and African contributions to Latin
American.society. 'As,with the longer reading
in Schurz discussed above, the emphasis is
on histeiry, and the chapter would provide
useful, background for an. examination of the
present population situation.

60
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Cole, J.P., Latin America, An Economic And Social
Geography (washington, Butterworths, 1965),
Chapter 2, "Population", pp. 11-26.

The essential facts of the subject and
current,issues--urbanization, .density,
size, and the' like--are stated in,a
brief, well-written chapter.

'wagley, Charles, The Latin American Tradition
(New York, Columbia University Press, 1968),
Chapter II, "An Introduction to Latin American
Culture",'pp. 29-39.

c

These ten Pages of a longer essay, suggested
elsewhere for reading in its entirety,
proyide the best very brief summary of the
three distinct cultural heritages that have
most profoundly influenced the peopling of
Latin America. They demonstrate the
Capacity of the specialist to bring out
the essence of an historical process in a

worth.:hile summary.

" .

Morner, MagnuS, Race Mixture in the History of
Latin America (Boston, Little, Brown and Company,
1967), Chapter I, "Race Mixture", pp. 1-8; Chapter
II, "American. .:Deri.11, fricaR Antecedents",
pp, 9-1,9; Chapter X, "The Indian's Renaissance
and Race Mixture Re-evaluated", pp. 139-150.

The work of an outstanding contemporary
sociologist, the selections noted provide
a summary that deals with up-to-date research
in language that should not be too technical
for the introductory student. The portions
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noted are deemed most useful in what is ,

identified as a "short book devoted to
very long subject", one which is based on
the "present state of research" and which
endeavors to counteract what are held to
be obsolete interpretations.

Wagley, Charles, "The Formation of the American
Population", Chapter 2, pp. 19-40 in The Ongoing
Evolution of Latin American Populations
(Springfield, Illinois, Charles C. Thomas,
PUblisher, 1971), edited by Francisco Salzano.

The selection is more detailed than the
brief portion of dagley's essay mentioned
above, and the language is more technical.
The author explains the meaning of the term
"social race" and develops his concepts of
the influence of the three principal systems
of "social race" in Latin America. He
also suggests that the process that, has
produced diversity and hybridization will
continue and gain velocity. The chapter
should appeal to more serious students.

Tannenbaum, Frank, Ten Keys to Latin America
(New York, Vintage Books, 196fl, Chapter 2,-
"Race", pp. 35-52.

1

I

. The fact that Tannenbaum, one of the most
venerable and stimulating of North American

\J''N,1 Latin Americanis,ts, regarded the subject'`
as one ofhis "ten keys% to an understanding

i ,of the ala conveys special value to his
.1

discussid and interpretation of the
acculturation process in the new world.
His view that the process of mestinization
-has produced the "dominant influence in
Latin America" adds interest to the chapter.

r
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Alexander, Robert J., Today's Latin America
(New York, Doubleday and Company, Inc., 1968),
"The People", pp. 27-54.

The chapter provides a suitable general

0
background, but would need to be augmented
with additional material.

.anchez- A1oornoz, Nicolas, The Population of
Latin America, A History (Berkeley, University
of California Press, 1974). Translated,by
W.A.R. Richardson. Chapter.I, "Demographic
History of Latin America"; pp.° 1-21.

a

-As with the entire book, the section cited
here is more concerned with methodology
than substance, but it is offered as an
exampfe of the more recent work being
done.

Knight,' Franklin w., The Afr Dimension n

Latin-American societie New Y k Macmillan
Publishing Compaq, 'hapter 4, .

"Group Consciousness And Race Rel tions in the
Twentieth Century", pp. 73-116.

As indicated by the title, this book
confines itself to the impact of the
African in the new world. In the chapter
cited, the author traces attitudes on race
relations, as he sees them, in various
parts bf the Western Hemisphere, including
the United States, Brazil, Puerto Rico
and Cuba. He finds little achievement
tpward integration and "black consciousness"
anywhere'but in Cuba. Brazil's often

6 3
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vaunted reputation for racial democracy
and absence of confrontation is found to
be less than fully deserved. Although
focussed on only one aspect of the subject,
the pages cited would be useful in. the
adjustment of perspective.

The acculturation, or "mestinization"
process in Latin America has attracted the
attention of authors approaching it from the
hilosophical as well as from the sociological

vi and what they have to say is often .

quite int ting. Following are a few of those
who have addre ed themselves to the special
significance of hat process:

Northrup, F.b.L The Meeting of East' and
West: An In ui Into World UnderStandin
New York, Colli r Books, 1960 especially
the chapter entitled- "The Rich Culture of
Mexico".

Toynbee, Arnol., "The Racial Solution",
pp. 30-31 i special issue of Encounter
magazine entitled Rediscovering Latin
America (Vol. XXV; No. 3, September, 1965).
The selection is brief but illuminating.

de Madariaga, Salvador, The Fall f the
Spanish Empire (London, Hollis an Carter,
1947). The early chapters of this classic
are concerned with Various segments and their
origins.

Bryce, James, "The.Relation of the Races in
South America", Chapter IX, pp. 196-216,
in Latin American Panorama, An Anthology.
(New York, Capricorn Books, 4969), edited
by Paul Kramer and Robert E. OcNicoll.

.
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Ulsar Fietri, Arturo, "Crucible of the Races :',
in Americas, Vol. 27, No. 3, March, 1975,
pp. 28 -35. An up-to-date view by a well
known Venezuelan.

POPULATION TR6NDS.

Trends involving "The People" of Latin
America that are of the greatest current interest
and significance are the rate of populatiOn
growth and the increasing concentration of
people in ever larger cities. These are subjects
which have attracted the attention of scholars,
journalists--almost anyone who writes about the
area. The following suggestions have been
identified as likely to be of particular value,.
to the student launching into the subject for
the first time.

D'Antonio,.,.William V., "The Problem of Population
Growth", Chapter XII of Latin American History:
select Problems - - Identity, Integration, Nationhood
(New York, Harcourt, Brace and Woild, Inc., 1969),
edited by Frederick B. Pike.

As with other selections from this most
useful book, the author contributes a care-
ful introductio and a conclusion to
excerpts from s eral different sources.
In this case, vi wpoints'expressed include
those of the Roman Catholic Church, former
Colombian President and OAS Secretary
General Alberto Lleras Camargo4 and
several scholars. The student is thus
presented with challenging concepts
and an interpretation by a thoughtful .

specialist.
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smith, T. Lynn, Studies of Latin American ,

Societies (See abovq), Chapter 4, "The Growth

of Population in Central and south America",

pp."38-55 and Chapter 7, "Rural Urban
Migration", pp. 102-120.

The first chapter cited presents data,

with all appropriate reservations regarding

its reliability, which constitute an impressive

statement of the "population explosion"
phenomenon and its basic causes. Also

included is a balanced estimate,of the

probable effectiveness of various measures

now being projected to deal with the

problem. The chapter on the migration

to the cities cle rly identifies that trend,

its causes and t effects it is producing.

Hanke, Lewis, Contemporary Latin America, A

short History(Princeton, D. Van Nostrand, 1968),

pp.' 226-229 and Chapter III,"Rural Life and
._

the Rush to the Cities", pp. 283-92.

Dr. Hanke's brief introduction sketches
the problems posed by the population shifts

that are taking place. Chapter III includes
brief excerpts from Raymond Cristo T. Lynn

Smith and Charles Wagley that deal with

various factors affecting the trend and

its pace.

Gonzalez, Alfonso; "Some Effects of Population

Growth on Latin America's Economy", pp. 210-228

in Contemporary Cultures and Societies of Latin

America (New York, Random House, 1965), edited

by Dwight B. Heath.

0
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The author gives a thoroulh 'f.t.tement
of the rate and amount of increase of
population according to the increasingly
reliable statistics now available. This
is followed by'a careful indication of his
view of the consequences for the economic
condition of the area. An evaluation of
alternative approaches to the problem
and the general outlook is also included.
The selection is well presented, interesting,
and valuable in all respects.

,

a

Freyre, Gilberto, The Masters and the slaves,
A Study in the Development of Brazilian Civilization
'(New ydrk, Alfred A. Knopf, 1956 edition),
Chapter I, "General Characteristics of the
Portuguese colonization of Brazil: Formation
of an Agrarian, .31ave-holding, and Hybrid Society",

Pp. 1-80.

Illustrative of the earliest and basic
cause of population increase, Gilbert.°
Treyre, provides ,omo of the more vivid
descriptions of the procreative urge and
capacity of the 6uropean males who
settled the new world. This is but one
of. many descriptions of the manner in which
races were joined and the newly discovered
'regions were "mestinized",.and the people
continued to exist in spite of terrible
losses from disease and other causes.



INTRODUCTION TO LATIN AMERLA

MANUAL FOR AN INTERDISCIPLINARY COURSE

11,1,

TOPIC FIVE

TH6 SOCIAL STRUCTURil
0

There are many aspects of the structure of
Latin American society that distinguish it from the
patterns into *hick people in other parts of the
world have-been formed, orthave formed themselves.
Most of 4-ese distinctive features result from
the historical 'processes thit brought together
and then continued to influence the three
nuclear groups -- Indian, European and African.
At the central core of the varied and often
colorful components of Latin American society,'
however, there is a persistent, enduring division
between two separate and always identifiable
sectors of the populace, sectors which are
almost imperceptibly yielding in some slight
degree to modernization. whether denominated
"rich and poor", "aristocracy and peasantry",
or "oligarquia and humildes", the division
represents a deep riitWITEh one approaching
Latin America for the,first time needs to no
about, and try to understand.

within this basic division there are, of
course, a number of distinctive elements of the
Latin American social structure, and anthro-
pologists a well as scholigirs from other disciplines
have contributed studies, descriptions and analyses
from many different points, of view. The readings
suggested below include, first,-W few of the
general reviews that seem most informative, and
then excerpts from more specializeZ1 studies
illustrating the significance of specific social,
cultural, or racial grodps of particular interest.
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Pike, Frederick B., Spanish America: 'Tradition
and Social Innovation, 1900-1970 (New YOrk, W.W.
Norton, 1573), Chapter 1, "Turn of the century
Spanish America: 'traditional Society and a, ,.
Revolutionary challenge", pp. 9-140a:1d Chapter 3,.

"Social and economic Factots in Preserving
Traditional Society", pp- 29-41.

In these two chapters Profetsor Pike has
provided in concise form an impressive°
example of social analysis with historical
depth. He describes the characteristics
of the two basic segments'of Latin Amerian
:societythe "dominant" and the "sub-culture"--
and explains some of the principal factors
that Olot'only led AC). their formation ,but
also help to,explain the tenacity with
which.they'have persisted. In the ,second
chapter cited, the author identifies newt
,social'and.eccinomic factors ,of the present
century that might have keen expected to
modify the Underlying structure but which°
he believes actually tendedto strengthen
its hold. Thus the reader encounters a
POintof view which holds that such
"modernizing" elements as the.development
of almiddle classvnd the ,growth of foreign
investment have thus far contributed more
to the b*Itinued separation of the two.
prevailing portions of society' than to
bringing 't.PQM together. The selection
offers.the'best%brief but meaningful ex-
planation of why Latin America, although
a highly Volatile area, is one in 44/hiCh,
very Tittle basic social change Seems to

. occur. Whether one agrees' with Pike!s,,
e thesis or not, the person reading the
selection will-have been-ek icposed to tts
and an interpretatiomof them that are cer-
tain to help him understand the reality
of Latin America:-

10
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.;agley, Charles and. Harris, Marvin, "A'Typology
of Latin Amvican Sub."Cultures", Chaptgr IIL,
pp. 31-117 in The .Latin American Tradition; assays
on the Unity and Diversity of Latin American Culture
(New York, 'Columbia University Press, 1968),

_edited by agley; also found at pp. 70-94 in
government and Politics in Latin America, A Reader
(New York, Holt,'Ririehart and Winston, 1967),
edited by l'efor .)now.

Originally written in the early 1960's,
this essay by 4acpley and Harris divides'the
Latin American lower, clas.p4'-as the major
portion of the entiresopulatipn, into nine
separate and distinctive "sub-cultures" In
identifying and Vscribing each of thes
segmvnts, he gives an extraordinarily
val_ablo key to an understanding of the
genoral social.structure.that is to be
encotntered almost everywhere in Latin
America. Although some of the terms used
are those of the specialist rather than for

'tht. jonoral reader, the approach and the
pertim!nt comments on the various groups
maI: the reading one of great utility
for the introductory course, and also
one that will be helpful to the student
ho wishos'to pursue the 'subject further.

Alexander; Robert J., Today's Latin America
(New York, Doubleday and Company, Inc.., 1M8),
"jociety", pp, 104-117.

'4

The author touches upon the "traditional
ruling group", the lower and middle classes, .

patronage, kinship relations, relations of
the seXes, social change, the urban workers
and several other subjects im a very few
pages. Akek?ugh quite usefill as a brief
background for these subjects, the chapter
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would need to be au3mented substantially
to provide the overview considered desirable
in an ntroductory course..

A

4

Redclift; Michael, "social structure and Social
Change", Chapter 3, pp. 6.6-89, in Latin America,

t.ssays in Continuity and Change (London, dritish '-
dioadcasting Corporation, Ltd., 1974), edited by
Harold Hlakemore.

The text of the lecture in which British
televibion viewers were informed about Latin
American society contains interesting data
on certain basic aspects of the class structure,
with emph<c upon that "overwhelming
majority of peasant de:,cent°, the "landlord-
serf- relationship, the portion of ,the
popnla ion -that remains ure Indian, and
some o the'"social values that prevail".
The re iing is' brief, but quite informatiVe.

t.

6illin, John P., "Changing Cultural Values of
the Latili American Lower 'Classe's", Chapter ,4

pp. 1-18, in Constructive Change in Latin America
(Pittsburg, UniVersity of Pittsburg Press, 1960,
edited by Tole Jlasier.

Gillin packs quite 'a lot of information ,-

about Latin American class gr6upings into
a relatively short essay, and contribute:,
some interesting thoughts 'about the Cultural
values that prevail. The 6(election would
need to tie''dmplified with other readings; 0;
but it qffers a good introduction.

*is
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Olien, Michael U., Latin Americans, Contemporary
Peoples'and Their Cultural Traditions (New York,'
Holt, Rinehart and Winston', Inc., 1973), Chapter 5,
"The study of Latin 'Americans ", pp. 145 -189,
especially `160 -L89.

A textbook in anthropology, ()lien's work
comes to grips with "Classifying the,Con-
temporary-Latin American ", in the pages cited,
and several classification'syStems- are
reviewed and briefly described.' Much of
the text utilizes techniCal terminology
relevant to more advanced study of the
subject, and the plan of its organization'
is not Always easily understood, but the
portion cited, and perhaps Chapter 6, could

L be useful. -

Alba, Victor, The Latin Americans (New York,
Frederick A. Praeger, 1969), Chapter IV, "Why
Has L.N.tin Ame45ica Not Changed?", pp. 104-124.

Alba's comments on the historical factors
contributing to the developmept of class
distinctions in Latin America and his
description of their durability are thought-
provoking and useful. Of particular
interest is his emphasis upon the development
and tenacity ofd the systems, of large land
holding that have so frequently defied
efforts at reform, as well as on the growing
significance of the middle class. The latter
portion of the chapter is more concerned
with economic and political elements than
class structure, but the pages indicoted
°include thoughtfill generalizations.°6f value.

-60-
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L:MPHAsIZING SP:CIFIC
-)..OM .NTy OF LATIN AMERICAN SOCILTY

Lewis, Oscar,."The Culture of. Poverty.", pp. 4b'9-
479, in Contemporary Cultures and societies of
Latin America (New York, Rapdom House, 1974),
edited by 1)wight B. Heath, and the same author's
Five Families: Mexican Studies' in the Culture of
Poverty (New York; Mentor. 1959).

-very student undertaking to learn about
Latin'America for the first time should be
introduced to Oscar Lewis and some portion
of his first-hand accounts of the "poor",
of whom there are so many, and the ways in
which they live. The essay on "The (Ailture
of Poverty" is a general summary of his
evaluatiOn and analysis of the qualities
and characteristics of the culture of this.
vast segment of the people of Latin America.
It has appeared in various forms and Ir.
places, beginning in 1959, but the reading
from Heath's anthology is suggested because
it-is a reprint which incorporates revisions
made in 1970 by the author shortly before
his death. At the same time, there is no
substitute for actually reading at least
a portion of one of Lewis' several transcrip-
tions of the day-to-day living of Mexican
individuals or families who were, or had
been members of "the 'culture of poVerty",
One approach that ,has been used to advantage
is to assign reading about the respective
"familiei" of Five Families to different
members of a clas or group, an opportunity
later being given to the students to compare
impressions gained.
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Thomsen, :loritz, Living_ Poor, a 1-eace Corps Chronicle
(eattle, ?rsity of Nashington Press, 1969),
Part Throe, 0", pp. 16, - 30, especially pp. 173 ff.34,62

Many first-hand ccounts have been written of
direct contacts w th segments at Latin,
American society. The Thomsem'book is, suggested

. because, it recounts the relatively recent
experiences of an older, more mature Peace
Corps volunteer in day-to-day°association
with the people of an impoVerished rural
are4. \lthouqh the place is,:cuador, it
coull almost anywhere along the Latin
Ame...-c, coast-line. There are memorable
vi. i throughout the book, but the section
not 1,; most vivid in setting forth the
imp, poverty and some of its underlying
4' '

wolf, r.ric R. and Hansen, Award C., The Human,
Condition of Latin America, Chapter 3, "Communities",
pp. 71-99, and Chapter 5, "The. Human : -ides of the
.nclave":.conomy", pp. 11-204.

The Aolf-Hansen book has achieved considerable
popularity among Latin Americanists, perhaps
because it concerns itself with human rather
than institutional aspects. In their intro-
ductory "driefing" on Latin America, :pp. 3-
27, the authors explain the bisic thesis,
which emphasizes the importance of productive
"enclaves", dependent upon external--"metro-
politar,"--controls, w4tkin an essentially
unproductive "hinterland". 'Respective
.segments of the social structure are placed
within that theoretical framework, and
relevant selections from the writings of
other scholars are quoted to illustrate the

Thqufir:3t selection cited, for
exaMole, brThjs out contrasts between
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Indian and crPolo "open" and "closed"
communities-in a manner which, according
to the authors, "...q es a9long way toward
explaining the patterns of life lived in
Latin American communities tociay". In the
second .;election, the authors identify and
discuss specific units -- "Large states",
"The Cattle Ranch", "Industry", "Cities",
and othersin such a way as to bring out
the patron-dependent relationship existing
in each. There are also brief but enlighten-
ing sections on "the nuclear family" and
"the growing, middle class", with a concluding
summary of the three "recurrent themes" that
emerge in the pattern of social relationships. .
Whether or not qne accepts the validity of
the central thesis of this book, the point
of view is interesting and it helps to give
meaning to an'examination of the various
factors that are brought to bear on the Latin
American locial st ructure.

A

4

Johnson, John (Lditor), Continuity and Change in
Latin:America htanford, Stanford university Press,
1964T, Chapter 1, "The Peasant", by Charles Wagley,
PP. 21-48; chapter 2, "Rural Labor", by Richard N.

el c
Adams, pp. 49-78; and Chapter 7, "The Urban
Worker", .by Frank Bonilla, pp. 186-205.

The three selection's are cited as they appear
in the book edited by Johnson because the
combination brings together in a conVenient
way, authoritative studies'of-three of the
major components of the laboring class as the
preponderant element in the social structure.
Important `distinctions are made between,
those in the agricultural sector who work
for sheer sustenance and those who receiVe
at least meager pay. The Bonilla essay
helps to explain the attractions of city
livinq despite the hardships suffered by the
dwellers in the city slums.

gm.
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Gillin, John P., "Some signposts for Policy",
pp. 21-47 of hapter One in social Change in Latin
America Today, Its Implications for U.:). Policy
(New York, Harper and Brothers, 1960), published
for the Council on Foreign Relations.

Phe pa(es cited,,a portion of a chapter
settin forth considerations for U.o. policy
in the 1960's, summarize in a particularly
impressive way the factors that give the middle
class significance and strength in Latin
America today. Despite the tendency of more
contemporaneous writings to play down the
rule of the middle sector, it continues to
grow in size and potential importance, and
an understanding, of the values and motivations
affecting its members is essential to a
better knowledge of the Latin American scene.
Gillin provides the basis for this in a
thoughtful essay within the chapter noted.

Andreski, Stanislav, Parasitism and Subversion,'
the Case of Latin America (New York, Pantheon
Jooks, 1966), Chapter 1, "The Predicament ",
pp. 1-22.

The structure of Latin American ociety is
placed within and explained by a\\conceptual
framework which projects historical and other ,

factors that created a privileged class
living upon and dominating the masses. ,The

-selection explains the author's thesis,
which is stimulating but probably over-
simplified.

Heath, Dwight B. and Adams, R.N., (tclitors),
Contemporary Cultures and Societies of Latin
America, A Reader in the Social Anthropology of
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Mid le and buth America (New York, Random House,
19/4), "Introduction ", pp. 3-16; William Mangin,
"Latin American squatter .settlements, A Problem

and i solution ", pp. 340-159;f/6d Frank W; Young
"socialIsao Fujimoto, "ocial Di ferentiation in Latin

American 4:ommunities", pp. 58-68. "The Culture of
Poverty", ny uscar Lewis and "A Typology of Latin
American ,ubcultures" by Wagley and Harris, which
were not...d above, also appear in the Heath
ant.io locjy.

The Mangin esSay on squatter settlements has
particular interest because it presents a
different and challenging interpretation of
Ulu ,ocial importance of a group, which is
loodiin:1 ever larger on the Latin American

,wther'than presenting the story of
the squatter settlement in terms .of unrelieved
squalor, this authcir views it as process

of :orial reconstruction through popular

initiative". Ae also discusses eight "standard
myt.L." abodt the subject. The 'article by

You. ins rujimoto includes pertinent commen-
tar; .

,pocific aspects of the social
str - ire.

.Toy r%old J., America and the World,Revolution,
and ytnst .ectures (New York, Oxford University Pkess,
196), Chapter 11, "The Present Revolution in

Lat : r. .t", pp. '181-205.

J10 r'.nent historian and philosopher
,vote'; a published lecture to an examination
o the' basic class structure of Latin Ampeigi
In it he identifies ,scae of the changes he
0-11,,v-d were under way in the 1960's when

lo,ture was written--increasing importance
eo th middle class, basic land reforms,
an the move to the cities. Toynbee apparently
agrees with the quotation from Herbert

17
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Matthews with which he conciude c the essay,
to the effort that the transformation
constitutes "one of the most dtamatic and
explosive movements in all history". (p. 205)
Altha1,1h there are many Latin AmeriLanists

-woull not agree with his conclusion,
Toynbee's analysis merits consideration and
may nut be so fat out of line the doubters
think.

,Itmbert, Jacques, Latin America, -3ocial structure
and Political institutions (derkeley, University of
:alifornia Press, 1967) , Chapters 3 and 4, "Thu
aatifundio; The Large _state in Latin America" and
":<esponsibtlity of the Latifundios.feir Lags in
.ocial Development", pp. ;9-97.

The LaraLtrt book, despite, its broad sounding '

. title, 15 conei;-rhed primarily with only
,,pecific Segments of the social structure.
Nevortheless,-the author's comments on the
latge landed estate are relevant to an under-
standing of the more comprehensive subject
because of the importance of that element from
which so much of the social structure deriiyes.

Petras, James, Politics and .ocial structure in
Latin America (New York, Monthly Review Press,
19b9), chapter 1, ''Class and Politics", pp. 13-80.

The chapter noted surveys the vatious class
sectors in urban Latin America, apparently.with
the purpose of evaluating their respective
political potentialities. The point of view

lottist; reddinq the selection would give an
optortunity for students to become acquainted
with an example of analysis by a member of the
sizeable group of Latin Americanists inter-
prepini institutions and events according to
the arxist pattern.



CriSt, Raymond c., "Tropical Subsistence Agri-
culture in Latin America: boMe "Neglected Aspects
and Implications", in :2mithSonian.Report,for 19b3
(Washington, Smithsonian Institution,1964),
PP. 503-519; al.:4o printedin part: in y61. Ii,

--pp. 16n-170 of Modern Latin Amelicaf Continent, in
Ferment (Princeton, u. Van Nostrand Company, 1967))
edited oy Ley/1:-. danke.

06-Sipite its: Rather cumbersome title, this
essay by Proilessor Crist gives an especially
thotiehtful, wellLstated explanation of the
permanence of the subsistence farmer as an
element of maiorsignkficance in the social
structine.

Crow, John A., The epic of Latin America (4w York, -

oouoleday and Company,'1971), chapters ZI and 22,
"The Feudal Pattern of colonial :society'" and "Life
in the ,'olonial Towns", pp. 255-2t42.'

Ihese two Chapters are suggested because of
the historical pkii%pective they 4./ould lend,to
descriptions of the contemporary class
structure, empha:;izing once again how much
of the past remains in the Latin America of
today.

behrendt., -uchard F., "The Uprooted: A UuateMalan-
.3ketch", as appears in Vol. II, pp. 430-435 of
Latin American Civilization, edited by Benjamin
Keen.

This is a brief but unusually perceptive
account of the impact of "modernization"
Indian communities that have lived for man
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generations according to patterns established
before the )paniard.i arrived.

reyre, uilberto, New dorld in theTropicsL The
Culture of Modern urazi,1 (New York, Alfred A.
'nopt, 19'59), Chapter II, "rtontier and Plantation
in 3razil", op. h7-9._!, anu Chapter I. , "-thnic
and ,ociri conditions an Modt,rn razil", pp. 114 -
140.

Two selections by the celebrated urazilian
anthropologist, and historian
that give the flavor of h abundant
writing, almost all of which emphasizes
factors of class and social structure. ,.,The

essay by rreyre quoted in The Uorzoi Reader
ih Latin American history, edited by Hqlen
oelpir--"uiq House and Slave Ouartersu

e 1., pp. ol-8a, is also valuable because
it is more succinct than many of ,,that author's
wr itings. are distinctiveness of the
ratilian social,patterns is also brought,
oat in reading Freyre.

Y
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INTRODUCTION 'CO LATIN AM-RICA

MANUAL FOR AN INTLRDloCIPLINARY COURSL:

k.

TOPIC SIX

POLITIC AND GUVr.RNME.NT

Politics rivals bull-fighting or soccer as.
an activity which engages the time and attention
of Latin Americans. Although there are times
when political endeavors result in bhe governing
of the country and its people, efforts to exert
power and influence to attain political ob-
jectives exceed those devoted to the affairs of
government. North American, LuropeanApand Latin
American writers have examined almost every
aspect of the politicaL scene, producing a
kaleidoscopic literature that penetrates into
the most obscure facets. Nevertheless it is
difficult to find scholars who have been bold
t-Nuugn to generalize meanie
overall subject,

un the other hand, iliti6st any North American
who has read the headlines or watched the tele-
vision news programs is'sPrepared to express an
opinion about the instability, corruptness, and
unreliability of g vernments throughout Latin
America, often wit] little appreciation of.thg
vast differences t at exist among them. It

should be a centr 1 purpose of the examination
of "Politics and overnment" in an introductory
course to counter ct the caricatures that
convey an impressi n of basic governmental
incapacity in Latin America. An effort needs
to be made to promote a better knowledge of
both the positive and the negative qualities
that are to be found. c.ven more important
is the development of a better' understanding
of the reasons why the manner and methods, of
Latin American politics and government are
different from those tio which we are accustomed.

81
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Readings suggested to assist rn this regard
are listed-below in three general categoriesi
,(a) those which provide general summaries of
Latin American political and governmental
attributes; (b) those which emphasize one or
another of the characteristics of the traditional
political scene deemed most prevalent, suchP
as "dictatorship", the "golpe d6 estado", etc.;
and (c) those which examine refit political
developments aimed at fundamen&al alteration
of the political structure.

(A) 6,.1:.RAL aUMMARISS

Anderson, Charles w., "The Latin American Political
_Irstem", from the author's Politics and Lconomic
Change in Latin America, pp. 87-114; also found
in somewhat abridged or altered form in Latin
American'Politics, atudies of the Contemporary
.)cene (New York, Doubleday and Company, 1970),
edited by Robert U. TomaseK, pp. 4 -3(; and in
Government and Politics in Latin America, A
,Reader (hew York, Holt, Rinehart and Kinston,
17)777 edited by Peter G. snow, pp. 230246.

As indicated by the number of times it has
been reprinted in anthologies, Anderson's
study is a concise but, at the same time,
comprehensive analysis of the principal
political forces in Latin America and the
ways in which they qualify as "power .con-
tenders" in Latin American politics.
Noting the frequency with which it is
assumed that the political scene presents

nothing but unpredictability, Anderson,
skillfully draws attention to "consistent
patterns of the game...." Producing
a political system obviously different
from that to whicl. North Americans are
accustomed, Latin.American "power

6
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.

, '.6/1 L zar4 Arpad, Latin American Patit.15.&e.--A
.primer (Lios1.h0Allyn and bacon, 1971), Chap er 2,
";ofril .1 Institutions, Their Role and Fun tioning",. .

pp. 23 -4 and ChApte 3, "Political Parties and
44 Political 'artipipation",Npp. 49-72. /

4

conkevders": otrive to achieve and exercise
"power capabilities" to gain political

.

control. This may come through eleclionsi
but as Anderson-also explains, "...elections

rare not definitive.in, many parts of Latin
America',. These and other elements are
'dA.-?seribedin terms understandable to the
student

1

c,xplaining that the tradit oval concentration
on the gtudyof formtl p01 tical structure

. . is "restrictive" when appl ed to Latin
v.,'

;Imeric,i: Vbn Lazar examines the "center 6f' ....., .1. ,. ,4
leceitimite aUthorityl'tdr th.qpvration
of the state'i'n a inbader,:context,'and the
result is ciJclear_er pictuie'.of'w6t is
actually involved In the second chapter,

. '. noXeJ, the author provides a concise,
.-v informed, and useful ieview.of the principal--=-.,..

':interest groups that play upon the political
sstl ,,. Although the entire book'could 6E.. ,

,.rea7 tp advalltage,'the portipne cited
.

.

1 I

e

.sho.lo oe particularlY peamingful.
..§ ' > v.

. .

.

,
"4

omez, R.A.,*Governmeot..,and Politics in Latin
'America (New York, Random:House, 1963),' rgviSed
edition, J11 pages, plus notes, bibliography.,
andH..ndex. f .

,,-
.

.
6 ,

: .

. ., . ' , . , .
4st' y-

.
6"

si
.* It would not to feasible to. sd16&kate out ;.

. speelfic Ortiond%df .i>ko'f. Gomei''afready
t. brief review of, the' principal elements of

.,, .
,... ,. ... .

.

.?..
.

-

..
.

i4. ,
; "
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Latin America!s pqi itical institutions.

He has achieved a/ asterpiece of condensation

without omitting/ ny of the more significant

elements, and tai: result is an excellent

introduction ti/ he complexities of the

subject, . *-

4l ,

4it, o

s % Burr, Robert Nit f, ur Troubled Hemis here,

Pers ctives on ,J rican-

Relat ons Was rgton, 'The Brookings Insti,tu-

tion, 1967), Chapter N.,,' -Domestic Politics-

,
in Latin Ameri a", pp. 89 -107.

..-

/

)

/'
Burr'S/ hapter on domestic politics is a

thoug ful, penetrating brief summary of

the ncitel elements of the Latin,

Amer an political scene. The all-important

role of the military and thote of the

eli , pressure grovs and political

pair ies'are' dOcribed in succinct but

i,1 uminating terms, and an evalUation is

M de of the .mport of U.S. involvement
,w 4en o curs. it is a refredhing, well-

ritten account,"highly lisable in the

trdductoy course.

/2/ris, Lduis W.rtand Alba, Viaeo,'The Political
_

Iture and behavior of Latin America J'Kent,State

niversity Press, 1974 , Chapters 5- ,

. ,

.

"'Oovernmental,Forms and polititai Practices",

"Political, Pluralism and Torr Contenders",

and "Functional Elites", pp. 53-98. .

,

/

/

r

k .

, ,b., ..
.

..

The chapters cited appear to,be the most
..

relevant portions of the book, the stated .

objeCtive pf which ie,"...to present the .

A political ideas and processes of the major

contenders in tpe struggle for powe."
I ,

I

!
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Although there might seem to be an imbalance .

in'the descriptions of the relative strengths
of the "ppwer contenders", with the "working
Class" allotted only one page, the situation
described is probably not too far from the
bark. The selection includes a valuable
description of the principal elements of
the political structure and offers useful.
insight into how the,partS fit together.

Tannenbaum, Frank, The Future of Democracy in
Latin America. Essays by Frank Tannenbaum,America

with introduction, by Jciseph Maier and
'Richard Weatherhead, (New York, Alfred A. Knopf,
1974), "Politics and Government in Latin America",

124-137, and "The Future of Democracy in
LatiAmerica", pp. 46-82.

Two of thA essays in'a collection'of
Tannenbaum's works brought together after
his death are suggested. As with other
pieces by one of North America's foremost
Latin Americanists, the chapters do not,
perhaps, offer an entirely comprehensive
surveyt but qie insights into Latin America's
politi:Oal,behavior gained from Tannenbaum's

, study and experience should contribute to
4 a better understanding of the full panorama,
the other portions of- which can be filled
in by other rladings.

Tannenbaum! FCank, Ten Keys to LatineAmerica4°.
(New York; vintage Books, 1962), Chipter 8;
"Palitics",-pp. 136-172 and Chapter 7, "Leadership",
tip. 112-135.

44.
r
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The chapters cited here 'offer an additional
opportunity to benefit from the Tannenbaum
wisdom and experience, and their aee mort.
directly focussed on the general subject.

Tannonbaum, Franki "The Political Dilemma IA,
merica.; roroi4A Affair_i, April, 1'.

Althoyiph the framework of Tannenbaum's
artio e pertains roughly to ,-the early
1960's, many of the comments have a
timelessness that make them significant
to an understanding of politics in Latin
America at whatever year or time. The
point of view is distinctive and
illuminating.

r.

Calvert, Peter, "Crisis and Change: Politics
and Government "; in La'tin America, .ssays on
Continuity and Change, edited'by Harold
blakemore, Chapter 4, pp, 90-110.

A.leCture presented by the British Broad-
Casting Company, Calvert's essay emphasizes
the,historical background. The author also
endeavors, with'considerable success; to
reconcile two "popular views" which he says..
are represented by the'apparentlycontra-
dictory concepts of a "continent in ferment"
and one with "underlying stability ". The
selection is not a comprehensive survey,
but the interpretations are valuab ?.

Aloxander, Robert J.,'Today's.Latin America,
chapters, on "GOvernMent", "Politics", and "The
Military", pp. .118-182.

-74-
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'Tlie selections are general and quite brief,

but they provide a good beginning. Of par-
ticula,r, vilue is a rather detailed chart of'
political parties, on pages 162 -167, which
illusti-ales the variety of movements to be

found. Prbfessor Alexander has also included
an excellent, brief essay on "The Rise of
.r.arties in Latin American Politics" in-

pp. to xxv of the introduction to his

huge book on Latin American Political
Parties (New York, Praeger Publishers,
1973), a volume which contains qetailed
information on most, of the political
parties of each, of the Latin, American

states., o

Alexander, Robert J., "The emergence of Modern
Political Parties in Latin America", Chapter 5,

pp. 101-125 in Politics of Change in Latin
America (r,ew Yorke Frederick A. Praeger, k964),
eAlted by Joseph Maier and Richard A. aeatherhead.

4

The chapter cited is an additionacl summary

by Alexander. In it he describes the basic
-conservative-liberal tendencies of the'19th
century, and the categories of pOlitical

\ groupings that have emerged in the twentieth,
with speci'al Attention to the military
and the church.

0

Jane, Cecil, L berty and Despotism in Spanish

America (New ork, Cooper square Publishers, 1966,

first publistied in 1929), Chapters 1 apd II,

"The Political Character of the'Republa.cs"
and "Liberty and ,..fficiency", pp. 1-27.

J
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Cecil Jane's essays. are classics. Well-
written, thoughtful, and grounded in a depth
of historical Understanding, they might
well be required reading for all North
Americans who expect to be concerned with
Latin America. The two chapters suggested
above should be of particular value, but
others on "Freedom in Spanish America",
"The search for .fficienb Government" and
"The suture of Latin America" also help
to demonstrate how little Latin America,
has changed, or is likely to change rapid-
ly, despite the apparent fervor for basic
revolution. Jane insists that the method of_ 0(

change, when and if it comes, is likely
to be their own--"They can reach their
goal only by their own road." (p. 170)

Lambert, Jacques, Latin America, Social structure
arid Political Institutions (Berkeley, University
of California Press; 1967), Part IV, ChapterS
13-18, "Political Institutions; ,pg. 257-366.

Although the section is rather long,, the
chapters cited are of considerable value
because of the point-by-point comparison
of presidential government as it exists
in Latin America with that practiced in
the United statesi Most of the institu-
tions of government are de4t wittr in that
way.

(

Graham, Richard (xdittr), A Century of Brazilian.
History Since 1865k Issues an5,Problems'(New:York,

1Y-9); :haptor 0, pp. 17A-176; "Developmont,
.)1:.iarchy ani 1-;,11..p.;lio Lipson and

pp. 199-213,'",va,4il's k'opuiation for
Iolitical 6Ny'.anes rt1 .;1?),:

88
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capter.7 fro', the ;rahr arpthology
On .ra..illan history are ,wggested b "cause
of th,vilae they lie 1.rinAin; 3;:t.

Thal tie of the xa.,:ilian

approacl- to poll that are li.Ainctive
thlt fyind otnor part,' of Latin

(Li) TRADITIONAL LL::MENTs OF POLITICAL STRUCTURE

,) Latin %L.:erIca,n.jovernment and
th.:t have been relaided xis, traditional,

rlo;t nr.,,.?alent, are the dictator, the military,
ani 4214,2,de'est.ado. .::uch of the litoraturu

the fl, LI tAs therefore concentratlid on,.Caose
phsnorm-a A. ; the factor, that have atiz,J them
to predomi:lat In a political tmo:iphoro which
seem!, it th, "ame time to place .)real empha,i:. on

The readi irp; mq,7,!, Led of

.tree 111.4 tI,f:se on1y,..since it ...ou1,1 not be

1:;c1...i a compreherv;iv., of
r.,aling_ to -Jell with each topic that might he
a, pro; 1 1,1t

Tradition and Revol.t. in Latin
:%murica t.sw York, Columbia 1..niversity ifess,
19-9), ''har .r.11, "The 'audilro Tradition",

.

:he hiAorical roots of one of the pre-
lominant features of Latin American politic:;
ire examined by a thoughtful historian.
:.otinj that "discrepancies"' between con-
qtitutional theory and practice have peon
peculiarly mar.ced in L'atin America,
;umphroys contributes; an articulate ex-
rii-lation of thee manner in which twentieth
cent tendencie5 have derived from the

e^

1



tradition of caudi116.. In reading this essay
the student wiTT-iTITI a much better capacity
to understand the unwritten factors that
influence the ways Latin Americans are
governed.

Hamill, Hugh, M, (editor), Dictatorship in Spanish
Ainerica (New York, Random House, 1965), "Intro-
due..tion", pp. 3-25.

The readings in this full-length book
include a number of items of, interest
and possible usefulness. The editor's
introductibn summarizes significant
attributes of several memorable caudillos.
'Lt also contributes to a better understanding
c:4",t11e differences between the caudillo and
the aci ue who is identified with a
smallg localized community, as well as

. n tradition. Although Hamill
finds litt P in common among caudillos,
he does poin out the contributions they
have at times de by providing government
instead of anarc

Chev4lier, FrantOis,."The Ori ns of Caudillismo",
Volume II, pp. 25-37, in The-Bo zoi Reader in
Latin American History (New Ydrk,'Alfred A., Knopf,
1972), edited .by Helen Delpar.

A'French scholar presents an interesting
Aynthesig/s, of hiWtorical factors that con-
'tributed to the predominance of personal,.
leadership in Latin American politick

I skillfully weaving together attributes of
the strong men of the 19th century, from

j Bolivar to Porfirio Diaz, he notes the
likelihood that these qualities will

j.
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continue to have an impkt, in spite of more
Modern influence, .largely economic, that
have altered the political scene. The
reading should provide valuable perspective
on the enduring qualities of caudill.ismo.

Tannenbaum, Frank, "The Political Dilemma in Latin
America", Foreign Affairs, Vol. XXXVIII, April,
1960, pp. 497-515. Also found in Interpreting
Latin American History, edited by Ramon Eduardo
Ruiz. 4

The veteran Latin Americanist discusses in
a thoughtful manner the way in which all
things in Latin America change, except the
appeal of the caudillo.

Brisk, William J., "The New Caciquismo",Chapter 12;
Pp. 151-163 in The Caciques: Oligarchical Politics
and the system of Caciluismo in the Luso-Hispanic
World (Albuquerque, University of New Mexico Press,
1973), edited by Robert Keen.

I C"

In presenting a thesis that easier communi-
cation and centralized government have
tended to reduce the power-of-the local
chieftan, the author identifies what he
calls "institutionalized caciques"--pressure
groups that are fulfilling the welfare and
other functions once carried out by the
personal leader. The selection would be
useful. in conveying a better understanding
of the differences between caudillo and
cacique, and trends affecting both.

91
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Johnson, John J., The Military and Society in
Latin America (Stanford, Stanford University
Press, 1964), C ter IX, "Retrospect and
Prospect", pp. 24 267.

This and the two selections that follow
represent the viewpoints of threefbrempst
students of the Latin American "Military"
on the place of that all-important elemeht
in the Latin American political scene. .
Johnson's projection of the changing military
role over the coming years finds that
change is likely to result from new social
and economic factors, but that the central
importance of the military in civilian
affairs will continue.

Lieuwen, Edwin, "The Changing Role.of the Ar
Forces: An Analysis", pp. 91-119, in Lat
American Politics, Studies of the' Contemporary
Scene (New York, Doubleday and Company, 1970),
edited by Robert D. Tomasek.

Although written in 1960, the essay deals
realistically with-the political capacities
of the military establishment and fore-
shadows accurately some of, the'developments
that have since taken plade.

41.

Mc Alisteri Lyle, "Role of the Military in the
. Dynamics of Change", Chapter 5, pp..136-160 in .

ContinMity and Change in Lati rica (Stanford,
StanforCUniversity Press, 1964), e -d by John
J. Johnson.

p,
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In addition to identifying specific military
and non-military functions,' the author
analyzes the "mentality of the coup d'
etat" which presumes a right. to act politically -
and to assume power. He also presents some
interesting "propositions"/and "conclusions"
which set the stage fbr a better understanding
of the military role.

Moreno, Francisco and Mitrani Barbara, (Editors),
Conflict and Violence in Latin American Politics,
A Book of Readings (New York, Thomas Y. Crowell,
1971), "The Coup &Etat; Modern .Techniques and

. Countermeasur4s", pp. 42-58,'

7%)

The author of the selection is identified
as "Metron, Incorporated". The study examinest
forcible governmental/changes in various. --' ).
parts of the world; including Latin America,.
presumably in an attempt to find a'universally
applicable formula. The result is. interesting,
but, not conclusive that Latin American,golpes
can be placed into any standard pattern. This
is anarea in which meaningful generalization
is difficulttqf ot

1

iMpossible. .

(C) -THE POLITICS OF- FUNDAMENTA14 CHANGE

No subject concerning Latin America is more
popular or more widely heralded, espaCially by
younger Latin Ameticanists, than that "fundamental
change" must be wrought-throughout the area. FQW
writers question that such change will take
place; they differ only on the manner in which
it will come about and the kinds of gOvernment
and society that will replace it. One being
introduced to Latin American politics should be
given an.opportunity to read at least two of

. -81-
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the selections that are suggested below-7one which
examines the .forceei of revolutionary change from
a reasonably objective viewpoint and one which

.6 starts ,from the premise that revolutionary
Violence will(probably be necessary,

First, however, are three selections which
examine the roots and causes of violent revolution,
as well astt#e forms it takes.

b

sto3ses, Wi)4iam S., "Violence as a Power Factoi
in Latin American Politics°, Western Political N\
puarterly,.Vo4. V, No.. 3, September, 1952,
PP. 445-4(v8;'excerpts contained in The Human
Condition in Latin America (New York, Oxford
University Press, 1972),,edited by,44Olf and
Hanson, pp. 225-242.

'The essential elements of this fine -study
.appear to be included'iri the page6 cited in

-.Wolf and Hanson, which may be more easily
%.accessible than the.original publication.

Theseleetion undertakes a careful examination
.

c of the forms viellence may take, from
, machetismo to the "electhral method of #

organizing power", Less attention is ,

-given to guerilla aotiyay. and .terrorism
thanin more recenestudies of revolutionary
,violence,, but that does not detract fiom
the validity of the-conciusions.

,Kling, Merle, 0"Violence and Politics in Latin
America", pp. 191-206 in Latin American Radicalism,
A Documentary Report on heft and Nationalist
Movements (New York, Oxford UniV.trsity Press,
1970), edited by Horawitzcde Castro 'and Gerassi.

V
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e sepaction constitutes a carefully .prepared,
s atihtically suppoited description of- the
,p st and present pervasiveness of violence
`in Latin American politics. Useful comparisons
are drawn between the situation there and
those found in Northern Europe and the U.S.A.
It .is well to be reminded that Latin America's
frequent resort to violence has produced
avvrything from maintenance of the status quo
to the kind of fundamental change that has
occurred Cuba.

Pike, Frederick B., "Sources of Revolution:
Their Impact on Freedom and Reform in Latin
America", pp,. 28-58 in Freedom and Reform in
Latin America (Notre Dame, Indiana, University
of Notre Dame Press, 1959), edited by Pike.

Although written before the full impact of ,..

Castroism was kelt, the, study offerwinteresting,
. thoughtful coneideratiods worthy of attention.

-
G 4

Notewqrthy desdriptiohs of.the radical
approach to revolutiohary change, with analyses
of cause and effecti-care-toe-be found-ihthe
foils:A(1nd: .- 0

Hodges, Donald'o., The Latin American Revolution,
Politics and St'rateav frdm Apro-Marxism to Guevarism

- (New York, William Morrow and ComPany,,Inci, 1974),
' Chapter IV, "The! New Lett: Fidel and DLAS" #

pp. 136-160.

'N'The book as a whole presents a rather thorough °

,account of recent revolutiphary movements,
.

0 but the chapter cited is most relevant for

17. . 5
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10111.W.e.

the current .situation. The. author describes'
the -"New Left" which, he ,indicates, consists
of heterogeneous groups directly or indirectly

. responding to the influence of-Fidel Castro
and' the Cuban Revolution. The tone is
sympathetic -to these groups, as well -as to
cooperating "Guevarist insurrectionarrfocos
in thp form of'urban guerrillas" which:"....
have become the most effective nuclei for

. -polarizing the population and resisting the
prestnt ascendancy of military diptatorshipe".
(p.-261). In additidn to acquaintin4 the
studeatwith the radical apprOach, the book ,

might ire 1de Used as a challenge to his
capacity to..identify some rather obvious
disteftiorts of 'U.S. policy and practice..

a

Meicier Vega, Luis, Guerrillas in Latih-Ameriba,'
the Techni ue of thedatyori,c,
Frederick A. Praeger,. 1969 ,.Intrcduction,-App.-1-7.

, .

This is one of the best booki on gudrrilla
activities 'in Latin Americap.ofteririg a--

. restrained ,and objective accobnt-Of.the ,

origins, motivations and results of the
C various movements, with special_attentiokl '

to certain-cvntries: For'-`the-introductork
1

, . v .
' course, sections of the book ;night be chOsen

. for illtthtrativ'e purposes, one or auother "'
-

of the specific movements being-assigne0
. for special attention.. or general readiri

..howevere.the introduction is brief 'but
very useful in explairan4 the basically

. individualistic pature of-the respective
groUps., .

k

.

Gottf Richard, Guerrilla
(New Yprk, Doubleday. and
z"Iptroduction",'pp.
496. g' /

4 7
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0

k

Movements Ln Latin America'
Company, n011,.., 4970) ,
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A British journalist with substantial experience
in Latin America celebrates his-fondness for
Che Guevara in a book whiCh is quite thorough.
in dealing with the radical leftist movements.
The bias,is complete, but the information
bn the twists and turns of,Jeft-wing activities
appears to be written by one who knows the
facts. Once again, however, the capacity of
the perceptive student to identify distortions
can be tested.

Frank, Andre Gunder, Latin Ame ica Underdevelopment
or-itlfaririont.Essays on the. velopment of Under-
development and the Immediate:Enemy (New York,
Monthly Review Press, 1969), Chapter 25.,
"Capitalist Underdevelopment or Socialist
Revolution?" pp. 371-409.

Frank is one of t e more articulate of the
left-wing writerg." Although the emithisib
of the selection is economic and social,.
there is no doubt that the focus for action,
is i,olittCal: "...the strategic coincidence
of class struggle and the anti-imperialist'
struggle again8t the metropplitan'bourgeosie
is obviously valid for guerrilla warfarei
.which must begin'against 9Ie national
boutgeosie of the country." ( p. 372)

\Romero, Carlos, "Revolutionary:P actice and Theory
in Latin AmericaV, Part III, pp. 580-606

Report
n :

Latin 'American Radicalism, A Dodumentary
on Left and Nationalist Movements (New York,
Vintage Bboks, 1961), edited by Horowitz, de
Castro and Gerassi.,

/ The selection, by a Chilean economist writing
in Cuba in 1967, sets forth a clear statement
of a Marxist- Leninist. interpretation of the

.
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Latin American political situation, with a
prescription of the kinds of action-that
"the oppressed"--who are not the privileged
"workers"--must perform to overcome the new
colonialism, As with other radical, presenta-
tionsp'there is little attention giiren to
what will take the place of the old order,.
The Rotero essay is followed, pp. 607-620,
by Che Guevara°s 1967 "Message to the
Tricontinental"o written from a guerrilla
camp shortly before his death, -which
gives the full flavor of the revolutionary
call tb arms,

Cockcroftf James D09 "Last Rites tar the Reformist
Model in Latin America", Chljter 5, App. 115-150 in
Dependence ang21142EileY212211212tLLAtiEAlleLLii11
Political EcoriiiffikTMemek;:a6CabledikandCompany,
1972), edited by Cockcroft and others.

..,
The author lets it be known in no uncertain

t.termsliwha he believes' tii be the fate of the
'liberal reformist approach to the solution ,

i
lof Latin, America's problems, And extends
himself in the bitterness of his attacks
on U.S..policies, The alert student

.

reading the essay would have a good-z ,,
opportunity to test the credibility of

/
such statements 'as",Aree countries-- ,

Venezuela, Colombi and- dos' e
/

remained o 9 .e' the domination of
ry or pare- military elements". (p. 116)..

Illich, Ivan, "Gradual dhange or Violent Revolu-
tion i,n Latin America",'Chapter 6, pp. 157-186
in Latin America The 6 .namics of Social Chan e

! (New York, St. Mart n°s Press, 1 2 , ed ted by
Stefan A. Halper and Jofrin R, Sterling, /

: /
7 '

913
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As with other essays by Illich, this'one
raises as many questions as it answers, but
the selection provides an opportunity to
test the viewpoints Of a}; former priest, who
seems to delight in challenging the traditional
approach. In this piece, he examines concepts
of violence, and comes up with thought-
provoking ides about its true nature, ffic-\
approach is short on constructive solutions,
however.

Petras, James, Politics and Social Structure in
Latin America (New York, Monthly Review Press,
1969), "Guerrilla,Movements in Latin America",
pp. 159-184 and "RevoluO.oWary MOvements'in
Latiti America",.pp. 165 192.

,

Petras is a prolific compiler, editor and
writer whose viewpoint is far left of center.
The two chapters cited provide examples of
an approach which is sympathetic to the
causes he describes,

Spalding, Hobart, Jr' s,. "Iievolutionarr.Idecifogies
in Latin -Ame-ri-cal`i -11-nit pp_. 3897452, _Problems

---IT.1-Latin American History (Netf Yor Harper,and
Row, 1973), edited by 1Joseph ulch n

.
. 4

The selectiOn includes a useful, concise
summary. of revolutionaiy movements of the
present cektury, followed by pertinent
excerpts from the literature that they

,

producea. 'The commentary is reasonably;
balanced and the citAtions'are vela chosen.

40
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The following readings preSent:'viewbointsi
that are more moderate and more parefully balanced
than those fromiariters ofTadicalspersuasiort:

r't,

Gonzalez, Edward and Einaudi, Luigi,
of Leadership", Chapter 40 ppe 45-58
Cuba: 'Latin America Takes Char e of
(NeV York, Crane, Russak and Company,
edited by Luigi R. Einaudi.

"New Patterns
in Beyoild'
Its uture
1 4

The authors project-political developments
they consider' ,likely for the 1970's, sbme
of which seem well procesdTespecially
new a'ttitudes-tbwards *social change in the 0

military and the church, hand an inclination
toward, mdderation in general. The selection'
-is-clearly presented. See'tlso Chaptgr 8,
"Patterns of Civil-Military Rule", ppr'107-
126, which suggests that "...the leading
countries of Latin America may now be devel-
oping toward new civil:military-clerical
coalitions of national elites recruited.
from or aligned'with the dew middle classes;.
(P. 107),

4

Pinto, Anibal) "Political Aspects of Economic
Development", pp. 97460 in Obs cues to Change in

0 Latin America.(London, Oxford Un versity Press,
. .3:0317garEe7 by Claudio Veliz.

A some-time pofessor at the University 'of
Chile analyzes wit noteworthy objectivity

:factors of, strengthand wItakness in the
forces of 'revolution, the fongTrarige prospects'.
for "another Cuba", the true strength of
the moderates, and the weaknesses of the
governmental-apparatus. Despite a tendency
toward use of specialized vocabulary.

o o
"lb
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author's historical depth and realistic
approach are refreshing.

'74Wriiis, Louis K. and Alba, Victor, The Political
Culture and Behavior.of Latin America (Kent
State University Prese,.1974), Chapter 12,
"Partisans of Dedocratic Social Change", pp. 163-
102 and Chapter 13, "Partisans of Authoritarian

'Social Change", pp., 183-202.

The selection presents a simplyz-stated,.
,

cogently. defined valuation of the. principal
sources of basic social change, with. a. '.
realistic assessmeneof the prospects df

'each. It is well done and up-to-date..

Mercier Vega, Luis, Roads to Power in Latin America
(New York, Praeger Publishers, 1969), translated
by Robert Rowaand, Chapter VI; "Some Hypotheses",
pp. 186-201.

Mercier Vega's analysis of the "traditional
power groups.. fillFis them '!neither'wi4ing
nor able to face the challenges put.to-them
by the evolution of the outside world.\t.." :
He foresees the pOesible development of\ a
new political class whose members belong
essentially "...to managerial, technical.
and organizational strata." (p. 194)

(

The essay includes valuable information n
the existing political order while sugges ing
that it is ih need of replacement--and by
something other than ,those imbued with
radical revolutionary fervor. '' \

, ,.
\

.
e-
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'INTRODUCTION TO LATIN AMERICA

kANUAL FOR Al INTERDISCIPLINARY COURSE

rt

TOPIC SEVEN

0 THE ECONOMY AND WHAT SHOULD BE DONE ABOUT IT
4

There is practical unanimity that the economy
of Latin'America as a whole and the economies
of the various countries are in bad shape. There
is no.agreement at all on what should be done-

-N. about the situation, although'it is poSsible

'1to identify two basic approaches toward)ccoro-
plishing needed changes that which regards
relatively peaceful_ "development" as essential
and that which perceives nd remedies short of
complete socialist revolution, violent if
violence is needed, to bring about fundamental
alteration of the economic, political and social
order.

f

\ One learning about Latin'Americi for the
first time should be given an opportunity to
identifyhe. principal elements of the economy.
of the region--those aspects-common to most or
all of its partsand to become aware of both, of
the two general approaches to solutAn of its
problems. The readings described below are
arranged in three sections; therefore, with the
-thought thaw one from lob of;the gibups would
provide a useful introd ction to the general
subject and to the two prinCipal paths toward
solution of the problems. (Since authors do
not always follow such a neat, logical pattern
of organization, someof the readings may combine
general'backgfound and a "solution° approach.)-

GENERAL NATURE OF THE ECONOMY

Huelin, David, "Trade and Development", Chapter 5,
PP. 111 --136 in Continuity

-90-
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anti Change (London, British BrOadcasting Corporation,
1974), edited by Harold ulakemore. ...

(

The author,- who is Manager of the Economic
4/ Department of Lloyds and Boldh International

Bank, -presents a succinct; articulate outline
of the principal elements of the Latin
American economic structure, dispellirig the..
myth that the economies of the respective
-countries are completely undeveloped and
pointag out-the differendes among them.

'Although prepared for British audiences,,
theselpct*on is quite 'Meaningful for the'
general student, analysing objectively the
'causes of such phenomena as economic nation-
alism, the drilie for inddstrializations.
a.nd Latin Americah attitudes toward foreign
investment,,integiation, and inflation.

Anderson, CharleS W., Politics and Economic Change
in Latin America (Prindeton, D. Vaq Nestrand 1967),
Chapter'2, "Nation Building and Development policy ",
pp. 47-674

.4

The prinaipa/ value or this reading-comes

O

O

from its clear description of what Anderson _

identifies as "The Four Economies of Latin
America": "Subsistence Agricultupe"
"Estate", "International:'Exchange System"
and "National. Ekchange System", The articld
then analyzes the manner in which the roles

.

of the four principal sectors are Changing
in the light of what the author holds is a
recognized need "..,to continue and intensify
processes of national economic integration`
that have been in progress'over a considerable
period of time." (p, 53) while the reading
verges into the "scatations" category, its
background information, supported by a well-
constructed table,is particularly interesting
and valuable.



a

i

O

Hunter, John' M. and Foley, James W., Economic
. Problems of Latin America (Boston, Houghton,
Miflin Company, 1975), Chapter 1, "The Latin
American Scene", pp. 1-34, and Chapter VI,
"Trade and Other Balance of Payments Problems",
pp. 150-195.

In the chapterscited the authors have
presented theogeneral background as a means-

,
of developing the "problems" approach they
emplOy in the study of Latin American
economies. The second reading is needed to
sharpen the oversimplification of the first
chapter. Taken together, howevei,-,the two
sections offer a balanced introduction to
the subject. The book is recent, up-to-
date in substance and tone; and reasonably

9 objective in viewpoint.
a

a

Alba, Victor, The Latin Ameticans (New York,
Frederick Praeger, Publishers, 1969), Chapter Vi,

-ftvihere Latin,Amerita Going?", pp. '172 -232;
.

Before giiring an answer to the question he
poses, Alba states clearly and-simply-the
nature of the t;ackgfrpund from which Latin \
America's economic problems have grown.
He also discusses iche aspects of'the Latin
American scene that distinguish it from
other parts of the' underdeveloped'world--
a "society with feudal traits that wants
to become capitalist." His answers to the
basic question he poses the chapter title
may not seem ehtirelp.ade pate,, but the. reader
will gain a good,basis from which to jpdge
that question.

, 104
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Robinson, Harry, Latin America, A Geographical
Survey, (New York, Frederick A.- Praeger,-1467),
Chapter III, "Resourceg and Economy", pp. 63-99.

- 4

Four clearly described and defindd
"distinguishing economic featurs".
of Latin'America are presented without
ideologicai_ias or preconception. For
a factual statement of tle principal .

elements of the Latin American economy,
the Robinson selection is excellent,

'
Camacho, Ge get, Latin American A Short History,
Chapter 159 'New Econcmlc Patterns", pp.. .

A. British historian presents a brief,
general review of the basic Latin-American

.

economy, -with emphasis on history rather
than on technical details, The sel,action .

would provide a, suitable, brieS.4.introduction
to the subject. .

Schurz,. 1,/illiam e Latin Ame.iica A Descri tiva
Survey 1:Newyork, E.P, Dutton and Company, 1 63
Part V, "The Ecohomr pp. 131-234.

1

o.

ys------F.r a comprehensive description of basid
faocts and factors in the LatincAm4rican
economy which brief enough to be
assigned to the introductory student, the
Schurz chapter is difficult to surpass,
Its shortcomings' which can be made up in
other ways, aret.hdt some of the statistical
data are not up to. the minute, the writing

-; is at time's prosaic, and there is very
little discussion of,controversial view-
points. -

r ,
.
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Alexander, Robert.J., Today's Latin-America
(New York, Doubleday and Company,-1968),,-
"The Economr, pp., 55 -82.

Alexander's brief chapter in his general
work on Latin America hits the high spots
and touches on most of the problems.
While providing a gpo4 general survey,
it would need to be supplemented.

Hilton, Ronald,. The Latin Americans,-Their
Heritage and Their Destiny (Philadelphia,
Lippincott, 1973), Chapter 4, "The Economy",
pp. 89-115.

4

The /principal interest and value in Hilton's

i

°often controversial treatment of the subject
j stems from his strong defense of Latin
America's basic need for capital, and his
criticismof those who challeng4 the - .

position from both left and right. The
chapter would te improved ifith *bore statis7:
tical data, but it provides a Rbint of view
not frequently stated to acadeMic audiences
these days,, . .

.

. .

) t

Cole, J.P., Latin America* an Economic and Social
Geography (Washington; Butterworths,'1965);
Chapter 4, "History", pp. 61-80, and Chapter' 5,
"Present Institutions .and Eporiomip Developments,
pp. 81-100. ' .

The two chapters cited from Cole's compre-
,hensive bobk, which is-primarily concerned ..

with geography, provide, excellent background
for an understanding of the Latin American

-94-
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economic structure, The chapter entitled'
"History" emphisizes origins Wand growth,
while the second is concerned with existing
problem areas,,such as that of land reform.
Subsequent chapters of the bookx/ori."Transport",
"Agriculture"9 "Mining anManufacturing"
(pp. 101-206) contain much basic' data, but
are perh#ps too-lengthy to'be assigned.

Mosk, Sanford A., "Latin America and ple'World
:donomy, 1850-1914", pp, 113-124, in 'Volume 2
of History of LatinAme ican Civilization, edited
by Lewis Hanke.

Mosk's essay offers succinct historical
background for am examination of current

, economic institutions and problems,

Urqui Victor L., The Challenge of Development
X in-Latin America (New York, Frederick A. Praeger,

1964);, "Preface" and Chapter J. "some structural'
Problems", pp. 1 -14.

Urquidi is one of Mexico's most thoughtful4st and articulate economists*- who writes from
the viewpoint of one steeped in the sometimes
controversial approach of'the United Nations
Economic Commission for Latin 'America (uNecu),
but one. who also preserves an independent
judgement. Although most of his book.relates
specifically to the "development" approach,
the pages cited itinstitute a concise statement
of the economic conditions that make it
advisable for Latin America to be e4amined
as a unit., The pages present ,a backdrop ,

to the broader scene*
;.
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THE "DEVELOPMENT" APPROACH
rte' t

For a 'few years in 61e 196q0b there was a
surge of enthusiasm among those ;not dedicated to
violent revolution for a bioad developmental
approach to the.attadk on Latin America's economic
problems. Initial support of the United States
.governfflent for s veral specific activities to that
end, such as the Inter ment Bank,
was gained durinrEhe Eisenhower administrifion.
Such support grew and was given more detailed,
definition after John F. Kennedy reached ther
presidency in f961,iwhen,he and his associates
concocted the name that the formula bore durihg
most of the 1960's- -the Alliance for Progress.
Although the name has fallen' into disuse, and
some'important segments.of the program were
never implemented fully, the ingredients of the .

developmental approach that are in effect in the
mid21970's resemble in many ways those of the
original projections of the Alliance for Progress.

The items suggested,be1dif, chosen from among
the hundreds of books, artieles and essays that
have been written on this subject, should provide'
a basis for*selectinoa reading program that will
illustrate the ways and means that haye been
projected, and in many cases employed, to achieve
peacefully changes needed by the economies of
Latin America.

Krieger Vasena, Adalbert and Pazos, Javier,
Latin America, a Broader World Role (London,
Ernest Benno Ltd., 1973), Part. One, "Past and
Potential", pp. 15-48, and Part Four; "Towards.
Interdependence"; $p. 131 =169, see also comments
of Victqc,L..UrquIdIvOp. 171-175.

I ,

This bOok was prepared by two distinguished'
Latin Ame4can economists, und'r the'auspices
of the'At1antic Institute for International
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. Affairs, It is,a calm, serious, up-ito-date
e inatiOn of Latin America's major problem
areas and outlines apprbaches for dealing
with them short'of revolution. The authors
hold that excessive absorption with the.
"dependence" approach, (see below under
"The Radical Approach"), is "conducive to
inaction", and-,loses precious time. The
portions included in the pages cited are
especially relevant to an understanding of
both Orbblemb and proposed solutions. The
supplementary,comments by Victor Urquidi,
a Mexi6an economist, offer alternative
views about,spveral of the positions taken
by Krieger Vasena! and Pazos, such as, for
example, what Urquidi believes to be an
excessive,` confidence in the capacity of,
private investment to sttengthen Latin
American economies,

Anderson, Charles W., Politics and Economic Change
in Lat5in America (Princeton, D. Van Nostrand, 1967);

. Chapter 7, pp. 157-200. ,,

OPA'

In a clearly written, well oaanized chapter,.'
Anderson outlines and disdusses Several

velopmental methods for dealing with-Latin
A riaa's economic problems. These include
the'Alliance for Progress and what he
identifies as "Democratic Reform", He .

concludes wfth a description of the revo-
Iutiorary approach. The treatmen is lens al,
meaningful and informative for the beginni
student,

. .

r
. n . ..I

('. Toynbee, Arnold 3., America and the World
Revolution, and Other Lectures (New York,
Oxford University;` Press, 1962), a section
entitled "The Economy of the Western Hemisphere'
pp. 157-236. ,

. .

,

,.
.*

'I

'
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.
The interest of the lectures on this subject

by oneof the world's outstanding historian-
philosophers, and their value to the intro-

, dUctory stOdent; come from the clarity of
the writing, the author's admitted status

( as a non-professional in the field, and the

1
confidence ha expresses in the "Alliance for

Progress" approach. Three lectures.are
included in the portions cited, but either
of the first two of%these would be valuable

.. if it is not°Oracticable to use the entire
1

section. Although written. in a period when
the "Alliance" fever was at!a pitch, Toynbee's

''analysis provides a viewpoint not tied to any

. given epoch It 'would be

stimul4ting,t d to Toynbee- the chapter
from the collection of Frank Tannenbaum's

-. .,
essays,,The Future of Democracy in America,
entitled "Economic Efficiency-and Social

Justices Toribeeoh Revolution in Latin
.Americi"; pp. 83-104. 'Tannenbaum presents
a. quite different point of view,

Prebisch, Raul'
11

4

"Conclusions for Action ", from Change and
Development--Latin America's G at Task.
Report Submitted tohe Inter erican a.

Development-Bank tNew-York,-Pra ger_PublisherS,
1971), Chapter,Bp-pp. 231-241,1

"EconomicAspects of the Alliance", pp.. 24-65
j inThe Alliance For Progress, Problems and

perspectives (Baltimore, Johns Hopkins Press,
1962Wedited,by John C. Dreier.

"The EcorOm(i.c Development of Latin America", from
Nationalism in Latin America (New York, Alfred
A. Knopf, 197,0, edited by Samuel°L. Bally"

. -98-
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Since World War II, no'single economist has
beer* more amportant-;in presenting his ideas
and influencifg.other economists, especially .\
from' Latin America, than Rapl Prebisch, an
Argentine who fdr many years directed the
staff of the United Nations Economic
Commission for Latin America (UNECLA)
situated in Santiago, Chile, The three
'readings selected from his many contribUtions
are listed in reverse chronological order,
since it would be advisable to use thit
which is most recent if curtailment is
essential. Many of Prebisch's ideas have.
been challenged, particularly'in the United
States, but his views over the significant
postwar years, as represented in the three
selections, have commandel attention.

Hanke, Lewis, (Editor) Contemporary Latin-America,
A Short History (Princeton, D. Van Nostrand, 1968),,,
"Chapter IV, "Problems of Economic and Social
Development", pp. 293-308.

The chapter includes a broad sampling of the
writings of several specialists, such as
Prebisch and T, Lynn Smith, on problems
involved-in-specific-aspects-of the .

development process. It is-a well selected
crosS-section of writings of individuals
and reports of institutions, such as the
Inter American Development Bank, and -

should provide the elements for an-under-
standing ot,how the process grew.

. '

.

v n Lazar, Arpad, Latin American Politics, a, Primer
( °stoup Allyn and Bacon, 1971), Chap et 6,
odernization in Latin America" and Statistical

A pendix", pp. 112-154.
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The selection Oresentsta succinct, clear
description of Latin Amewican economies, as
they are, 4nd analyzes cogently the "State
of economic change", concluding with
Typology of Latin American Development"
which places primary emphasis on prospects
for acpomplishing "viability". Although
the 'technical terminology of the specialist
cree in from time to t ,,the selection
seems suitable and informative for the
beg er. The statistical tablesadd
highl useful basic data-.

Rosenstein-Rodad, Paul N., "The Alliance for Progress
and Peaceful Revolution", pp. 53-60 in Horowitz, de
Castro and Gerassi, Latin American Radicalism
(New" York, Oxford University.Press, 1970) I

s

The autho brief statement of the central
', economic problems of the region places

emphasis on ,what he terms the "three basic
inegualities". He analyzes shortcomings
that mg already appeared (1965) in the
Alliance or Progress approach, but was at
that time hopeftil that achievements might
yet be ma e. The same anthology also includes,
(pp. 457-1 6814an article by Eduardo-Frei,

'' former President of Chile, which first k

appeared in Foreign Affairs quarterly,
entitled,"The Alliance that Lost Its Way".
FrePscomments, which were interesting awl
constructive at the time, still provide a
thoughtful evaluatlion,by a Latin American
Of the peaceful '1.1 to development.

Gilbert, Alan, Latin American Development, A
Geographical Perspective (Baltimore, Penguin
Books, 1974), Chapter 2, "The International
andPHistorical-Setting", O. 17 -38.

112
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Gilbert's book is rather technical alild dgps
tailed, but the chapter cited includes a.
calm, dispassionate statement-of'what he
believes Latin American "dependence"
actually constitutes, as well as the factors
that set the region off from the rest of _

"the third world". It is helpful toward
achievihg a balanced view of the conditions
that exist. s

THE RADICAL APPROACH :

It'is important for the person trying for the
first time to learn about Latin America to under
stand how deep and pervasive acceptance of the
revolutionary apRroach has become piong the
intellectual elite in both North America and
Latin America. Writers andahalysts abound
who perceive no remedies short of complete
destruction of the present, economic order; some
of these appear4to regard violence-as the necessary
means-to that end. -Although.mdth of what is
written in this vein falls into a pattern that
soon becomes familiar, the writers and selections
listed below present-that outlook!, in general,
with clarity and distinctiveness.. As with readings
spgjested in the "development"_sdctions_those
chosen from ,this group need to be balanced by
others expressing different viewpoints.

4.

Frank, Andre Gdhder, I.umpenbourgeosie, Lumpen-
deVelopmentsDependence, ,Class and Politics in
Latin Amerida,(New York, Monthly.tReview Press,
1972), especially Chapter 8, "Npoimperialism and
Neodependence" and Chapter 9, "Alternatives.
and Options", PP..92-I45.
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Frank, one of the most prolific Latin
Americanists, is a lettist 'who consistently

- argues the case-for. Ireeing the Latin American
economies from the "dependence" from which
he insists they suffers his data seems
consistently assembled with that in mind. 's

Despite its somewhat ponderous, but meahing7
ful, titlethe:small tiopk focuses with
more clarity than` most on thesmanner.in
which, according to, Frank, class interests
have historically produced a "policy of
underdevelopment" leading to the complete
dependence of most of the people on the
oligarchy within and the foreign capitalists
without. The final chapter, "Alternatives
and Options", makes guiteclear what the'
Othorbelieves needs to be done"to remedy
the situation.

Frank, Andre Gunder, Latin America: UnderdeveloP-
. ment or Revolution '(New York, MonthlyReview Press,

19b9),4 Chapter, 24 dThe Development of Under-
development", pp. 3-17, and Chariter\25, "capitalist
'Unadrdevelopment of Socialist Revolution", pp.
371-409.

I The_two readings,:are_imthe_pattern_of_ those_
cited above by the same author. The former
urges more.detailed ,examination of certain
hypotheses he describes; while the latter
provides theoretical background for the
socialist.revolution the author deems in-
dispensable..

Galeano, Eduardo; Oven Veins of Latin America; -

Five Centuries of Pillage of a ContinentTffg
York, Monthly Review Press, 1973), Chapter V,
"The Contemporary Structure,of Plunder", pp. 225-

'283,

0
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Galeano is an Uruguayan whose point ofview
is evident from the'titles he uses. The
chapter cited is an unusually vivid, if
harsh and, often exaggerated, attack on all
aspects of foreign economic activity in
Latini\morica,'especially the participation
of foreign capital in industrialization.
'He is no less vehement on the national
bourricosle--"rapacity"--the International
Monotary rund--"one -armed bandit "- -or the
technocrats -- "better hold-up artists than
the marines ". One gets the flavor of the
writing quickly.

Chilcote, 'Ronald H. and Adelstein, Joel C.
(.4itors), Latin America, the Struggle with
Dependency and Beyond (New York,; John and
eons, 1974),-""Introduction", pp.'1-88, by thoot

0..hilo fulfilling the purppse of.a commentary
and introduction to the various selectidns
included in the anthology, the "IAtroductionP
alSb provides a useful summary of the
distinCtions between the "diffusion" model
and the "dependency" model to explain Latin
America's economic woes: The authors project
a succinct exposure of 'what they _regard_ as ,,-

fthe evils o capitalist exploitation and
domination, and explain why a socialist
context for development is needed. The,
writing seems more technical than necessary
in places, but the point of view stands out
clearly.

go*

8),
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Alba, Vicator, The Latin Americans (New York,
Frederick A. Praeger, 1969)4 Chapter*VIII, .

"Who Wantq, Social Change?", pp., 277-332.

Alba presents in this chapter a good summary
of the kinds of extreme change that he
apparently believeS are wanted, and the
movements .aimed at accomplishing the purpose.

Gerassi, John, "Violence, Revolution and Structural
Change", Chapter 4, pp. 94.118, in Latin America,
the Dynamics of Social 'Change w York, St.
Martin's Press, 1972), edited tefan Halper
and. John R. Sterling.

The Gerassi reading is mentioned because it
represents ore Of the more extreme examples
of radical writing, one which might be used
for testing the alertness of the students,
and their capacity to discriminate.

Illich, Ivan, "Gradual Change or Viol t Revolution
in Latin America"-, Chapter 6,pp. 156.171, in
the volume edited by HalpeZ and Sterling cited
immediately above. '

One has difficUlty at 'times judgingwhether
Illich, a former priest identified with
new and unusual approaches, is as revolutionary
as he seems. His rhetoric isifrequdntly
interesting, if not always verrconstructive.
'In the selection cited he calls for a
commitment to "...utter simplicity and
opelgiess of heart."

0
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SPECIALIZED READINGS

Aspects-of the economy of Latin America that
enter almost any discussion of the subject are the
need for agrarian reform, the role of-foreign_
investment, and foreign developmental assistance.
For any who might' wish to underdtand"thesee problems
better, the following readings are cited because"
they offer interesting t tment in relatively
brief form:

Agrarian Reform .

Carter, William "Agrarian Reform.in.LatinN
America",-in Proceedings of the of
Political Science, Vol, 30, No. 4,
pp. 1-14. The study by Carter is also found
in Changing Latin America, New Interpretations
of its Politics and Socie New York, Academy
of Political SO.ence, 1 edited by Douglas
Chalmers, pp. 1-14.

Carroll, Thomas F "Land Reform as an Ixplosive
Force in Latin America"' in explosive Forces
in Latin America (Columbus, Ohio State University
Press, 1964), edited by J.J. Te Paske,andi
S,N, Fishers _pp,- 81-126,

Erasmus, Charles T., "Agrarian Reform 44. Land
Reform: Three Latin American Countries",
in Contemporary.Countries and Societies of
Latin America (New York, Random Houser-H/4),.
edited by Dwight B. Heath, pp: 1 -151.

Delgado, Oscar, "Revolution, 'eform, Conservatisie,
in Latin America, Reform or R:volution? (New
York, Fawcet Publications, 1.46 ed ed by

Petras and Maurice Zeitlin, . 391-398.

Smith, .'T. Lynn, "Ihdicators of the' Need for
,Agrarian Reform", in The Borzoi .Reader in
Latin American History, edited by Helen Delpar,
pp. 119 -127.

ny
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Role of Investment

Bernstein, Marvin D., (Editor), Foreicin Invest-
ment in Latin America, Cases and. Attitudes
(New York, Alfred A. Knopf, 1966), "Introduction",
by Bernstein, and Chapter l,, "The Growth of
Foreign Investments in Latin America", a
study by the Department of Economic and Social
Affairs-of the Unl.teci Nations, pp. ,29 -66.

*

Urquidi, Victor, "Some Implications of Foreign
InvestMent for Latin America", in Obstacles
to Chance in °Latin America (London, Oxford
University Press, 165), edited by Clatidio
Veliz, pp. 91-115. .

Hunt, Shane J., "Evaluat4g Direct.Foreign
.

Investment in Latin AmeriCa", in Beyond Cuba:
Latin America Takes Chattge of Its Future
(New York, Crane.and Russak and .eatpany,
1974), edited by Luigi ,R. Einaudi, Chapter 10,

.
pp. 145-1(4., . .

,

, .
.

I:Hunter, John M. And Foley, James y E nothic
Problems of Latin America (Boston, Hou hton,
Miflin and Company, 1975), "The Role of

2' Foreign Investment", Chapter' 74 pp. 196-229.

1

."-
C

,

Foreign Developmental Assi tance

Hunter, John M. and Foley, James W., op. Cit.,,
--Chapter 11, "Fdreign Assistance, pp. 312-339.
This aticle provides a thorough, objective
primer oit, a controversial jsubect.-

S

Hayter, Teresa, Aid as Imperialism (Baltimore,
Penguin Books, 1971)/,' passim. Theauttior's
ire was aroused when she had difficulty
getting approval of publibation of a'Study on
the'subjettshe,did for the International
,Monetary Furid, and this book is the result.
It makessa number of telling, points nevertheless.

-10u-
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Beaulac, Willard L., A\biplomat Looks at Aid'
td Latin America (Carbondale, Illinois, Southern.
Illinois Uni'versity Press, 1970), "Progress",
pp. 115-142. A veteran with many years of '

experience in charge of-U.S. policies and \

programs in Latin American countries provides
a critical, but;constructive look at the values
and shortcomings of U.S. aid.

Burr, Robert N., Our Troubled Hemisphere
(Washington, The Brookings Institution, 1967), ,

"Latin American Problems",
"The'United States and the Alliance .for
Progress" and "Conclusion", pp. 157-23811

Beigsten, C. t'red, "U.S.-Latin Ameritan
Relations to 1980: 'The International Framework
and Some Possible New Approaches", PP.-173-
195 in The Americas in a Changing World'

-(NeW' York, QuadrAngle/New York Times Book
Company, 1975),, report of Commission on U.S.-
Latin American Relations,

41.

Inter-American Development bank, Annual 1.eport.. =

a good source- et technical data and
statistical information on Latin America. The
sank. is a principal instrument of financial
akd to Latin American development.

1
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iNTROPUCTION TO LATIN AMERICA

MANUAL FOR AN INTEDISFIPLINARY COURSE

topic EIGHT

I/ INTI,MNATIONAL RELATIONS

r The international relationships of the Latin
American states since independence'have been
'conducted on three planes--relations with each
other, with the United States an0 with the nest
of the world. In the twentieth century* at least
until quite recently, the plane of greatest and

at timessallrabsorbing impo
volving the United States.
the United Nations, with
states as members from'/
emergence of an increas
states in the previously colonial, utside world,
the relative significance.of Latin America's
relationship with the United States has-declitledy
The role of Latin AmeriCa in an increasingly
independent--andinterdependent--world, however, .

has not been given the scholarly attention it

deserves, and the focus of an introduction to
the subject remains on the relationship between
the Lnited states and -Latin America.

tance was that in-
Since creation of

11 pf the Latin American
beginning, and the '

g number(of independent

Readings suggested_to provide_a useful--"-----
introcluctionto the topic are divided into .pree .

categories, with the recommendation that one ,frOmv .

each of the groups be 'assigned: (1) general .

summaries; (2) summaries focusding primary ' .

.

attention on alleged .p.s. domination and control;
'usually written,from the left-wing radical Viewpoint;
and 43) summaries which emphaiie-relations among
the Latiln American States and their pla6e in the

world. . _
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(1) GENERAL spMMARIES OF U.4.:-LATIN AMERICAN RELATIONS

)

i.xcept'for goverpmental _p.ublications, which
are available from the Department of State and
should be used to illustrate current developments,
there has been little, if any, writing about U.S.-
Latin Ameiican relations that is not in some
measure adversely critical of U.S. policy'and
practice. 'within tdhat context, the-readings
cited in this section are recommended because
'their authors provide, essentially, factual
rathertthan questionable data, and seem to me
to have made an to be objective,

; ,

Burr; Robert N., Our Troubled Hemisphere, Per-
spectives on Uflited*States-Latin American Relations
(Washington, The Brookings Institution, 1967),

:Chapter, I,- "seeds of *Discontent", -pp. 1-33;
"Chapter II, "United States Interests, Problems,

and Rolicies", pp; 34-52; and Chapter IX, .

"Con4Usions:, pp., 227 -238.
.

,
. . -

"

The author has Written
4

an ex tionallywell- .

prganized,,clearly stated, and comprehensive
interpretatikwsummary_of.U.S.- tin Amerthan ..,

_____
relations. He presentS succinct'4y ,t

_

hat
historical background needed tO understand ,........

, 1!

,setter_the special kinds of international
.

r problems that emerged after World War II and
the mutually shared interests that called

i°
,

or both U.S. and Latin American attention,
. i

to them. The-particular value of the selection
ties in the effective manner in which Burr
4rneralizes without distorti.ng the ftcual

40 .
cord: The entire book is worth reading,

. b t the essence of the-international status
o- the Latin, American countries can be
obtained in the pages cited.

\
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Herring, Hubert, A History of _Latin America from
the Beginnings to the, Present (New Yak, Alfred
A. Knopf, 1972, Third Edition), Part XI,'.picOf 89%
947

1'44'

The relevant chapters from erring's landmark
history of Latin America pr ide more detail
but are somewhat less brOadly interpretative
thanthe suggested portions of Burr's book.
The broad sweep of U.S. -Latin American re-

v lations, with some attention to other parts
of the world, is conveyed in terms tt are
by no means uncritical of 0,S. actions but,
which, at the same time, recognize the
realities that haye confronted U.S. policy
formulation.- The sekection is, divided into
the three significant historical periods'
1810-1895, .1895 -1946, and 1946-1967, con-
cluding withsLyndon Johrison's efforts to
repair the damages done by U.S. Military

a intervention ikthe' Dominican Republic. I

.., brevity 4s e4sentiaI, the third chapter
contains bati,c essentials.fbk a background
Understanding ot current policy.

0

I
O

ti

FergfiSon, Yalb' H., "The uni,ied States and Polit cal
Development,in Latin Americas a Rot ospect and
a PreStription",--Chapter 26, pp. 34 390 in
Contemporary Inter-American Relatio A Reader
in Theory and Issues (Englewood .Clif s, New Jer ey,
'Prentice-Hall Inc.,'1972), edited by Ferguson.

1 i
4 .: 0 0

. 4

The selection'reyiews U...-Latin American
relations in some detail, giving primary

4,
emphasis, to recent developments, and concl tiding
with the author's own "prescription" for
re dial actions that should)be taken,

n%

)
WrIcipally by the United States. -Tile

1. 'red g would be particularly useful in an
.

introductory couise because of the opportu ityz:

, ir-,----< ...,
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01 provided by the author's formula to stimulate
debate and, alternative prgagmas. The
resume ,is tactual and 'the- viewpoints are
di-itical of U.S. policy and practice; it

, recounts in some detail the dildmmas that '

confronted theenthusiasts'of the Kennedy
administration when they faced

.someome of the hard fact of the Latin
'American scene.

Commission on United States-Latin American
Relations, The Americas in. a Changing World
(New York, Quadrangle/New York TimesBook
Company, '1975, a publication of the Center.
for Inter-American Relations), including
"Selebted Papers" by several authorsr and 'a
"Preface "_ by Sol M. Linowitz.

1

The-bl:page report of the indicated
commission is the. ost recent of a.series
of documents-some some semi- .

,-official, and otherS completely private--
intended to show the; irectionk,that shoulld
be given to U.S. policy toward Latig,Ameaca. '

As inother instance the members of the .

commission were indivi uals with one,or another-
kind of public distinct'on, and the pre-
,paratiofi-of-the-report-w s-assignegl to a

'4..,14t..iff, The principal var'atiohlfrom the
-established formula in thi cake was the
addition of several "selected papers ",

. .

mostly' academic, by Latin Americanists, Which,
deal with specialized aspects of tie'report.
lihe entire volume is useful in p iding an
up-to-date review.of policy, wit re; hda- ,-
bons of changes which, inthe inion
the staff and committee members, Should be

4
made. In the preseht instance the.additiona
views and analysis provided b thdsspecialists
offer a greater variety of viewpoiAis for
the reader to assess. ,

1 2 3
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i ?The Unitecy tates and Latin America", pp 172-200.

Tannenbaum, Frank, Keys to Catin Ambrica
, .

, ,,

vNew York, ventage Books, 1962), Chapter 9,
L

...-

,

. f

I

P
.i____. ,

/\,
,

Some fifteen yeas , and many "decisive"
. developments, have'not dimmed the wisdom or

validity of Tannenbaum's evaluation,of the
essentials of the U.S.-Latin American.re-
lationship. Beginning with his recognition
that "...our mere presence is interference,"
(0. 173) Tannenbaum's prescriptions combine
realism with idealism-in a manner which
would still be challengihg to new studehts
of the-subject.

,....,,

5% ) . \
Karnes, Thomas L., (Editor),Readings 1p the Latin
American Policy of the United States (T cson,
Arizona, University of Arizona Pres, 1972),
Chapter DI, . 264-298.

The suggestedselection.in
\\combines quotations from officialidocument4y

sou?ces and writers, both academic and popular,
in such a way as to provide, a cohesive
review, of -U.S. policy since World War I.
Most of-the -significant-developments_of the
critical poAt-war period' are at least touched
upon.

4.

ti

- ;---

Hanke, Lewis, (editor), Contemporary Latin America,
Tort History (Princeton;To. VanNOstrand Company, 4

1968), Chapters xvill, "Intervention and Non- ,-

Intervention", XVIII,'"Inter-American Relations',
and XIX,' "United States Policy Towards Latin America",
pp. 460-513.

A
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The Hanke anthology. provides something of a
"mixed bag" of selections from North American
and Latin American critics and defenders of
U.S. policies, from Carlos Fuentes to Hubert
Humphrey, from Alberto Llera'Camargo' to
Jorge Castafieda, It would be a useful- -.-

assignment to illustrate the variety Of .

opiniory that have been stated. See also
Hanke's History of Latin American Civilization/
Vol. 2, The Modern Age, pp. 348;357 and
569-584; for the contrasting views, for
example, of Dana G. Munro and Ruben Dario, or
Jose ,nrigue Rodd, which provide hi4orical
background to present differences.

4

iinaudi, Luigi R., "Latin American Development
and the United States", Chapter; 15, pp,, 209-228,
in Beyond Cuba,: Latin America Takes, Charge of
Its .Future (New Ytirk,, CraTte,and Russak & Co.,
1974), edited by Einaudi,

/

\

Although focussed particularl?on "development",.
the Einaudi chaptersays much that is sig-
nificant with regard to.U.S,-Latin American
relations in general. It presents an outline
of changes that have taken place in the
relationship and foresees a calmer, mote--
constructive apprbach-that--wi-11-"...-decisiveir,,,,
condition the international environment,"

. RADICAL AND REVISIONIST INTERPRETATIONS

if

Green, Da' id, TheiContainment of Latin America,A
History of the Myths and. Realities' of the Good
Neighbor Policy (Chicago, Quadrangle BookS,-1971)0
pp. vii -x in the "Introduction ". and' 291 -297-.

4 A
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Green ,i6 a forthright "debunker" of the Good
, . Neighbor Policy, which, as his title suggests,

he allege was merely a cover to foster, the
aims of U.S. priVate ca_pi-tar17--Wiid the 'military
to overco* revolutronary-lotin American . .

\
\

governments'. Although some of the "facts"
on which the argument is based are as question-

\ able as the. thesis, the relatively brief
reiading summarizes concisely a viewpoint
that should be given consideration and

parison with the inord standapiVapprOach

t
/7

ol owed by the writers in the f est section,
^

.

. Cockcroft, James D. "Last Rites for the Reformist
Model in LatinAmeri 1', Chapter 5, pp. 115=149, in
Dependence and UnderdeVelopments Latin America's
Political .6conomy (New Ycir, Anchor Books--Doubleday
sand Company, 1972),.edited`by Cockcroft, Frank and
./Johnson.

Regardless of the title given to this particular
chapter, the author uses it for a thorough-
going attack on the policies end practices of
the U.S1, in its,L4tin American foreign,policy,
an attack whichiis not by any means confined
to thelsubjdat of. development. Reactionaries,

--conservatives-and-eVen-many-likeralsw-both--
North American and Latin Americaq, are found 4;

-to be on the wrong side in the struggle between
the only two "viable" alte'rnatives--"revolur
tiohary natiOnalism" or "pro-United States

(p. 118).

Galeano, Eduardo, Open Veins of Latin America, Five,
Centuries of the Pillage' of a CoLtinent (New York,
Monthty_Review Prees, 1973), Final C_ haPter,

Contempoary Structure of\Plunder", pp. 225-283.

\ '-



4

. As indicated on the jacket, the entire book by
a Marxistworiented Latin American provides a
"dazzling barrage of words and ideas" about
the history of the exploitation of Latin,America,
since Columbus. The chapter cited leaves
little doubt as to the identity of the
principal plunderer. The selection is an
up-to-date Versionof extremist ckiticism,
of U.S. policy,by,Latin Americans. /

4

Petras,. James; Eriiman, Michael p and Mills,
Charles, "The Monroe Doctrine and U.S. HegeMORy
in. Latin America",\Chapter 8, pp. 231-268, in
Liti.nyTnericas From Independence to Revolution
)(Nei,/ Yuri-,John -4-11-ey and-Sons T-19-114, edited by
Jardes Petras;

Th-, pages indicated set forth, in some detail
and in reasonably baiancedrdnd accurate terms,
a review of the Monroe Doctrine as the central
theme of U.S. policy toward Latin America. Ai
the story, unfolds howevers.the thesis of U0S%
domination becomes cleart_especially whenvthe

. 1310 Treatty and the Organization,of'American
,States are'identified,as instruments of U.S.
imperialism. If'the entire reading 0 too-

. long for use, the "Conclusion" (PP. 264-268)
J

presents the-viewpoint'more concisely.t
Petras, James, P6rifics and Social Structure in Latin
America (New York Monthly Review Press, 1969),
Part IN, "The United States and Latin America",
pp. 193-323.

The. sel ection provides,another version of the
thesis expounded in the reading suggested
immediately above. Portions of particular
interest are "The United States and the New

-115-
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Equilibrium", pp. 193-228 and "Patterns 0f
Intervention", pp. 303-315. These give the
author's view that the "overwhelming presence
of the United States" is "both cause and
consequence of the absence of social
revolution" in. Latin America.

/

Following are .deveral'brief suggestions for
reading from contemporary Latin American authors.
that t'eflect articulate Latin American views of
U.S policy and its alleged inadequacies. The
ge e
f7/

ral thesis h$S been stated by Latin Americans
or years, and these are merely cited ap examples:

Carlos .Fuentes, "Words for North/America", pp. 370 -
378 In Latin AmericatYesterday and Today, . ,

edited by Johri Rothchild; Celso Furtado, "U.S.

pp. 61-74 in Latin American Radicalism, edited by
HegeMony and the Futurekof Latin American,- .

Horowitz, de Castro, and Grassi; Leopoldo Zea,
"Are We Headed Toward an Era of Solidarity " ",

.

Chapter VI, pp. 83 -99 in the author's Latin
Americaand the World (Norman, UniversitirEf4'
Oklahoma PresS, 1969); Jose Figueres, "The Alliance
and Political Go48-",- pp, 66-a8 in The---Alliance
-for Progress, edited .by John C. Dreier.

( ) INTER.,.LAI7N AMERICAN AND WORLD RELATIONS

11

I

.

'Humphreys, RobinFA., The Evolution of Modern Latin
America,(.New York, Cooper Square Publishers, 1973),
Chapter VII, "Hemisphere Relations", pp. 141-160,
andChapter VIII, "Latin America.in World Affaiis'!',
pp. 161-180. .

z

EVen though it was written ih.1945, the
portion of Humphreys" book is suggested hete

,
because of the admirable way in which it
outlines ctfie background ;of- the _two stated+

.128 0



subjects as it appeared.at that time. In
that sense, it'would be more meahingful to
Students than much that has'been written on.
the current outlook, but.it would need t
be supplemented by more up-to-date treat ne
in.the light of developments since World ar II.

\
. i

Alba, Victor, The Latin Americans (New York,
Frederick Praeger, Inc". 19 9), Chapter VII,
"Is Latin America in the Work '4 pp. 233-276

Alba'presents a comprehensive, well -balanced
review of.the varied'issues confronting the-

.- Latin American states as the world changes
around them. The chapter is well stated
And gives general background helpful to an
understanding of the. subject.

Kreiger-Vasena, Adalbert and Pazos, Javier,
Latin America, a,Broader World Role (London,
Ernest Benn, Ltd., 1973), Chapters 7, 8, and 9,
"New Bearings in t1e Inter-American System",
"The Renewed Importance of Europe" and "Broadening
Relations with Other Industrialized Countries",
p, 89-128. .

The three 'dhapters in this relatively recent
book are concerned priliarily with the economic
relationship, which is, of course, the aspect
of primary importance to Latin America. They ,

presentAn,up-to-date assessment of the
' situation and suggestions of what all who

.are .involved need,to do to achieve greater'
develotiment progress' which, in turn, will
improve Latin'Americes international
position. The ieadings would' complement the
Humphreys' selection,.

1.29
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'Schuri, Wialiam Lytle, Latin America, A Descriptive
Survey, Part IV, "InternatiOnal Relations", pp. 235-

- 29:
.

,

.4

aji

.1

Some portions of the chlpter by SChur are
dated, but there is much valuable back rounl-----

informatidn n rel6tiops.of the states with
each other' and the early'status they
'-developed ip world international Organizations.

Connell-Smith, ,Gordon,'4IDter-American Affaigs.and
International Re-la-Lions", aapter 6, pp. 137-155,
in Latin Americas" eseaxs in CchtlagityInple,
edited by Harald 31altemOrer;

A British v/4 (Jr (he 6u1,ject is presehted

'here BBC audience,

-The resUIE-tD-1-74 summa y,which
might ne chalfensed ori a points ctf
interptetatic., Arkel even ,02- fact, but which
nevertheless pro:mete an excellent general

,introducticn

Hilton, Ronald, The Latin74maans
and Theirs Destinf-TfiTuadeIfih... inq tt

Company,' 1973), 04arYeers.7 "Inter Ameican
Relations" and .eletAonsao pp. 9-180.

.

4

Hilton's two cliaptters ate organized by country
and by topic. *May coni:An substantial infdr-
matidh aoout the subjects dealt with. The
author has la c-J l't(?,sit6Iti(1._,1 In presenting ''

a.1sweeping gal.;111zatio c,s, some'of which seem.
exaggerated a44 conduciq to rather strained

interpretations, The selection would offer
a challenge to discrlminating reading, however.

-113-
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4

Camacho OpOrge, Latin America Short History
(London Allen Lane, 19 3 , C pter 1, 'Lat n'
America and the'World", pp.:189-p9,

1

The chapter noted, although brief*, outlines
the.main issues and trends of Latin American
international relationships since independence.
It could be used as background for more
detailed readings.

Pendle, George, A History 15f Latin America
-(Baltimore, Penguin Books, 1973), Chapter 14,
"The United States Rises to Pre-Eminence", lop. 171-
186.

r.

S

.Pendle's emphasis is on the historical back-
ground, with particular referen to the rise
of the United States and the d cline of
Britain as countries influenci g international
trends in Latin America, 'The brief chapter
wovld be useful for backgrou d purposes,

4

) °

,,
,

Bailey, NorM'an A Latin America in World Politics
(New York, Walker and Company, 190), Part-Three;
"The Aesponse", pp. 131-1,79, especially-Chapter 7,-
"Strength Through Associhtion",jpp. 1457166,

6

Although a bit heavy in places, Bailey's
volume contains a wealth ofihistoripal back-
ground data. The portions' cited are par- .

9 ticularly useful in presenting the interplay .
$

of national aspirations among the Latiall
American states; and the approaches that
Latin Americans have attempted or projeCted
to achieve their goals, It'isespecially
useful because Of,the attention'giyen tO

-119-
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1

the role.of:Latin America- in the United
Nations, as well as .tospecific. actions within
the Organization of American States 49ri the
period.ending-with U.S. intervention.in,the
Domibican Republic in 1965.

.

Wood, Bryce, The 'united States.,and Latln American
Wars, l932-1942(New York, Columbia University
Press, 196), "Ihtroductioh", pp. 1-18.

Wood begins his detailed treatment of
, . international rivalries and caflict-in

Latin Americd with.an excellent summary of
'an often neglected aspect of--the region's
international xeiationships--t he.degree Of
success that these states.haire actuality

V°

.. achieved in_ preventing or avgidifig s rious
conflicts'amonq themselvest, The se ection

. would provide useful perspective'on'the .

eneral
, ,

Theberge; jkries D., Thesovielj2Enancg'inaiailn
America (Neer, York, CraneRusSak&Co.,,,19744'
"Balance Sheet-of Soviet Progressm and."StatUs

' of Latin American Communist.and'Ultraleftist

.1,

Parties", ,

- ,

The 941page booklet issued by'.the NatiOnal
Strategy Information'Center'gives a' general . /

summary of 'one of the moke,sighificant
*aspects of Latin Ameeica's international
position. Theklerge's thesis,'dbei not
undbrestimate the 2Soyiet:thredt, but seems.
quite realistic arid avoids reactionary
emotionalism, Soviet strengths and weak-
nesses are well articulated, and-the final
pages provide helpful basic statistical data.

13 2
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Dinerstein, Herbert S., "Soviet Policy id Latin
America", pp. 153-167, in Contemporary Inter-

Rdlations, A Reader in Theory and Issues
: (Englewood Cliffs, N.J., Prentice Hall, 1972),

edited-by Yale H. Ferguson,

In contrast with the emphasis on strategic
consideratiops in the Iteberge study,
Dinerstein concentrates almost exclusively
on the political choices and dilemmas that
Confront and have confronted the Soviet

,Union and,Cliina, in lesser degree, in
Latin Ameiica, The focus of his summary is
the Soviet relationship with Cuba in,the
period since Castro handed the U.S.S.R. an
ally On's. silvef platter.,

sc '

.
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INTRODU4ION TO LATIN AMERICA,

MANUAL FOR AN INTERDISCIPLINAR'i-COURE

TOPIC NINE

CULTURE -- LITERATURE AN

r.

THE ARTS

When discussing "Culture" n an introductory,
course, it is necessary to distinguish'between the
two meanings the word has been giVen in its
academic, context. In one sense the term' is used
to describe what has been called "high dultdre"--
the flowering of artistic creation in literature,
pairitinge.architecture, music and the like.
_This is an, aspect which all too frequently has
been the domain of an elite few rather than the
general population.' In a different and more
general sense, the term can be applied, as,in
the Random House Dictionary of the English Language,
to "...the sum total of ways of living built up

-by a group of human beings and transmitted fiom
one generation to another."

Neither'of these two areas should Pe neglected/
in the study of Latin America, for in both of them !
the peoples of the region have much, both in the
present and in their inheritance, which is

edistinctive` and essential to understanding.
We, shall undertake to suggest suitable readings

. in' both area*, beginning in this section with
"Literature the- Arts ". Even within such a

, relatively restricted span, however, one is ,likely
to find those to whom literature is adequately
representative of cultural achievement, and others
who find it in paintingor other artistic forms.
The rwlings suggested, therefore, may in some cases
concernAhemselvesiwith only one form of artistic
expression;"the-imOortant thing is to endeavor to
,communicaEe to the learner a sense of the importance

' of .them '

. 4 .

41
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' CULTURE IN G8NBRAL

s

_

Gallagher,. David "Literature and the Arts ", .

Chapter 7, pp. 157-180 in Latin America, Essays
in Continuity and'Chanqe, edited by Harold
qakemore.

Gallagher's essay, ano er of the BBC series,
begins by explaining 'ts concentration on
"high culture". The/ author pbints out the
vast differences between countries, and even
'within countries, among cultural groups, and
suggests this as a reason for his concen-
trating upon literatbre and the arts. In
examining the question of whether, in that
area, there are distinctive Latin American
qualities, he reviews most of the significant
contributors, especially in the field of
literature, and finds a rather common
cultural.nationalism that has resulted in
exaggerated reactions to outside influences.
Some aspects, such'aslsurrealism, may be
desbribed by Ga llagh in more detail than
the scope of,the art cle would seem to
warrant. The combi 0.on of detail a.

interpretation tesu ts, however, in the begt
reasonably concise- eView_of the _gen al'
subject that was en uptered.

Clissold, Stephen) Latin America,
(New York, Harper and Row, 1966),
bibliography and index.

A,Cultural,Outline
151 pp., with

Clissold's* small book provides an enlight-
ening, interpretative literary history which
'synthesizes unOsually well the cIntributions
of the outstanding writers, Pos ng'the-
queption of whether Latin America can be

t.
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said to exist ".,.in anything but a geo-,
graphical sense," hi examines "The'Indian
Mind", "The Spanish Imprint" and "The Mind
in the Making", concluding with a chapter
devoted to "The _World of Brazil", which for
him must be considered apart. Rather than
merely presenting lists orwriters, the autler
concentrates on A few who are both outstandin4
and reasonably representative. The selection
captures well-the essence of the three histor-
ical periods for'Spanigh America, as wellaS
the distinctive qualities of Brazilian 4,

literarY contributions.
e 4

Franco, Jean, The Modern Culture of Latin America
(London, Pall Mall Press, -Ltd., 1967), "IntrOduction",
pp. 1-13, and "In Conclusion", pp. 280-283, with ti

illustrative selections from the body of the book.

The author holds that "the history of art
in Latin America 'is not a continuous develop-
mint, but a series of fresh -starts,". and her
purpose is ?...to consid r some of these
'fresh starts' and,to e lore the artist's

.attithde to soci4ty and the way he expresses
this in his work." Mos of the evidence
presente0 comes from literatUre, but certain
expressive contributions-from-art and archi-
tecture are also included. Even though it
would perhaps*be,impractical to assign the ,
'entire book in an ,in roductory course,
students might. be en ouraged to read An
illustrative chapter o Franco's interpre--
tative study, such as that t entitled "The
Writer and the.National S uation", pp. 236-.
279, or "Art and the Politi al Struggle ",
pp. 133-173,

o

Wilton, Wald, The Latin Americans T eir-Heri
and their Destiny, apteru.1 ,'"L terat e, t e
Arts, and Science", pp. 20b=236.

Se

13G
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ExpieSsing some
,

distaste for the aesthetic,
intellectual approach to the subject, Pro-

. fessor Hilton concentrates on'what he-believes
- to be "...works that are valuable fo the

understanding of Latin America." (p. 247)
The result is more effective than m+ght,
\expected, andAncludes consideration of)

. ,

L . subjects, such as,the literature of1travel,
\

that might of erwise be neglected. As
Indicated by, he chapter title4 Hilton-also
comments on r cent achievements in Science

\ and technology, as well as art, architecture,
-.. and literature.w

Alexander, Robert J., Today!s Latin America,
f "Culture", pp. 198-211. A

This chapter.offers little more than an
extremely general introduction. It touches
very briefly on all of the 'principal., subjects,
howeve --Literature, Painting, Architecture,.
and'Musict and even includes some comment on
Publishing, Film, Science, and Sports. It
provides an outline from which a tiore'detailed
'reading list for, the subject area could be
developed,

Henriquez Ureta, Pedro, A Concise History-of Latin.
American Culture (New York, Frederick A, Praeger,
1166t_as translated and augmented by Gilbert Chase),
162 pp., bibliography and index.

r

;

1-

Professoethase indicates in'the preface to
Henriquez-UrAa's short book that he undertook .

its translation and'hugmentation to meet the
needs of a course on The Cultural Heritage of

. Latin America", since he knew of no book in
English that would meet that need as

or.

1371,
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The result i\a a summary of almost all asPects
of "high; culture" placed, in .political pek-:
spective,including comments on trends in
education, p blishing, the press, music,
plastic arts, nd many others,: The book is -

interesting an well worth'reading, eVen though
it touches upon 0 great,deal of materi 1 in 4

:: rather brief'sc pe. chase's additiona A

chapte brings the work up. to 1965; and an
extensive bibliography and good index add
greatly to the book's usefulness.-

.0.00
A

The mosttreadilYacce'ssible supplementary source
of information on cultural matters in Latin America,
past and presento.is the monthly-periodital Americas,
published at the Genkal'Secretariat of Organ-
ization of American States in Washington, .C.4 For
mo /e than 25 years that journal has ekcelled in its
articles and, espe4ally, its brilliant, colorful
illustrations, While'somp of the subjects treated,"
concern Current OAS.developments in other fields,

.

half or more of each issue is ddvoted toarticles
and reproductions on literature or other aspects of
the arts. AithoOhtalMos always written by
specialists, the articles are clearly aimed at the
general reader with a view to stimulating his interest
in and appreciation of the rich cultural life in
these continents,

_In-addition _to-relatively brief-.articles on -
specific subjects, Americas also includes in most
of its issues a sp4EirEUFplement ej:ther on one
of the Aember states of the OAS, incruding extensive
treatment of its cult& 1 contribution, or on a
special subject. Thesi supplements, also beauti
fully illustrated, are published separately and may
be obtained in that forM/At nominal Cost.
Subscriptions to Americas and lists of available
supplements may beORined by writing to Sales
and Circulation Unit, General Secretariat of the
OrganizatiOn of American States, Washington, D.C.,
20006. References to supplements and articles-
pertinent to the respective cultural subjectsare
.listed.as,appropriatelaelow, " -'

,
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CULTURE - -LIT, RATURE
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\--V-

Franco, Jean, AWIntroduction to, Spanish American
'Literature (London, Cambridge University Press, 1969),
"Introduction ", pp. 1-28, and '"Conclusion", pp. 357-
364. .

.

'

,

1

As with the'same author's Modern Culture of
Latin America, this book presents, for the
field of Latin American literature, summaries
that concisely capture the meaning of the
literary works Vhich are described and
evaluated. The analysis emphasizes the
things which, in addition to a common language,
have tended to bring writers together, such -

as commonly sharedipolitical views, ease and
frequency of travel, and even the development
of Mexico and Buenos Aires as important
publishing centers. The "Introduction" is
also noteworthy because of the effective way
in which the full scope of the-literature of
the colonial period is presented; Leaving
the reader with a solid basis from which to
inform himself further about more recent
trends.

Torres -Rioieco, ArturoThEVic of Latin American
Literature (Berkeley, University of California. Press,
6th printing, 1967), 255 pp., bibliography, index.

(

Torres-Riosecoss "epic" is divided, in
several segments, which are dealt with

. essentially as separate qpbjects. Although
meaningful generalization does not abound ,

in Torres-Rioseco, he does manage to sum
things up rather well in the following
Characterization of-Latin Amprican litera-
ture: "... the literature of SpanishiAnerica

S r.
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A

possesses, the stark re lism of Spanish %
literature withoUt bei g Spanish; it has the .

elegance Of French made s, but 's no French;
, it has a cosmopolitan 1% riz , but retains
the flavor of its own e r (Preface) , \
oth'Torresraiose and anco avoid the. risk
of having their wor 4 appear to be simply
catalogues of writers and their works.
Should it be possible to assign an entire
shoft volume, either Franco or Torres-Rioseco
would provide a thorough basis for further
reading, with some advantage being given,to
the former,

Ellison, Fred P., "The Writer",,Chapter 3, pp. 79-
'101 -in Continuity and Change. in Latin America
(Stanford, Stanford University Press, 1964),
compiled and edited by John J. Johnson.

This essay offers more of aniassesSment of .

the considerable influence writers have had
in Latin America,. an influence often
extending well beyond the field of literature

J as normally found in other parts of the world.
, It is more concerned with political and

sociological perspective than with evaluation
ofliterary merit as such.

Carrera Andrade, aorge, Reflections on Spanish
American Poetry (Albany, State University of New
York Press, 1973), "Poetry apd Society in Spanish
America", pp. 21-38.

Confining himself to poetry,' Carrera Andrade,
an Ecuadoran with a metropplitan-outloqk,

in
on. special Latin American interest

--in that genre. He-also, presents an-ifiteresting.
evaluation of its social: implications, as well

4
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as of the pretensions of some of the literary
figures. The selection is written with
insight and understandin4.

De Onis, Harriet, The,Golden Land, An Anthology of
Latin American Folklore in Literature (New York,
Alfred A. Knopf, ,1948), passim.

4z4

The items chosen for the de Onis anthology
were brought together "...to show the
persistent influence of Latin American
folklore on its literature." They are ajmost
all. interesting and relevant to that purpose. '

It is a classic which might well be used to
select and provide supplementary reading.

NOTES ON SPECIAL ASPECTS OF LITERATURE AS A
'SEGMENT OF LATIN AMERICAN CULTURE.

The distinctive
to the' lite
excellently
Other inter
of thd literature-Of

.
.

aspects of Brazil's contribution,,
atuie of Latin America are summarized
in the-Clissoldbook cited above. _

sting and relatively brief evaluations
Brazil may `be found_in_

CC?

%

',,,,i

Veriesimo, Erica, Brazilian Liter
Outline (New York, Macmq,llano- 1

Putnam, Samuel, :Rarvelous,J 'Time
of Fou CenturieS of
York, Alfred A. Knopf, 1 '6,,

.,
. ,.

Freyre, Gilberto) New World In he'Tropicsi
The!Culture a ModernBrazi;, Oapter win;

ir"The*-47ModdliLterature of Brazil, Its
,

s-

Relation:to Social Problems", pp. 209-229,
. , . -
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Supplementary material to provide vignettes of
literature as "culture" may be found in a number
of books recounting interviews with some, of the
area's leading writers, an approach which often
reveals sidnificant. aspects of their respective
contributions: Three such accounts are:

Guibert Rita, Seven Voices Seven Latin American
Writers Talk to Rita Guibert New York, Alfred
A. Knopf, 1972)"

Harss, Luis and DohMann, Barbara, Into,the
Mainstream, Conversations with LatIFTWFFIcan
Writers (New York, Harper and Row, 1967).

kodman, Selden, South America of the Poets
'(New York, Hawthorn Books, Inc., 1970).

The literary-figure of the Spariish-American
colonial period most likely to strike a chord of
interest to those approaching the subject for the
first time is Sor Juana Ines de la Cruz, a truly

' remarkable Mexican woman.of the late 17th century,
described .as "the greatest of Colonial poets"
by Torres-Rioseco. Two thoughtful essays on Sor
Juana, either -of which might well be used for
supplementary reading, are found in:

Gonzalez Pena, Carlos,. History of Mexican
Literature (Dallas, Southern Methodist
11=ven113rPress, 1960, pp. 111 -117.

Leonard, Irving_A" pp, 144-154 in Latin
?America, A Historical keader,ledited by
"Levis Hafike.

. ;See also Rosario Hiriart, "Americas First
Feminist", Americas, Vol, 25, No, 5, July, 1975,.

?-7.
...
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The following, articles in relatively recent
\issues Of Ardricas will serve to illustrate the
contribution that the journal-makes to lively
interest n Latin American literature:

"MprtVol. 25, No, 2, February 1973, pp. 8 -12.

in,Fierro, Best Seller ",. ,by Nettie Lee
Be son, Vol.

"Dialogue for Understanding: A'Conversation
Between Jorge Luis Borges and Miguel Albornoz",
Vol, 23; No, 3, March, 1971, pp. 12-15.

"Neruda",-by 3alb Rene Perez, Vol. 24, No, 1,
January, 1972, pp, 9 -11. .'

"Neruda-Mistral Dialogue",*by Margaret Rudd,
Vol. 24, Ng. 5, May,-.1972, pp. 14-17.

-"LiberatedPoets", by Graciela Palau de Nemes,
vol. 27; No. 10, October, 1975, pp. 10-15.
Concerns four "disconcerting" female poets of
the first quarter of the twentieth century.

. CULTURE--ART AND ARCHITECTURE

' UnderTopic II, "The Indian Heritage", the
readings suggested were concerned primarily with
the extraordinaKY.artistic_contributions_of_the_
pre-discovery period, 'These were amazing artistic
feats in themselves, but they also constitute'
perhaps the best source of our information on 4
how the remarkable. people of those centuries
lived and acted.

Latin American artistic and architectural'
achievement in the period since'the b ginning of?
Iberian-control-was accomplished in t o periods:
those centuries of colonial dominant of the arts
which did not by any means end with independenCe,
and the moderh period, during which innovative
forms of artistic expressions were eveloped and
presented. To learn more about th culture of
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Latin America today, one must,examine both of these
areas of expression. Colkmial architecture, with
its thousands of magnificent churches and public
buildings in which a tremendous variety of art
can be fOunddare as much a part of the Latin
American scene today as are the towering sky-
scrapers and Modern forms of art that are to be,
found in the metropolitan centers,

Unfortunately, bo
attempt summary or syn
aspect of today's Lati
are few and far betwee
which meaningful gene
as it is infrequent. Perhaps the best approach
for dealing with the subject in an introductory
course is to provide the kind of general outline
found in Castedo, described below, and then
encourage each student to explore further the
literature and illustrations relevant to the
trends and accomplishments in which hesis most
interested. Except for Castedo's book, the
suggested readings listed below are concerned
either with historical perspective or with
specialized aspects of colonial and contempora
art and architecture.

ks and articles that
hesis of this importaht
America in general terms
since it is an area in

lization is as difficult

Castedo, LeOpoldo, A Histor/ of Latin American Art
and Chitecture (New York, Frederick A. Praeger,

6.1_9 9), passim-aw-indicated.-

Castedo's relatively brief (292 pages) book
brings together a great deal of factual in-
formation, relevant illustrations, and worth-
while evaluation of the significant contri-
butions of the three basic cultural periods.
At the same time it avoids, better than most,
the appearance of a catalogue, of an art .

exhibit; Beginning students would be well-
advised to buy the book and keep it at hand
for browsing from time to. time. If assigning
the entire book is impractical, the following
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excerpts,wduld be well worth reading:
"Introduction", pp. 11-13; "Cohstants and

, Variants" at the beginning of each of the,
three parts, pp. 13-17,, 99-101, and 201;
as well as the entire final section entitled
The Modern Synthesis", including especially
Chapter 19, "The New Architecture". heading
these sections would underscore Casfedo's
views that "...the only collective'process
that has:not been interrupted by natural oK
man-made cataclysms in Latin America has
been its aesthetic expression- -its graphic,
architectural, poetic creations...it is kn
its arts that Latin America's essence is to 0- .

be founds" (p. 11). e'

Crow, Jahn A., The Epic of Latin America(New York,
Doubleday and Company, 1971), Chapter 25, "Archi-
toctura and the Fine Arts", pp. 30C-318.

o

This chapter on colonial art and ar litecture
is a brief but exceptionally well stated
evaluation' of artistic accomplishment in
that period, especially of the Indian in-
fluences that affected what came from Spain,
Jinfortunatelys.there is no similar, summary
for the modern and contemporary periods in
Crow'a well-written and thoughtful history.
The chapterwould_be=.4n_excellent-prepa-ration
for a better appreciation of sights to be
.seen on a trip td Latin America.

IS Chase, Gilbert, "The Artist", Chapter 4, pp. 101-
135, in Continuit and Chan e in Latin AMerica
(itanford, otanford University Press, 1964
edited by John J. Johnson.

r133-
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Although this volume has little by way of
summary comment, it does include excellent
illustrations of-works of Latin American
'art on display in North American museums
at the time it was published. It would be
good for the "browsing" library.

00,111000 .11.0

,

One of the rpst celebrated schools of art in
Latin America was that of the twentieth century,
Mexican muralists, led by Diego Rivera, Jose
Clemente Orozco'and David Alfaro Siqueiros.
Original works or reproductions of these artists
have been seen 'in many places"; not only as new
and dynamiC, but often also asexpressions cif
the spirit of the Mexican revolution. In addition
to the reading on this important school mentioned
above, the folldwing items are worthy of * ''-----

attention; ,

.

.
.

.
. /

Franco, Jean, The,Modern Culture of Latin
'America, Chapter 5, "Art and the Political
Struggle", pp. /133 -173.

Rodriguez; Anoni0, W'History of Mexican
, . .

Mural Painting (New York,.G:P./Putnam's
Sons,- 1969), Chapter 18, "Image of Mexico",
pp. 488-492. Held to be the "finest collection

.

Of photographed Mexican mural paintings yet'
published," even-though comment is brief, '

Smith, Bradley,. IvWxico, A'History in Art
(New York, Harper and Row,'1968),."1910-
1940, RevOution and Progress", pp. '299-288.
Also hand omel illustrated.

i

walker, Lester C,,, Jr., ',The Revolution of 1910
as Reflected in Mexican Art", pp., 97-109 in
Artists and-Writers in the Evolution og,Latin
America (University of Alabama Press,/1969),
edited by'dward-pavis Terry. I

'.
;-.

Todaycf,:row, John A.,' Mexico (New .York, I

Harper and Brothers, 1957)., Chapter XII,
"Land anl Liberty'','15§, 154 -160.

o
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Folk art is another area of artistic expression
worthy of the introductory student's attention,
and there is a substantial amoumt. of literature on
that aspect alone. Three examples are:

Toneyama, Kojin, The Popular Arts of Mexico
(New York and Tokyo, 4eatherhill/heibunsha,
1974), especially the foreword and notes on .

modern Mexican folk crafts by Carlos Espejel, -

Director of Museo Nacional de Artes Industrias
Populares de MexTEK-X-beauttRY'book that

should be known to any prospective traveller
to Mexico.

Osborne, Lilly de Jongh, Indian Crafts of
Guatemala and El' Salvador (Norman, University
of Oklahoma Press, 1965). )Illustrates the
significance of Indian costumes among the
descendants of the Maya, for whom they are4

not only handsome and colorful,.but important
to identity as an individual And member of
the tribe.

Rodmail, Selden, The Miracle of Haitian Art
(Garden City, New York, Doubleday and Company,
1974). The fascinating story of the stimulation
of,,folk art in Haiti.

MO.11.

Satisfactorily concise, general treatment of )/

Latin American architecture was not encountered,
althOugh the subject is dealt with in part in
several of the works mentioned above. Francisco
BullrichZAvDirections in. Latin American
Architect e ew York, Geqrge Braziller, 1969)
has a good collection of pictures of newer
architectural achievementS, with a catalogue of
the architects. That book's introductory section
entitled'"Past and Present", pp. 13-21, provides
useful background. Pietro Maria Bardi's New
Brazilian Art (New Yokk, Fredericjc A. Praeger,
Publishers, 1970) examines in detail the buildings
designed by Brazil's 'world famed architect, Oscar
Niemeyer, including those in the new city of
Brasilia. The book also looks at certain other
principal-areas of Brazilian art--that of thendian,
popular art, and the creations of worldrenown.
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Chase's commentary is directed more at ,music
thanoat the graphic arts., more at the artist
than at the. work he does, buts-the chapter
includes some penetrating comment on artistic
trends in bothlmediums, including an interesting
summary of the work and influence ofthe
Mexican muralists of the twentieth century.

Chase, Gilbert, Contemporary Art in Latin America
(New York, The Eree Press, 1970), passim.

Selecting suitable rtions of this book to
present the general spects of the subject'
is difficult, although the final chapter,
"Architecture and Integration of the Arts"
offers some synthesis. The text is devoted
essentially to individtlial artists by section
or country.

)

O

Kelemen Pail, Art of the Americas, Anciez and
Hispanic (New York, Thomas Crowell Company, 1969),
"The Colonial Scene, A World Transplanted",
pp. 173-328.

This book has excellent descriptions of the
many different forms colonial art took, and
of the contributions madeto it by the
indigenous artists. It is quite detailed
but would merit at least a perusal.

Catlin, Stanton Loomis and Grieder, Terence,
Art of Latin America Since Independence (New
Haven and Austin, Yale University Press and
University of Texas Press, 1966).

148
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In addition to articles and supplements on
various art forms and peridds in Americas magazine,
the Organizatioh of American States h1s prepared
a series of small, illustrated booklets by' various
authoFs on the art of a number of the countries
which are members of the organization. They
appeared under the Imprimatur of the Pan American
Union before that unit became officially identified
as the General. Secretariat of the OAS. These are
excellent surveys of the artistic accomplishments
of a number-,of countries, including Argentina,
Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Guatemala, Haiti, Peru,
and Venezuela, and perhaps others.

FinaIly, there are the articles, and suppleuientsk
thathave appeared in Americas in recent years, all
of which offer eye catching to
Latin American progress in the arts. Those
likely. to be of interest are:

SPECIAL SUPPLEMENTS TO AMERICAS

Calvimo9tes, Raul, Folk Art of the, Americas,
"'November-December, 1973, 24, pp., illustrated.
The work traces fork art rom the pre-
Columbian era to the present, offering
brief,comments;about most of the Latin
American cotintrieS.

.

_ /
de Zendegui, Guillermo "(Compiler), In'rodu tion
to Colonial Art in Latin America (Colonial A
I), Architecture, 24/pp.;-Illustrated,

de zendigiii, Guillermo (Compiler), Pre-
Columbian America, I, Meso America, 40 pp,;
illustrated. .

TICLES IN AMERICAS

"Seven Colombian Artists ", by Jose Y. Bermudez
Vol. 25, No. 10, October, 1973, pp. 38-43.

"The. ,Divided World of Miguel Coilarrubias"fil
by Terence Grieder, Vol. 23, NO. 5, May,
1971, pp. 19-24.
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"The Ever- Brazilian Guignard ", y Sylvio de
Vasconcellosv V 1, 27, No. 5, M y, 1975, pp. 2-7.

,'

"Lanaluze, Pai ter of 19th-Century Cuba",
by Guillermo d Ondegui, Vol. 27, No. 9,
September, 197 ,-lop, 16 -23..

1
"Art and Artifrts of Medellin'!, by, Jose
Gomez-Sicre, V . 24, Nos. 11-12, November-
.December, 1972, pp. -8.

"Lenten Curtains"From Colonial Peru", by Pgl
Kelemen, Vol. 24, No. 3, March* 1972, pp. 2-9:

4

Churches ",
2,

"Proud, Lonely Churches", by al-Kelemen,
Vol. 28, No. 2, Februaryi'307 L.PP. 2-11.

"Venezuelan Art As-Seen ay Its Critics 14N
by Rafael Pifieda, Vol. 27, No 8, August,
1975, pp. 25-32. ,

"Art Books and Collections in Venezuela ",..
by Rafael Piffeda, Vol:,25, No. 2, February,
1973, pp. 33-40.

fir;

. Music has beefi a fascinating part of the
culture 6f Latin America since long before the
Europeans arrived, and it remains an integral
aspect of every holy day or fiesta, and most
public celebrations. To a considerable extent .

that which has 6ebn played or sung is folk music,
although religiqus music of a more formal nature
continued the European influence which began
soon after the Europeans arrived. In more recent
times there has been a steadily increasing pro-
ductivity by composers throughout the entire area,
and most of these have been strongly influenced
JAI their work by the. folk origind 'of their,

"Siquei -ros Polyform", by Rafael Squirru,
Vol. 24, Nib. 10, October, 1972, pp. 12-19..

CULTURELUSIC

. \
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compositions. As evidenced by the music festivals
that are held under OAS auspices in Washington
from time to time, the increasing attention given
to works by Latin American compoters and perfor-
mances by Latin America4_ musicians more than
justify inclusion of theNubject in the introductory
course.

One of the best ways to provide a class with
such an introduction is to find ways for the group
to listen to real life performances or recordings,
hopefully with some explanation from experts.
Background reading is.available, Awever, which
should help to explain the significance and
distinctiveness of the many forms of musical
expression that are to be found. In addition
to as much direct listening experience as feasible,
therefore,*suitable reading from among the following
%elebtions might be assigned.

Slopimsky, Nicolas, Music of the Amlaricas (New
York, Da Capo Press,.1972), with new forewordand
addenda to earlier editions, Part 1, "Panorama
of Latin American Music", pp. 1 -72.

.1111r

During the 1940's, the author travelled'
extensively throughout Latin America,
apparently with'the aim of collecting musical
scores-and--manuscripts-for-libraries in
Philadelphia and Boston. Having undertaken
what he calls a "Pan American Fishing Trip"
of that kind', he wrote the results of his
experience, first in general terms in the
Pages cited, and then countryby country
in the latter portion ofthe book. His
account is extraordinarily well-informed,
therefore, but it is altowritten with 'fat and
charm.that should make it of particular
interest-to the introductory student:, Much
of the eMphOis is on music of the "folk"
and its impact, but Slonimsky also describes
with great effect composers, musicians,,

r.
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instruments and the interrelationship between
music and dance. A four paragraph summary
on "the course of evolution of Lattn American
music" is a masterpiece of meaningful general-
ization.

p

Orrego-Salas, Juan A., "Music (Spanish America)",
pp. 400-402 in Encyclopedia of Latin America
(New York, McGraw Hill, 1974), edited by Helen
Delpar.

Although very brief, these,few pages provide
an informative summary of the subject.
Included in the concise treatment-are
comments on the importanc.of the monodic
music of pre-Columbian times, when only,
percussion instruments were used; the..in-
fluence of religious music in the colonial
period; and the "confrontation" of European
traditions with folk. add popular music that
cleveloped from the assimilation of Spanish
music transplanted to the new world. Combined
with the selection immediately below, the
treatment of the subject in the Delpar
volume should give necessary.background for
a classroom session in which appropriate
examples of LatinAmerican music are pla
for.the group.

/

Behauge, Gerard, "Music (1razil) ", Pp, 398 -4
in Encyclopedia of Latin America, edited-b
Helen Delpr.

1

The author summarizes the work of the principal
composers in Brazil after the first two cen-'
turies from'discovery, about which little is
known, and indicates that the "nationalization"
of music in that country did not come until
the end of the 19th century.
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Nettl, Bruno, Folk and Traditional Music of the
Western Continents (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.,
l'entice Hall, 1973), especially the chaptdr by
Gerard i3ehauge entitled "Latin American Folk
Music", pp. 179-206 and that by Nettl and"Behauge
ehtitled "Afro-American Music in North and Latin.
America", pp, 207-234.

\\I\ Thig is the second edition of the Nettl
book, which was qr.st published in 1965.
The chapter by Behaugeobrings out the
Hispanic penetration of the folk music of
Indian, African and mestizo origins. There
are interesting illustrations and briefm
scores are also' inserted. ,The earlierW
edition of the work. also includes sections
.on the folk music of the American Indians,
particularly those. of Latin America, as well
as that of African origin.and that which
is "Western and tNestern Descended".

Copland, Aaron, "Latin American Music", pp. 340-
350 in,dontemporary Latin America A Sh rt Histor
(PrincetOn, P. van Nostran by
Lewis Hanke.Y.

In a discurSiVe -but illuminating lecture
given at a symposium in 1963r thp celebrated
North American composer describes Latin
American music as ",..an art in the process
Of becoming". (p. 340), He,notes especially
the change from patiii American reliance on
Europe toiOing it "their own way".
Introduction of folk music was an important
pait of the process, which Copland discusses
both for specific countries and composerp.
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Seeger, Charles L., Music inLa4in America
(Washingtbli?,. Pan American Union, 1942),
mimeographed, 73 pp.

Even though the summary by Seeger; who was.
head ofIlthe'Music P at the Pan
American Union, isnot,up-to-date and may
be 'difficult to obtain, its description
of pre-Columbian, colonial, nineteenth
century and "contemporaiy" music continues
to provide background which would be
useful in an introductory course.

- Chase, Gilbert(Editor), A Guide to the Music of
Latin America (Washington, Pan Ameridan Union and
'Library of Congress, 1962), "IntrOduction", pp.

7
]3-

Chase's introduction to his thorough and
comprehensive bibliographical guide is
largely devoted to comment on the literature
of the subjectere is some discussion,
however, of the,characteristics and qualities
of the music itself. See also the same
author's essay entitled "The Artist",
.Chapter 4, pp: 101-135, in Continuity and
Change-in Lein-America4Stanfordi-Stanford
University Press, 1964), editedby John J.
Johnson. It is an essay which summarizes
developments in the field of MusiCas well
as other art forms.

Berrien, William, "Some Considerations Regarding
Contemporary Latin American Music", pp. 155-180
in Concerning Latin American Culture (New York,
Russell and Russell, 1967), ediUgaSy"Charles C.
Griffin.

9
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As with so many of .the citations on music,
this article is dated, but the description .

by the author of what is "going on down
cthere" is good backgroundr and hiS!comments

on the works of such composers as Villa-Lobos,
Chavez, Fabini andAllende bring out the
influence they hate" ad ifi stimulating
creative activity

Hauge, Eleanor, Latin American Music, 'Past and
Present (Santa Ana, California, Otne Arts Press,
1934 7798 pp.

The Hague volume is also old and probabiy
difficult to obtain, but it contains de-
.lightfully and sensitively written summaries
of many aspects of the developmen of the
music.of the area. The entire bo or
suitable excerpts, would be of grea value
to the'introductory student. Especi lly
interesting is the chapter entitled "The ;-
Last Tonal Frontier--Los'Indios Bravos"
'which describes the way in which the
'IndiA.6 communities have resisted Spanish
inflances'in music, as will as in ceremony
and , ritual..

Toor, Frances, Treasury of Mexican Folkways (New York,
Crown Publishers, 1947), Part Three, "Music, Verse
and Dapce", pp. ,300 -376, and "Songs and Dance.
Music", pp. 377-455.

N-

Many details, including. words and music,
regarding the origins of folk music in the
various parts'of Mexico are provided in this
comprehensive vdlume./ It would be useful
for supplementary reading purposes.

0
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.gtevenson, Robert, Music in Mexico (New York,
Thomas'Y. 'Crowell Company, 1971).

The,Stevenson study of music .in Mexico,
a new edition .of the volume originally
published in 1952, is detailed and scholarly.
There are not many summaries suitable for
use in the introductory course, but his
fifteen "COnclusions Concerning Pre-Conguesp_
Music Derived From Early Spanish Testimony"`
(pp. 17-19) offer a succinct and well-stated
.exception. t

Loy, Jane M., Latin America: Sights and Sound, A
Guide to Motion Pictures and Music for College
Courses (Consortium of Latin American Studies
Programs (CLASP), Publication No. 5, 1973), Part
IX, "Music in the Classroom", pp. 236-243.

This reflect's experiences in various.'..
endeavors to include Latin American
music in college curricula, with an
interesting' section contributed by
Robert Stevenson.

.r
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INTRODUCTION TO LATIN AMERICA

MANUAL FOR AN INTERDISCIPLINARY COURSE

I
TOPIC TEN'

WAYS OF LIFE--CUSTOMS, EDUCATION, RELIGION, AND MORE

,North American notions of Latin America and
especially its people are all too frequently built
upon misconceptions which may be either favorable
or, more frequently, among the uninitiated, un-
favorable. .Unfortunately, the impressions'that are
favorable often stem from tales or rumors that "really,
they are just like us". Such misunderstanding prob-
ably comes from an inclination among Latin Americahs
to be fascinated by,the fads and innovations that
.figure so frequently in what the rest of the worlds
thinks it knolis of the North American way of life.
Less favorable impressions--that Latin Americans are
always late for appointments, for example, or that
males glory in demonstrating their masculinity, or
that form matters more than substance--result from
the circumstance-that they do, in fact, hold a degree
of truth even though our conceptions may often be
based upon a lack of understanding. Many official
and personal mistakes have been made in their dealings
with Latin Americans by our government officials and
our private citizens because of a lack of understanding
of :the factors involved in what we may term, for
want of a better description, the Latin American
"ways of life". Thus it becomes highly important
-for -the_ individual- learning about Latin AmeriCa
for the first time to be given an opportunity to
gain at least a beginning of an,understanding of the
ways Latin Americans live and, even more important,
the reaso0 for such behavior.

The scope of this topic has been broadened from ;
readingi that deal primarily with distinctive customs
tQ those that also underscore the,place of education
and religion inAhe day to day activities of Latin
Americans. A section has also been included on
foods and cookery, and suggestions will be matte on
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reading about those Latin Americans, principally
the native Ameirlitn Indians, whose waysof life
have remained the same for the centuries
11:fore and fter the advent of the Iberians
and othe ropeans.

It is recognized that full understanding of
the ways of life of other peoples, or an under-
standing as complete as outsiders may be capable
of achieving, is not likely to be gained without
years of direct personal contact. Nevertheless,
I believe that 'a judicious selection from the
readings suggested below, readings which are
written, for the most part, by sensitive and
perceptive authors who have had such experience,
can provide a good foundation from which to build
an increasing understanding of the people of
that important ,part of the world.

4 1

Wagley, Charles, The Latin American Tradition
(New York, Columbia University Press, 1968);
Chapter II, "An IntroduCtion to Latin American
Culture", pp. 29-80: , ..

Originally written in 1953 for a lecture
to government officials being prepared for
service in Latin America, this chapter
compresses into relatively brief form many
of- the essentials of the Latin American way
of living. In addition to a clear delineation
of groups by cultural heritage and regions

,

relevant to the three main segments, Wagley
deals with many of the typical general ^-

institutions o3-eharacteristips of the way
of life--compadrazgo, machismo, the role of
the female, the importance of manners and
dignity. The Chapter is especially good
in its sensitive treatment of the importance
of family life.
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'Alba, Victor, The Latin Americans (New York,
Frederick Praeger, 1969), Chapter X, "What Do
Latin Americans Think?", pp. 333 -367.

0

Written by a specialist with Latin background,
this chapter has the advantage of en almost
point-by-point treatment of differences
between North American and Latin Americah
ways of living, underscoring the need to
understand their reasons in order to avoid'
constant analysis of what there is wrong,,
with the other person. The chapter takes
up in considerable detail the place of. the
family, espe!Cially the woman of-the family.
Excessive legalistic formality and ceremonial-
ism, class barriers, love of gift giving and
receiving, religion, education, cultural
expression, the intellectuals, and other
distinguishing aspects are also discussed.
In addition to this chapter the author's
brief coMmento.pp. 42-47, on "The Psychology'
of the Latin American" is worthy of attention.

Crist, Raymond Et, "The Latin American Way of Life",
Nos. 1 (PP. 73-76), 2 (pp. 171-181), 3 (pp. 297-
311), of Volume 27 (1968) of The American Journal of
Economics and Sociology.

If these articles by Crist appear in more
accessible form, they hgve not been discovered
by the present investigator, They do,
h5wever, achieve. in marked degree the author's
stated objective to ".,,show some of the
advantages and attractions in:Latin American
culture" in order to emphasize that "...accul-
turation is a two-way street." The most
useful descriptions and apt generaLizations.
will be found in the second and thiid articles:
"Cultural Factors andattitudes Making for Unity"
and "Cultural and Human Values in a Balance
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of Self-Fulfillthent and the Good Life"
In addition to many of the characteristics

.normally attributed to Latin Americans, the
final article takes up such significant ',
attributes as "tempo of living ", "work with .7

the hands", "fatalism", "the individual and
nature", and "the impact of industrialiization".
It would be well worth the effort to search
these readings out and use them in the

. introductory course.

Pendle, George, A History of Latin America
(Baltimore, Penguin Press, 1973), Chapter 16,
"Latin Americdn Characteristics", pp. 223-233.

Pendle's chapter is quite brief and seems
aimed primarily at explaining why persistent
Latin American characteristics will keep
its people different, despite all the super-
ficial similarities that are creepihg in.
There is also an implication that these deep-
seated qualities may stand in the.way of
economic and political accomplishments that
are essential. The chapter would need to
be supplemented, but even the abbreviated
observations are thoughtful and acute.

Schur2, William Lytle,,Latin America, A Descriptive
Survey (New York, E.P. Dutton, Inch, 1963), Tart
VII, "The Way of Life", pp. 297-339.

Under the heading "Cultural`. Characteristics",
in ,the early part of the chapter, Schurz
summarizes briefly a number of the Latin
American qualities- of.Iife, although one
might wish his analysis had been more complete.
The reading also considers certain other'
distinctive aspects of the Latin American
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scene, such As the increasing importance of
social legislation, and the roles of the
church and the school in the way people live.

Rothchild, John, Editor, Latin America, Yesterday
and Today (New York, Bantam Books, 1973), Chapter V,
r"The Latin American Character", pp. 144 -187..

These pages include an extraordinarily good
selection of writings which emphasize "character"
but are nonetheless relevant to consideration
of life styles'. Particularly noteworthy are
excerpts from Salvador de Madariaga, "The
Mestizo Dichotomy", Octavio Paz, "The Day
of the Dead", Victor Alba, "Honesty, the
Word and the Deed", and Moritz Thomsen,
"Dirtying Your Hands" and "Living Poor",
Both selections from Thom1r161 taken from
his book, Living Poor, whi h has been discussed
-earlier, and which offers many vignettes of
life among the "humble ones" of Ecuador that
are illustrative of other parts of Latin
America as well, See Thomsen, Moritz,
Living Poor, A Peace Corps Chronicle
(Seattle, University of Washington Press,
1969), passim.

Andreski, Stanislav, Parasitism and Subversion, The
Case of Latin America (New York, Schocken Books,
1969), Chapter 2, "The Geneology of Public Vices",
pp. 23-54.

Andreski compresses into relatively brief
scope a thoughtful analysis of some of those
aspects of Latin American behavior which are
often 'encountered and not easily undefstood.
D4sdain for work, the "matana" complex,
unruliness and habits oriaence in large

/ Crowds and an all-too-frequent lack of public.

spirit are discussed and explained, at least in
part.

49-
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Morse, Richard W., "The Claims of Tradition in
,Urban Latin America", pp. 480-494 in Contemporary
Cultures and societies of Latin America (New York,
Random House, 1974), eated by Dwight B. Heath.

The selection presents an examination of
'social sectors within the arena of the cities,
which are held to be windowi of society,
in order to assess the persistence of
traditions. There is much of value in these
pages, bUt the Iriting tends to be somewhat
specialized and jargonistic.

Nolen, Barbara, Editor, Mexico is People Land
of Three Cultures (New York, Charles Scribner's
'Sons, 1973), passim, but :WO especially Octavio
Paz, "Art of tileResta" and "Revolt of Youth";
Frances 'Poor, "The Day of the Dead" and "Our
Lady of Guaaalupe"; and 6lizabeth Borton de
Trevino, "Courtship- -Old Style".

As with the selections from Rothchild's
book mentioned above, these are all illus-
trative of significant aspects of life in
Latin America. Although written of Mexico,
most of what is described is just as evident
in many other parts of Latin America.

Crow, John, Mexico Today (New York, Harper and
Brothers, 1957), Chapter XIX, "Fiesta'and Market
Day", pp. 249-273, and Chapter XXIII, "Some
Differences in Our Cultures", pp. 319-327;

The author's ke14y.perceptive eye has
identifiOd many of the striking qualities of
life in MexicorAhost of which are also to be
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fou d elsewheie in Latin America. In an
exc ptionally sensitively written chapter
he as described, hour by hour, the progression
of vents that take place in the Mexican
town Napualtepec when market and fiesta
coincide. It is a memorable account. In
the latter chapter, Crow has pointed out why
it is important for North Americans to know
and try to understand what causes the
differences. 1

Olien, MiChael D., Latin Americans, Contemporary
Peoples and Thei4 Cultural Traditions (New York,
Holt, Rinehart and Winston,*1973), Chapter 6,
"Major TheMes of Latin American Life", pp. 192-227.

An anthropologist examines such "major
theme" as the "Grid Settlement Pattern",
"CathOlicism", "Concepts. of Health and
Illness ", "The Double Standard" and "Inter-
personal Relations". He brings out the
need f r North Americans to approach Latin
Americ with adequate preparation to meet
the di ferences they will encounter,
often in surprising situations, in daily
life.

Paz, Octavi Labyrinth of Solitude (New Ybrk,
Grove Press, 1961).

The stu ent who reads all of this evaluation
-

of the exican character by an outstanding'
Mexican,writer will learn how much -there is
to know\that ofpten lies hidden beneath the
surface. As suggested above, Paz' chapter.on
"The Day of the Dead" (pp. 47-64) provides
a memorable description of the impact of
"Fiesta" which translates to much more ..
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than "party"--on day-to-day life in Mexico- -
as well as in other Oarts,of Latin' America.
"Mexican Masks" (pp. 29-46) also goes a long
way toward-providing the buteider with the
basis for an understanding of Latin American
behavior that at times seems inexplitable.

Nicholson, Irene, The Liberators, A Study of
Independence Movements. in Spanish America (New
York Frederick Praeger, 1968), Part Three, Section
2, "Spanish American Originality", pp. 302 -313.

One might consider it unusual to encounter
a fascinating evaluation of the Latin American
character in a book with such a title as this,
but the Nicholson essay is .one of the most
thciught-provoking pieces of writing encountered
in the preparat±on of the Manual. even though
the author's analysis of the Eainctiveness
of the Spanish American "style" may seem a bit
too,philosophical for the beginnek, it offers
theAind of challenge he should be called upon
to meet if he is really seribus in his desire
to understand Latin America.

Toor, Fiances, Treasury of Mexican Folkways (New'
York, Crown Publishers, 1947), passim.

This is a book that truly lives up to its name,
in presenting text and illustrations in profusion
to, describe aspects of the Mexican way of
many of whjcph are typical of other parts of
Laain Amerita as well. Part Two-Society-
Customs-Fiesta"--presents a view of the
customs that are based onifamily life, so that
one learns more not only about the specific
customs but about the central importance of
the family in what Latin Americans think'and do.
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Sections of this book are referred to else-
where under specitic headings, and the
.beginning student might well be encouraged

.,.to spend quite a lot of time with it.

McBride, George,McCutcheon, "Master and Man",'.
V01. 2, PP. 612-619 in History of-Latin American
Civilization, edited by Lewis Hanke.

The author's short description of the rela-
tionship between maste.and servant which has,
for_ Sp long been a' major Condition of 'Latin
American Life is exceptionally uleit done. It
serves as a reminder that the phenomenonhaS
by no means departed from, the scene, even,
though it may be facgd with an increasing
number4orchallenges.

Val es, pp. 55-73 in
Gil in, John P.', "The

Stu ies 'f the Contem
Dou
D.

Middle Segments and Their
Latin American Politics,
orar Scene (New 1York; 0

leday.and Company, 1 0 edited by Robert
omasek.

This.article constitutes a_useful summary of
value's kthaV ". 'ere -held in common by most
members of the middle sectors". Especially
4hteresttng,are the discussions.of "personalism",
"Family- ties ", "heii-archyu, "emotion" and
"fatalcsmws all'6f which are important' in the'
Latin Americanstway of .life even though often
inadequ'itely recognized.

o

)

palaU de,Neme, Graciefd, '.MiaichimO",' in Americas,
vol. 26, No. 4, ,April, 1974; pp. 3-7,

.1

0
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4e
In this article, the author has provided a
concise, well-stated summary in historical
perspective of a characteristic.attributed
to the Latin AMerican male. She comments on
its meaning at stages and in various
places, referring particularly to literary
ttatemqnts of the phenomenon by Ruben Dario,
Sarmieeto, Manuel Puig andThi.argas Llosa, as well
as on what she terms the "apologia for machismo"
by Octavio Paz, in Labyrinth of Solitude.

4

Stevens, Evelyn P'"matianismo, the qther Face of
Machismo", pp. 89-102 in Female and Male in Latin
America (Pittsbur% University 9f Pittsburg Press,
19 nT7edited by Ann Pescatello

The author of this illuminating essay describes
the "...cult of feminine superiority, which
teaches that women are semi-devine, morally
superior to an spiritually stronger than
men." (p. 100) Although by no means as
widely recognized outside Latin America as
the cult of the "macho", the respect and
devotion for-womanhood by the Latin American
male is a.facet of the way of living that

° the newcomer needs to understand.

Purcell, SUsan Kaufman, "Modernizing-Women for
Modern Society: The Cuban Case", pp. 257-272 in
Female and Male in Latin America.

The author of this brief resume of progress
in Cuba 'towards the announced goal of complete
equality for women deals in realistic terms
with the degrees of success alid failure that
have been achieved. This is described as
"the revolution within the revolution". (p.__258)-
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Latin American Documentation, Women in Latin America
(Washington, U.S. Catholic Conference* 1975),
"Keyhole" series, No. 10,

The booklet contains excerpts from other
publications brought together to provide a
realistic impression of the present status-
of women in Latin America, especially the
progress that needs to be made by the many
.who still constitute a mainstay of house-
keeping in the area, as well as others of
the "humble" class. The selections seem
straightforward and to the point: that
on Cyba is written,by a North American who
has lived in Cuba since 1968 and who is
sympathetic to the Cuban program but not
blind to some of its shortcomings.

Schurz, William Lytle, This New World (New York,
E.P. Dutton, 1964),-"The Woman", pp. 276-338.

As suggested earlier in another context,
the Schurz essay on women and their role in
Latin America since colonial times provides
valuable historical perspective. At the
same time it gives'an excellent basis for
understanding the role of the, woman in the
life style of the people, one which is clearly
distinctive to Latih America.

RELIGION: ITS IMPACT ON THE WAY OF LIFE

Awareness of the prdfound significance of
religion--and especially of the depth and .per-
vasiveness of the influence of the institutions
and clergy of the Roman Catholic Church-71s an
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indispensable part of any preparatidn on Latin
Am rica. The traditional role of the church in
th centuries after conquest w#s often held to be
co, servative, if not reactionary, and much of that
kind of influence often remains. However, many
aspects of the current influence of Catholicism,
as of oth@r religious persuasions that have sought
to expand in Latin.America, is cast in the direction
of reform, if not radical change. The first few
readings suggested below are general summaries of
religion and its place in the Latin American way
of lire; those that follow underscore the more
recent trend towards an insistent demand for
complete change in the economic and social structures
of the countries'of the region.

Tannenbaum, Frank, Ten Keys to Latin America (New,
York,Vintage books, 1962), Chapter 3, "Religion",
pp, 53-ui.

One of the best informed North American
scholars, most sensitive to the feelings
of the people, describes the profound hold
religion continues 10 have on the people,
ar.cribing particulat importance to its place
,in the life of the family as the basic social
unit, ire also'Tannenbaums'essay on "Religion
.in America ", at pp. 112-118 in Government and
Politics in Latin. America-, A Reader (New York,
Holt, IInehart and Winston; Inc., 1967),

. edited by Peter snow.

Burns, Ee Bradford, Latin America, A Concise
Interpretive History (Englewood Cliffs, Prefitice
Hall, Inc 1972), Chapter Two, "Institutions of
the Empire* The Church", pp. 58-63.
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Although primarily concerned with Ole historical
roots of the strong hold of, the church, this
reading suggests a number of elements that
have caused its influence to continue.

Wolf, Eric R. and Hansen, Edward C.,,Editors,
The Human Condition of Latin America (New York,
Oxford University Press, 1972), Chapter 4, "The
Role of Religion", pp. 100 -117.

Several interesting and distinctive vieigpoints
about Latin American Catholicism are to be
found in this reading, which makes basic
distinctions between religion as practiced
in the "open" and "closed" Indian communities)
as well as between what the authors call
"popular" Catholicism as distinguished from
"formal sophisticated" Catholicishi.

Schurz, William Lytle, This New World (New York,
//4.P. Dutton, 1.4/4), Chapter VII, "The Church",
p. 240-275."

Schurz summarizes the historical role of the
church in his customary informed manner, and
touches upon some of the causes of the dilemmas
that confront it. The reading does not
include much comment on the increasingly
evident trend towards demands for change or
the radicalism of a considerable portion of
the clergy. Most of the clearly identifiable
trends in that direction have occurred since
his otherwise comprehenive tteatment of the
subject was written.



Hilton, Ronald, The Latin Americans, Their Heritage
and Their Destiny (Philadelphia, Lippincott, 1973),
Chapter VI, "Religion and Philosophy", pp. 132 -
1A8.

Hilton has been somewhat more critical than
usual in his comments on Roman Catholicism
as it is practiced in many places, attacking
with some strength the influence of those
whom he- identifies as "traditionalists".
?he selection includes a somewhat more detailed
treatment of the role of Protestantism than is
fopnd in most brief writingon the subject.
.several paragraphs are also devoted to some
of the philosophical manifestations, such as
"Positivism", "Spiritualism" and "1:xistentialism",
that have had an impact in Latin America.

Alexander, Robert J., Today's Latin America
(New York, Doubleday-and Company, 1968,.Revised
edition), "The Church", pp. 212-231,

As with other selections from Alexander's
book, there is substantial general information
in this brief chapter.

.A.naudi, Luigi, Beyond Cuba, Latin America Takes
Charge of Its Future (New York, Crane and Russak
Co., 1974) , 21tapter VI, "The Changing Catholic
Church", pp, 75-96, written by Einatidi, Michael

2ichard L. Maullin and Alfred C. Stepan.

TI1P chapter is an extraardinaxily well-
presented combination of hij
ilndcurratir-trends, with emphasis on the
"ferment" of the present which finds the
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Church trying to "...change itls multi-
faceted temporal presence in such a way as
to encourage modern social development without
losing its institutional integrity." (p. 75)
The selection would present perhaps the most
useful single readej.ng for an introduction to
the subject in its contemporary essence.

Turner, Frederick C., "The New Catholicism Is
- Cautiously Progressive", 77, pp. 648-657

In aistory of Latin American Civilization, Vol. 2,
The Modern Age, edited by Lewis Hank°,

.:
: ".

Turner analyzes and evaluates the Changes
taking place in the Church's approach, pointing
out that the nature of thee movements concerned
challenges any notion of a monolithic attitude
at thiq time, whatevIr 4 might have been in
earkier years. :AN- alsor.)ection V, "The
Churches; ,and 1)ocial Change" in Nankegs
Contemporary Lat1in America, A short History
(Princeton, D. var. Nostrand, 1968), which
includes several brief excerpts that under-
score the kinds of influences that are being'
brought to beat today within the Latin,
American Church.

Vanier, Ivan, "Radical Priests and the Revolution".
pp. 15-26 in Changing, Latin America, New Interpreta-
tions of Its Politics and society (New York, Academy
of Political :icience, 1972), edited by Douglas
Chalmers.

Vanier reviews what he holds to be "the most
crucial of the issues in the new Catholic
left," which finds, the radical pri6st being
injected into civil life aA a type' of poLltical,
authority. Actually'a vary old and traditional
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Kind of activity in principle, such a clerical
posture now produces new kinds of problems with
which the author seems to be concerned. The
reading would be usefitl- because of the view

int expressed as well as the situation
described.

Sanders, Thomas G., "Types of Catholic Elites in
Latin.Nmerica", Part I, pp, 180-196 in Latin
American'lloliticsi Studies of the Contemporary
Scene (New York, Doubleday and Company, 1970),
edited by Robert D. Tomasek.

This essay presehts a review of the various
clerical elements, from reactionary to radical;
with comment orb the political influence they
convey.

Latin American Documentation (LADOC), Paulo Freire
(Washington,. U.S. Catholic Conference, 1975),
"Keyhole" Hooks, No. 1, 51 pp.

The pamphlet is interesting because of the
efforts made, principally in the words of
Freire, to describe what is meant by
"cohscientization", a name that has been
applied to one of the current movements
within the Church to place the Lorce of
the institution on the path of social
justice for all.

The following articles in Americas offer examples
of succinct treatment of v7ii.67;TaSpects of
religious fervor.
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"The Persistence of Small T n Saints", by
Jorge Lujan Muffipz, Americas',_ Vol, 23, No. 5,
May, 1971, pp. 10-15.

"African Brazil and Its Cults", by Selden
Rodman, Americas, Vol. 27, Nos. 6-7, June-
July, 1975, pp. 6c.13.

"The Day of Days", by Alice Landa Am4ricas
Vol. 26, No. 1, January, 19754 p. 621777/FICh
gives something of the excitement and spirit
of Carnaval.

eDUCATION: A WAY OF LIFE OR AN ASPIRATION?

Perhaps the most important reason education
plays an important part in the life of the Latin
American people is that there are such vast numbers
who need to receive the tools that only education
can bring, There is a,tremendous potential
clientele for education at.all levels, not only
because the population explosion has produced
an enormous group at the level of educational
need, but also because economic and other codditions
have caused parts of Latin America to fall far
behind. When half of the population of'a town or
state falls in the group that would normally be
attending-school at relatively e3,$0mentary levels
and when a substantial number of the rest of the
population borders on illiteracy, plans and programs
to meet the situation demand serious and continuous
attention, as well as resources.

education also impinges upon the daily life
of the Latin American because of the dispro-
portionate role played in political and social
protest by those students that reach the upper
/levels, particularly the universities. Often
/ less effectual in the long run than they would like
to be, students in Latin America possess and often
put to use a profound capacity for sending, tremors
through day-to-day life; especially in the big
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cities where the tactics of street p otest can

All of this ig
produce results far beyond the numbe s involved.

part of the educatio al scene with
wnich the following suggested readi gs are
concerned.

Tannenbaum, Frank
(New York, Vintag
"Education°, pp.

Ten Keys to Ati America
Books, 1962J, Chapter 6,
5-111.

This selection from Tannenba is stronger
on the long-range causes and. ffects of
illiteracy and the general nat re of the
need than on the. enormity of he current
problems. He does relate the ffects of this
educational need to whaehe re erred to
(in 1962) as "the cr-isis of ed cation".
That crisis has not diminished in the
intervening years...____

gaucho Charles C., The Current Situation in-Latin
American Education (-Washington, Depalrtment of Health,
Education and Welfare, 1963), 30 pp.

This is acarefully prepared an
"overview" which summarizes the
educational instittions in Lat
and the kinds of pr'blems the e
confronting at the time it was
Despite some progress in specif

-a marked growth in the sheer ma
the task of trying to fit const
demand with resources that incr

,rapidly, the basic elements of
remain in 1976 much as they wer
pamphlet is the best concise su
subject that was encountered du
iriyedtigation. A brief annotat
is provided.
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Alexanr, Roberzt J., Today's Latin America
(New York, DgublNday and Company, 1968, revised
edition), he r.ducational System", pp. 183-197.

t

, ,
-.1 . .

. ,

A brief but sound and well-constructed review
of the principal facets of the educational

.....,
)

system. 'Tie result is a good outline upon
which'more detailed reading could be projected.

Vera, Oscar, "The educiational-Situation and
RegYiirements in Latin Am4rica", pp. 95-112 in
Government and Politics in Latin America, A
Reader (Now York, Holt, Rinehart/and Ainston,
Inc., 1967), edited by Peter G. Snow.

Vera's essay, from ,a UNESCO publication,
gives a good overview of the subject and
presents seventeen "Conclusions" regarding
the situation and what needs to be done about
it.

a

Myers, Robert G., "The Changing Face of education
in Latin America", pp, 50-64 in ChanqinuLitin
America, New Intereetations of Its Politics
New York, Academy of Political Science, 1972),

edited by Douglas Chalmers.

Myers' article begins with a basic factual
'table that helps to give his comme ts meaning.

'11

He describes the post-war push fo education,
including devices that were attempted to make
progress rapidly; but finds little discernable
change, except for the growth of the problem,
with the profile remaining "in shadow". (p. 59)
L)ome achievements made outside the school
system are noted.
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Hanke, Lewis, Editor, ContemporarzLatin America,
A- Short History' (Princeton, D. van Nostrand, 1968),
Section II, "Ed\ication,", pp. 266-282.

i

I

A somewhat miscellaneous collection of readings
by experts in the field, mostly dealing with
the university, its students, and the future.
There is only one relatively brief item on
elementary education.

Hunter, ,.John M. and Foley, James W., Economic
Problems of Latin America (Boston,. Houghton,
Miflin Company, 1975), Chapter 10, "Education",.
pp. 289-311.

OJ

Approached primarily from the economic.view-
point, as might be expected in a book with
this title, the clu'ipter sets forth a number
of salient aspects of the educational scene
in Latin America that may not always be
noted elsewhere- -such as the relatively
large budgetary allocations for education
that are made'in most Latin American countries.
From this study theip emerges a quite lucid,
understandable picture of the educational
system, as well as.its shortcomings. The
authors also discuss the "brain drain" and
suggdti some things that might be done about
that.

0

Moreira, J. Roberto, "Education and Development
in Latin America", pp. 7-44 in Education and
development: Latin America and the Caribbean
(Los Am-101os, Latin American' Center, University of
qalifornia, 4972), edited by Thomas J. La Belle.
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Most Of the thirty-seven articles in t
relatively recent-compilation of res rch

, and opinion on the subject are addr_ssed to
quite specialized problems, with the

."development" theme predominant. The'
article by Moreira provides number of
statistical tables, most of which are helpful
to support the.author's often penetrating
comments on what Latin America needs in
order to counteract its educational de-
ficiencies. It would provide a supplement4ry
resource for students who wished to examine
the subject more thoroughly.

Illich, Ivan, "The Futility of Schooling in Latin
America", pp. 61-70 in tducation and Development:
Latin America and the Carib an, edited by Thomas.
J. La dello.

One of the leadinq.iconocl,as about educa,tion
and other aspedts of the Lat.in American way of
life attacks most of the bases upon which
the, educational syst m is established and
foresees rather dray is consequences if they
are not altered fu amentally. de'provides
a forthright chal enge to most aspects of
the educational s stem, but his alternatives,
to tW , extent he f -fers them, may also evoke
some questioning. The essay provides a good
"alternative view", however.

Luna, Jost.; Ramon, "Community and .ducation ",
'Americas, Vol. 24, Nos. ( -7, June-July, 1972,
pp. 20-24.

a

An wpsually apt descriptive account of what .
can be lone for education through'community
.artion.
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Latin American Documentation (LADOC)., Education in
Latin America (Washington, U.S. Catholic dOnference-
1975), "Keyhole!: Books, No. 11, 60 pp.

\ \

0

Miscellaneous excerpts are proZed here from
a variety of authors concerned about both
university and secondary education. Not
unexpectedly, the emphasis is upon Catholic
education. A strong note of negativism about
what the United states Goverriment has been
trying to do in such placetas El Salvador
seems less understandable--even though it.
undoubtedly reflects the attitudes of a
number of "concerned ". North Americans.

G

sanchez, Luis AlbertOe University Reform
Movement", Chapter 35, pp. -33-340 in Man State
and Society in Latin America York, Praeger
P blishers, 1972),, edited by shel ones. and
Peg K. Liss. o

_,
..-..,/

N,-,

The sel ction provides a good brief statement
of the university refol*m movement that 'had
its originsein,1918 in Argentina. The
objectives of thinfluentialeffort and idts
relationship to politics are recounted. A
conctluding evaluation sti/nests that, what has
happitned to the movement exp ns some of
the fundamental problemsiof Lati merica .

today.

jiennessy, Alistair, "Un eKsi
'Politics" pp 119*-157 in The
.\
in Latin AmericN(Ne York, 0
1967), -edited b dio deli

y Students in National
Politics of Conformity
ford University Peess,
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this is an excellent, thoughtful and com-
prehensive article which gives*a rather

Hygomplete review of the principal student
movementqoand the situations' with which

v

1

44

l'
they. were intended to deal. The author
has an interesting point of view regarding,

. .

motivations of the alovepents,the influences n ' '1 \they exert apirt9 degree to whichthey
'" w''.

,

\ ring out the weaknesses. of the univers' ies.
\

.

t)I/. t
I'. .% % \

4 .
*. . . % A .

Silvert, 1. H.; "The Univervity Student", Chapter8,
p. 206722 in COntinui.ty And Change in Latin

..

i Amer,ica (tar ord., Stanford Universi Press,.,.:, % 1964), edited by John J. Johnson.

1 . r0,1° .1 * ..

ePrindiparly interesting for some of th.%' . , .

., s v,
, *at,uteti.c. al data that pre, provided,
*-... .p.rimarily from-Arwntibia.
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1.00 many LaEin Americans the principal
queStion,aboqt food is how to get `enough of.it4Ok 0 . 4-
themselves and4their.families. Many'efforts have
iDeen made in recent years, with:some sucegs, ta

iProduce more.food aTid'%to- find .ways to male 'the.
food more nutritious. %Athough famine of the

.. 'kind that has struck Africa and Asia is not,
, oftentpresent in even small sections of Latin

.. -
't .'-`41merica, the conditiOns of poverty that exist in

. N. city and gauntry, and the relative npcarcity\of
,,* i.a9oodagricul.tural land in gom6 regions make the'

,
, .task, of obtainingsdaily sustenance a.!cdiltinuing. ., , -. ,
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t, -, -lieVortheress, food;and' its preparation have. ;,
..

..
v. -:. " provided may distinctive characteristict to the
1,

,

.. . ., A 'way .6f life tin,the Americas since long' b'eform
t...; . ,.

.t,.
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the arrival of the Europeans. As the readings
below from J. eric S. 'Thompson and E is R.
wolf indicate, the production of foo beginning
with corn, was so important that it was a central,
theme of religious and other ritual . Furthermore,
many of the foods of the pre-Colum 'an period were
introduced to Europe and became s Ales of the
diets of ttle people there as well as in other
parts of the world.

There are, of course, many ookbooks and
parts of cookbooks that contain recipes for..

distinctive Latin American dis s. The readings
noted below, however, were sel cted becabse
they include descTiptions of istorical,
traditional,or other aspects of what the
Oeople of Latin America at nd ways they put.
the ingredients together. T at Mexico is the

'focys of most of these work reflects the fact
'' that it is the part Of Lati Americi of first

.% interest to Most North Ame 4cans when food is the
f ..-suUject.

I.

S

Leonard, Jopathan North , Latin American Cooking
(New York, Time-Life Bo o ks, 1968), Introduction,
"The Melting Pot South/of-thes.Border",:pp.
by elizabeth Lambert tiz and Chapter I, "The
Indians' Gift .to the ew, World, 14rde.r.r, pp. 8,--.

125, and other selecti ns as desired.

A

The entire tio k,bysLeonard is a colorfully
Illustrated ribute to the distingushirig
qualities o, food, and cooking throughout
'Latin Ameri a, and the introductory sections
indicated !pc:me seem almost certain to attract
any but t e most insensitive reader to
perusal df other chapters. Leonard and his
coilabb tors have presented in fascinating
detail e story of the original American
foods, heir impact on the rest of the
world, a'nd the influence foods from other
parts of the world had in this heMisphere.

1168-
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In addition to the general essays, a hose
devoted to specific regions and food e ments,
many recipes are provided-in the principal
'volume" and separately.

Thompson, q. iric S., Maya History and Religion
(Not-Man, University of Oklahoma Press, 1970),
Chapter 7, "The Maize God", pp. 282-291.

0
The selection is a portion o4 Thompson's
chapte'r on "Lowland Maya Religions the
Major 3ods". It brings out well the tremen-
'dous significance of corn (maize) to the
pre-=Columbian Civilization of Middle Amqrica,
a significance. which has never been lost in
many places.

Wolf, erick., Sons of the Shaking Barth (Chicago,
University of Chicago Press, 1959), Chapter IV,
"Rise ofthe Seed Planters", pp.' 48-68.

.

C

t,

1'

Wolf's chapter focusses on food Cultivation
,

and the - conditions that, produced the stapled''
of what is still the diet of many in.-Latin
America--corn, bans, squash, peppers and
other iterhs that were found in the market,'
of the pre-Columbian Indians and are foun
in almos,p any village or'city market in
Latin America today.

,

\ -.Condon, Ail.hard and Bennett, Wendy, The Mexicam.- -. ..

\ Stove, ',that to Put On It and In It (New York,.,
Doubleday and Compa y,'- 1973);. Introduction,

. "Traditions of Mexi,an Cuisine", pp. 3-41.

i
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This is an often witty and entertaining
historical background essay, which suggests.
that "...Mexican food is still recognizable
as existing for delectation today as it
existed six thousand years ago". The reason'
for this, according to the authors, is that
it is so superior "in the courtship of the
senses" to other well-distributed foods.

Toor, Frances, Treasury of Mexican Folkways
(New York, Crown Publishers, 1967), pp. 10-22.

The relatively brief section of this book
devoted to foods concentrates on the impoT-
tance of the tortilla and the fdbd's that are
"hot" or "cold".

Taylor, Barbara H., Mexica: Her Daily and Festive
Breads (Claremont, California, Ocelot Press, 1972)..

o

.

This book, which is devoted to only one
element of the diet of the Mexican people,
is valuable because_of the manner in which,
as a result uf the author's intensive travels
and studies, it relates the food she describes
tothe cultural and ethnic history of the
people.

Oitizi Elizabeth Litbert, The. Complete Book of
Mexican,Cooking (New fork, M. ?vans and Company,.
,1965T.

Although rincipakly a book of recipes, this
, ,

,volump ha* particular. interest because of
the author's description of the ways in which

182-,
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she, a North American, persisted in exploring,
in_the market place and in historical volumes,
the nature and uses of the ptindipal ingre-
dients,of the recipes she tried. 4

0,therobooks on cooking that include descriptive
background comment incllIde: Fergusson, Orna,
Mexican Cookbook (Albuquerque, University of New
Mexico Press, 1945), pp. 3-7; Mulvey, Ruth
and-Alvarez, Luisa Maria, Good Food From Mexico
(New York, Collier Books, 1962); Piper, Marjorie
Ray, .Sunset Mexican Cookbook (Mello Park, Cali-

.

fornia, Lane Magazine and Book Company, 1969),
pp. 4-15.

Latin American enthulaasm for recreation and
sports is jegendary; and it is a major preoccupation
of the press'of the region. . One visiting the area 4
for the first time may begin his appreciation of
the distinctiveness of Latin Aterica in the world
og sports upon learning that football-- futbol - -is
soccer rathe'r than the game played under that name
in the C.!).A. Nor will it take him long to dis-
cover the degree,,of fanaticism that futbol can
evoke--providing the spark foe an outright wars

\between -1 :alvador and Honduras in 1970; bringing
together such masses of_spectators that a stadium
for 200,000 is often filled to capacity in Rio
de Janeiro; serving as a diversion for thousands of
would-be Peles on any partially vacant lot in the
scrubbiest of city, slums.. Politicians make them-
selves popular b demonstrating their emotional
involvement with the local team and its players.

°-
But it is not only.football that contributes

to'making sports a significant part of the Latin -
American way of life. Almogt every other sport
has its°a.rdent devotees, and .more typically 14Orth
,American games such as baseball, basketball and
even the North American variety of football has
its perticipants:Ana.fans .in some places.'.The4
family recreational outing is an institution of

183
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almost any reasonably agreeable sunday.throughout.
Latin America, and the Sunday bull fight is still
popular in a number of cities.

In searching for reading materials to describe
this important aspect of Latin American life,
however, the present investigator has found very
little of a general nature. Some anthologies
include a selection or two on a specific item- -
such as the ..:1$Salvador-Honduras "football war"
or the feat of the youth of Monterrey, Mexico
in capturing the Little League Baseball title.
Descriptions of a more general nature undoubtedly
exist, but they have not been encountered in VIR
course of a considerable search. since the subject
is one which should be de t with in some way, it,
'may be possible to arrange session in which
faculty members or students familiar with the
contagion of sports in La America, preferably
one or more Latin Americans, discusS the subject
and describe'some of the more popular recreational
activities.

0111,
0

Distinctive customs of Latin America.in the
use of personal and family names are aldo of
essential importance to one who may vksit, the
region or become involved with its people,.
Confusion, uncertainty andt at times, downright
embarrassment can result from ...lack of fanliliarity
with such usages as the inclusion of theMother's
family name with that Of the male sAde'of the house.
The following published stUdies provide detailed
examin4tions of images in this respect and should
-be consulted if available: t

.

Jordan, Raymond L., S?anilp Personal Names ,

as Barriers to Communication Between Latin
Americans and North Americans (Yellow springs,
Ohio, Antioch Collgge, 1900. -

'.
Gosnell, Charles F., Spanish Personal Names:
PrinCiples 6everriing Their Fqrmation and Use
(NeUr York, Blainec.thridge rdprint of
Ailfmn Co., 19381.

A'
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V
background. It is also an area in which customs
are changing and practices have come to differ
widely in various countries. The subject is-well
worthy of class discussion, with plenty of
opportunity for questions.

S

I

Although reading i these studies would be
rewarding, the, subject i one which can often be
dealt with best through o al explanations, pre-
ferably by one of Spanis or Latin American

INDIAN AND OTHEIICOMM6NITIt:5 A

The ways of Latin American living with which
the above selections are concerned are generally
those of the predominant Spanish or Portuguese
speaking, creole or mestizo or mulatto peoples
who prevail in the areas likely to be encountered
by North Americans who travel to Latin America.
However, communities of Indians or people f,
African descent exist in many places with o real
involvement inthe habits and customs of t
majority, ouch groups have been only slightly
affected by cultures derived from the Iberian
peninsula. These isolated groups have been studied
for years by anthropologists, ethnologists and
others. The distinctive ways of. .living of many
of them .have been described in great detakl.
Their almost complete separation from the predomi-
nant culture and from each other means that each
has its own unique "way of life" and there is
very little by way of generalization,that could
be written about them. In addition to the scholarly,
detailed studies by academicians, more popular
accounts of the customs and habits of one'or
another of these communities frequently appear in
book form or in periodicals.. Scarcely a year goes
by, for example, during which the National

, . o *Seographic Magazine does not carry7riirticle
or two about a community which has had little or
nct, contact with civilization 4s it is known to
the outside world.

it

7
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No effort is made to present a complete list
of reading suitable for this aspect of the subject.
The folloying are illustrative exaniples of the kinds
of writing that has been done:

0
Buechler,. HMIS C and Judith Maria Buechler,
The Bolivian Aymara (New Yorg*EgatiRinehart
and Winston, 1971).

. Foster, George M., Empire's Children The
People of Tzintzuntzan (Westport, Cohh.,
Greenwood Press, 1973, originally published
in.1948). See especially "From the Eth-
nographer's Notebook", pp. 273-282:

Foster, George M., Tzintzuntzan, Mexican
Peasants in,a Changing World (Boston, Little,
Brown and Co 1967),

Harner, Michael J., The Jivaro: Peo e of
the Sacred Waterfalls (Garden City, N Yr,
Doubleday for the American MuseuM of Natural
Ristory, 1972).

Iwanska, Alicja, Purgatory and Utopia: A
Mazahua Indian Village of Mexico (Cambridge,
Massachusetts, Schenkman Publishing Company,
1971).

Kearny, Michael* Th6 winds of Ixtepeji:
world View in a Zapotec Town (New York,
Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, Inc., 1972).

Kloos, Peter, The Maroni River Caribs of s.urinam
Vissem, The Netherlands, Van Gorcum, 1971).,

4 Leacock, Seth and Ruth Leacock, Spirits of the
Deep :. A study of an Afro-Brazilian Cult
(Garden City, N.Y., Doubleday for the American
Museum of Natural HistOry, 1972).

Muggers, Betty J., Amazonia:' Manand Culture
in a Counterfeit Paradise (Chicago,'Aldine-
Atporton, 1971).

18G
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McGee, W.J, The Seri Indians of Bahia Kino
and Sonora, Mexico (Glorieta,.New Mexico,
Rio k;rande Press, 1971).

Nash, tune, In the Eyes of the Ancestors:
Beliefs and Behavior in a Maya Community
(New Haven, Yale University Press, 1970).
Concerns tradition and custom in a Tzeltal
community in Southern Mexico.

Raclin, Paul, Indians of South America (Ndw'
York, Jreenwood Press, 1969). Reprint of 1942
original.

Soustelle, Jacques, The Four Suns: Reflections
of an Ethnologist in Mexico (New York, Grossman,
1970). Life and work among the Lacandons and
Otomi.

Thompson, Richard A., the Winds of Tomorrow,
Social Change in a Maya Town (Chicago,
UnfVet-sity of - Chicago Press, 1974)..

Vogt, Lyon Gartman, The zinAcantecos of Mexico:
A Modern Maya Way of Life (New York, Holt,
Rinehart and Winston,.1970).

wilbert, Johannes, Folk Literature of the Warao
Indians (Los Angeles, Latin American Center of
University of California, 1974). Folk tales
that illuminate the lives of a tri 1 society
that is found deep in the Dan° o delta.

Ailbert, Johannes, Survivors of Eldorado:
Four Indian Cultures of South America (New
York, Praeger Publishers, 1972). Concerns
four tribes of Venezuela.

Nest, R.E., Cultural Geography of the Modern
Wascan Area (Washington D.C., Institute of
Social Anthropology, Publication 1-7, The
omithsonian Institution, 1948).

18'7
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INTRODUETION TO LATIN AMERICA

MANUAL FOR AN INTERDISCIPLINARY COURSE

NOT.:3 ON SUPPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES

AND

SOURCES OF INFORMATION ON THEM

'Supplementary activities to reinforce the
reading and normal classroom sessions of an intro-
ductory course are available from many sources.
Carefully chosen, they can add greatly to the
zest for learning about Latin America._ The
suggestionS that follow are based upon three years
of experience in making arrangements for such a
course and an interest that has continued for the
intervening period. They do not presume to offer
a complete catalogue of data on such activities
or sources of information about them.

The best general presentation of suggestions
in this area that I have encountered is the
mimeographed handbook produded by Alfred Jamieson
(nb relation) entitled A selective Annotated
guide to Materials on Latin America suitable for
Use at the Secondary Level. Although, as the title
indicates, the Guide was 'prepared for teaching at
thg secondary level, most of its suggestions would "
be helpful in organizing an introdntory course
for a university, community college, adult education'
or other group which might be encouraged to learn,
more abOut Latin America. The Jamieson Guide is
prepared on an interdisciplinary basis, and has, an
especially valuable'section on audip.-visual and'
mixed-media materials, including film strips,
posters, prints, maps, recordst.t rencies,and
films. It was produced in 101 as a pro.] of
the Center for International Programs and Co arative
Audios ofthe University of the state of New ork-,

Albany,NewYork, 12224.

The categories into'which this section is
'divided are: "Films and Other AudioVisual Material",
"Printed Items", "Special Lectures and ClaSsroom

-176-
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Presentations", and "Organizations" that are good
sources for supplementary assistance.

FILMS AND OTHER AUDIO VISUAL MATERIAL

0.

Jane M. Loys Latin Americas Sights and Sounds,
A Guide to Motion Pictures and Music'for College
Courses (Consortium of Latin American StudieS
Programs (CLASP), Publication No. 5, 1973) is an
indispensable tool for the selection of films for
use with an introductory. course. It includes -

thorough evaluations of many -films and a *carefully
discriminating selection of both recommended and
non-recommended films. Equally important is the
precise manner of indicating where the films may
be obtained, as well as commentark on the principal
producers of films on Latin America, such as tIe
Land Tenure Center at the University of Wisconsin,
commercial producers, and "third/world" sources.
Even though published as recently as 1973, the
Loy booklet includes some films that are already
becoming dated or just worn out, and the quite
rapid production of new films on Latin America
that now seep to be under way would make a new
edition of map work additionally helpful.

. The most difficult problems in arranging a
supplementary film program for an introductory
course are locating prints that are obtainable
according to a fixed schedule and scheduling the
films to conform as nearly as possible to the
ubject matter being considered in the course.

There is an advantage in being located cldse enough
to a film library, such as those maintained at a
number of state universities, thus making it
possible to go in person to view the films and make
'preliminary acrangdinents. This is more difficult
for commercially produced films, some of which are
not available through such film librari6s, but
there are several centers from which information
can be obtained. In addition to the problem
of discovering and evaluating particularly useful

-177-,
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films, the most difficult obstacle to arranging
a program stems froth the fact that some Of the best
films are.only'available for sale, and the budgets
under which most introductory courses must operate
preclude such access.

Although'consideration'is given here primarily
to the use of films as an adjunct to the introductory
course, a recently published booklet from the
Latin American Studies program of thg University
of California describes the results obtained in
offeririg an entire course on Latin America based
upon t.A9 showing of Films. Latin America; A 1

Filmic Approach, by Carlos Cortes and Leon\Campbell,
present-; flu- pros and cons of such an approach.
It wag printed in 1975 and is available from The
Latin American Studies Prograb,'UniversityThf
California, Riverside, California, 92502.

There are many different'sources f rslides,..
itransparencies and th0 like that 'can be. sed to

.supplement rea0ing and the,classfoom discussion.
eMany of thest listed in the Jamieson work

mentioned above. In my experiencp, however; slides
that' arty not based-.upon the actual' experience of
the'person presenting them a're not likely to
irisPi. &much interest. ui.ven the large number .of

. 'stude ts*and faculty members who.are either Latin
Ameri'4ns or North Americahs who Kaye actually
,live for a time in Latin Amerita, almost every
community in- which an introductory y-couise is.given

. ,

i -sis qakely.ep produce one or two persons who can
be invited to describe places or exPeriences , '

at ficxst hand and illuminate the discussion with
slides; Here again, however, it is probably
'advantageous to arrange a "preview" if possible.

PRINTED ITEMS FOR SUPPLEMEkARY USE

Because of ,the often Spasmodic treatment of
Latin Americaln the normal day-to-day North
American prebs ar10.pirriodicals, it is advigable to
inform studentsof,the availability of regular.

:

1.0 O.
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K. a..sources of more complete information on developments
in that area', as well as to bealert to the special
treatment that the responsible press and periodicals

, at times give to certain countries or problems.

. Cf the periodicals devoted exclusively to
Latin America, the following seem to me most
useful:

The times of the AMbricas.' Published bi-
weekly in Washington, D.C. write %The
Latin American Service, 304 Colorado Building,
lashIngton, D.C., 20005. ,.

Latin America.. Published weekly throughout
the year by Latin American Newsletters, Ltd.,
6 and 7 New Bridge St., London, CC4V 6HR,
England. This'is the most thorough, up-tor ,

date source of curr6nt information. It is
quite expensive by air mail, but kibrariOs

o should be encouraged to obtain it. Also
available through the Latin American Service,
(see above).

*t'

Latin American Economic Report. Can be
obtained from same sources_astatin America.

Americas, theemonthly publication of the
Organ ization of American Statps. As ,

indicated"earlier.in this maribart-i, Americas is
a-delightfullyconstructed, excellently edited,
beautifully illustrated, seriousjournal
that-deserves the attention of'hll who wish
to know more about'Latin Americh. It is -,...

available from the General Secrethriat,
Irganization of American States, 19thiand.
Constitution Avenue, N.W.,Washihgton,'D.C.,
2000'6. ,

Thero are, of course, numerous other sources of
eith&r scholarly or specialized information about,
Latin America. A few of these are:

Hispanic American Hist9orical Review, Duke
University. Press, Pv0-.Alx 6697, College'
Station, Durham, 27708.

t
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Latin American Research Review, a publication
of the Latin American Studies A sociation, Box
13362, University Station, Gainesville,
Florida, 32601.

Newsletter, Latin American StudiOs Association.;
available to members of LASA and by separate
subscription at_the same address414thd Latin
American Research Resew.

Although not likely(to be of great interest to the
introductory student, these and other such pub-
lications can be source of useful information-to

course organi2er.

Bibliographies of works on LatiOi America, some,
annotated, appear from time to time,:lhd it is
Advisable for the course organizer 'to useethese:
and reviews in the journals mehtioned above to
keep Up with,the literature in the field. First and
foremost, Of course, is the multi-volumed Handbook
of Latin American Studies prepared fin- the7C0E777
Americant.Portuguese, and Spanish Division of the
Library of,Congress and published by the University
of Florida Press. Others-include; a )

Dorn, .Georgette M., Latin America, An Aru
Bibliography of Paperback Boots (Washtngton,
Library-of Congress, 1971). An ihvalUable
source; a new edition is in preparation.-

Harding, gplin and-Roper,' Christopher, Latin 1

American Review of .-Boo) (London, Latin,
'American Revidw of BoOkS, Ltd., l973)d
Although proje44ted As a continuing publication,
no tu4sequent volume has been received; the
1973 edition contains thoughtful biblro-

-.graphic notes on some of, the most noteworthy
recent publications. j.

)

Mitchell, Glen H 'Some S.ourcee of Current,
Information on Latin America (mimeographed,
1969). Produced as a source,of supplementary
information for a-course-beirig given'by the

.

7

ft
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. the, list his much valuable 'information, not
only on.printedSources, but the addrgsses
of organizations and offices concerned with
Lastin Ameri:cd.;

.
. :. .- . '0. .

'Pariseau, marl. J. (.4 itorl, Latin America:'
'.An Acquisition Guide, For Colleqes'arid Public'

. Libraries. Publication No 7 of. the con-,
gortim of'Latin Americantudies jkrograms,-

, , (CLAJP). , e I' -.

. .- ., .

L ivp, 'Paquito (Compiler),-Latin America:
A selected List of sources (r.ashington,
The Latin Amera,itn Service,- 1972). :This- s

booklet not only a list ot\ per.iodi-, ,

cal. publications, but of...agencies and or- \

ganization which cduld be sources, of,
i,-

informs t io 1. .
, . . .

4

. .

.
Note,shou.td alpo le-staken*-6i the custd of

the tvgazinc, Current 4 isrc.)ry to; publish ,about-
t, once, each year ari.entitesissug devoted.to Latin

America, with articles' by specialits on both
0

, ,developminIts ih-gerulral.arad--w thit; this differept .
.,, ,,countries. I ,

. ,,,, 1 ,

. r . ''''-',. . ,

Printed inforMation on specific .Latin.Americantr `

Countries is available in various forms that might'
he u"s'e-f-crlfor-mcrre7de-t-ailed ex-amlina-tion_oLoile_or

more of them,. ,FOr general summaries of historical
'_And 'cultural backgrc3uncy, the. !siage""series '..

publisheCI by the Organization- of American States-1.
Image of Chile, 4mage of *Costa Rica, etc.-4is
excellent; For current political and, economic '

aspects., the 13,3'6srot._.....Ind :.otes on each Latin
...

.-'7::- -American' 'country, published-by the Department of
A

i 1.4tato and t'1 ai,Lable 'through the Office of 'Media ''
.

. - ..)ervices,4 DeparAment. of :.:trite, elashington, D.C.,' i l
20520 and the Goverhrnent Rrinting Office are -

thorough, up -,to -date arid reasonably' objetttive.
For more complete historical baCkgrthind on 'the,.
respectivi, countriebto the,Mid-14:60's--liuber.-1.
ijorri.ng's-sA itilltory of Latin America has yet 'to
bi surpasood. i

-IA
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Finally, there art. thkpubIlications of the
.

Latiq American Centers that are, now to be found
in many universities throughout the U.S.A,' and
the'rpgion 1 associations of Latin, hmericanist4.
The follow'ng-offdr exampleS.of printeb sources .

of*valuo to the organizer of a course on Latin,
America from suft(1-enters:

t k .

New Directions in the Teaching and Research
or Latin 'America, Proceedings of the Pacific
Coast Council on Latin American .Studies, Vol,
2; 1973, Monterey, 'California. The Proceedings
-of-this regional association; are appatdritV
publiibed regularly. That cited here.is.df

'04rtusual.intbresb.

li.gow/ton, Robert J,. and
on Teaching 'in Latin Ame
-spex.:ial study N15...2 of t
America of the University
Milwaukee p May,. 1974.

. ,

rice, Joedd, issays
ican studies,

Center for Latin
of Wisconsin;

. .

spr.LciAuLECTURLSpD cl,LAskRoom PR4SF.NTATIONS

ti

4o)

4

The'otganizer of the Introduction too Latin
America course .will, find it helpful ta call upon
outside lecturers or arrange other kinds of. special
.presentations.in addition to showing films. A '

survey of r
often'produ
the Course;

sources that may be locally available
is quite surprising; esults. Since'

, 1 .I.

acna,,eve oneof its basic goals,
Must be inter isciplihary, it is essential to
locate talent in several fields that maybe ,'
available on the faCulty or withih the tomunity.
In larger, universities,,' of course, the dumber of

...

1... specialists may outnumber the nerds, and a process
r.

no means 411
4

of those vho are academic speciali ts, however,.
are "adept at the kinds ofmeaningful generalization

, that is esOntial to i-,,he :access of the introductory
/ .

course,. . .- . , .
r

'

1 , '

,
i
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A .. In. sma 1 le-r uniirers ,i. ties and-- coTtegesT-or-i-n,_ ,
fcro:mmunitiet where relatively, few Latin American
.specialitsts are to ,be found, it may be necessary to

4 d tat the net more widely.. Unanticipated resources ,

may be uqcovered among faculty, Members, students, .
and Members of 'tthe community; frim\ which excellent
class sessions' can be arranged. In our own:
experience in nOrthwestMlisconin, for example, we
found a member of the Music, Department with ab
intense interest* in pergussion' instruments from
Central- America. This had -1:c1 him' to familiarity ''. .'4.

with - -and a .collection Ofsuch ihstrumensts that -made
his leadership* of, one of the sessions of the class
on Latin American music' memorable tothe students.'
A number of our students had lived for half a year
Or. More .i,n Latin Ameri.og.one for a,time, in a .-
fatvdla-ih Rios de Janeireando they were quite ,,

prepared to talk-aVouiki what they had experienced . a

.and exchange views *about: it with student fkoml,
Latin 4s-tier/Ca. A prominent l'ocal lawyer proved .k...
tobe a-great:grandson of the 4olombian, FrancigCo

. .

to invite experts, either Latin Ameridan or North -

t\o give .-a lecture on the unusual family background

i Depending upon, the Jecation, it maibe possible. e
OP

de Taula ,:-4ant'ander, and he quite readily agreed.

Ametican, for regular or extraordinarkrclae-s sessions.
This cap be done with the assistance -6? Latin: - ,
Americani'st m'ambers' of deher 'f.hculties,* often s,,,,

through regional assocnS-0-7'-iiithriugh-buageta-. rr--,,---
considerations could keep the nuirjber toe thoss..019 . ,
can be invited to A minimum, theirtr.may 'well be
Latin American participants in' ,exchange ,programs
undertaken by the Department o'f'§tAdv the Agenc'

3 for International-Development, bk-thd Prixat

0

I

.).

foundations" who are travellifAg in Sr near th v
vicinity. It is useful, for example, to,arralige ,

r

. to receive-, the" list cit foreign. visitors who re. , :

-1.4n,,the United .states under of fiCial sauSpiCes :NA .. 4

is available froM the Office of Intdrnati9nalr ''. ' .

Visitors Prog i
rams bf the Bureau of Educat -.fonal

i, and Cultural
Programs

of he DepareMent ofState. ,,

,, Although that list ,is ,helpful, this remains- an:
area in which ,a thoroUgh Clearing house of -'

imforma t ion 'is v4,"ry much ngelti%I. q.
.

; ,: :: ..' ..

*4)
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, Slince; one ot-thepurposes- of-,. the -introductory ______

coursris to pzesent,differing points of view,on-.
,

a6Pects of-the Latin Artericad.§cendkconsideratiork.
9 mpt well be given, to arganging.for the pkesentatin,

a a singe session` of at least two:viewpOints of
1 subjectsof current interest, Panels of off, .. .

.

three. facilty member8-or-studentsAiscussing the. '°:'

o pros and cons of. either a furidemerital iterlzretation
' pf Latin .America or a,question bf contemporary .

i-inteest ca q
,.

bring increaseq-class participation.
% A. $)

P r te .. .- . . . - : -
*

. 4v,

. ORpANIZATIONS.PRIMARILY.CONCERNal WITH4ATIN,AMERicA ..-
%,

i 4. -r. .... . ..

..
... ,,, .

.4 .-
3 In his booklet; Latin' Americap'A Selected.' List

Of Sourdes, 144Uito Vivd lists ,187 organizational .
units whl.ch;have complete or, partial, conceril with .- 4

Latin America.. Siri6e,the.list indluCies all the
..

.

A orighington embassies of, the Latin Ambrican countries
-and:quite & few of the -National Ministries of -

. % ETnance or"6cOnbmic Development;-' the selection of
Organizations seeps lik5ely to have beon:baspd-mor:, :'

-%. .

ohs the existence of the 'units than ipbn an actual ,' .,oh
their helpfulness''. Because addresseS -

A* are given' .n each case, however; the list' can be
useful' to one organizing an introdictory:coUrse

, . 1 t

.. '

-'.

'as-anindicat.ion-oforganiiatilans_from_which it , .

0
may,be9possible to obtain-Supplementary data or ,

,
1

ASS A.Stanee 1 ,

4

$ The list which follows is based upon*demob-
,

*stra fed response to queries for information
other kinds of asOstange in conductingoan
introductory. coupe; as Well as .upon the use -

fulness of .the information received. There are,
undoilbtedly a number ofother public or private

- or4anizations that can be' counted upon' to provi86
the kind of.help that may be needed. it Should
be naeorl that fees of one sOrt or another, such ,

as membership charges,' periodical gUV4Criptions;

the cost of'bOoks,'etp. areusuallyAinvolved.
*

1

0
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, C. .i. o

Th94, 'Directory of Latin A.me ica,n Studies -
1"roqains end' Faculty in the Uni ed,'States,

,. ''' coMplledlly Margo Smith tinder_ t auspides cif the ' ..,14

. ConSprti4rit Of0.,,atic American Stu itc., Programs ..;
(CLASP') prpvid'et a l'Iordugh, guifi to ,the. considerable
number of..such centers athrOLIghaUtt the country. One
.or m'ore Of these centers is almost certain to be
'a nearby source, 'of information and sassistance to - .

-,s ,the drgan.iLzer of an i#roductOry course; Th§° . '
. 'centers ,reeivihg..fihancial. suppor)t. fromtthe U.S.

- t. . Oovrrunent, .under the Languagp and Area Center8
Studi.e.'program, 'We're r*Itided in '1973 to those% at.
the Un,iversity. of Texds, the Uniydtsity, ,oeCal;.-
if9rnia at Los Ange,les, Tulanek tinive sity,;the. ,

University cif .Florida, the. University -of NeV,1,1eisiO,
and the University of Wiseotisin although more,' , - , -,

are likely to be added under th .durierftprogram.. '..
Centers receiving such findncial assistance 11
under stiecIfic, injunction that:tpe'ir activities"
include assistance toother institutions, #oups
and the -community in general, with 'the purpose of,',
strengthening the study of Latin America and its
people. 4thout endeavoring td essess the results

' of this program in '..gener 1, I. can r44-!corci -the
. splendid s port given t otir program at the ..-

VariveTS-i-t- f--ti-i-sco Au Claire through the
at the thiversity of, 1

. Aisconsin-Milwaukdo, Assistance in obtain.rig .

and,.cocirdinating the appearances of Speakets,,
advice and some financiai assistance in acquiring'
suitable supplementary m4erials, and otheekindq
of help were forthcoming. The continuing activities

of/ the Nilwaukee Center offer a fine example of,
thti 131.2nefits of ceillaboratiO.n,. and it is- to be ,

hoped that the same kind of cooperative assiStance
' is being provided in other' pldtese

.

u
.. ,

,
Some of the university centers concentrate

their activities in special fields. The-Iand t
Tenu1re ,Center. located at th -University of
dsconsin-Madison has been oncernad for many

1
9 year; kith problems of land pwn4ship and .4

\ ,/
t

1

Center for Latin America

\ ,
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control = -firstlin-Latin America-and nom7:,world-
. --wideand the Center for Latid'American Studiet of

the Uffive'rsity of Pittsburg has focussed attention,
on Cuba.n.ktudies: 'These are but.two examples of
special InEerhts.on'thd part of centers throUghout
the United States.°

a .

Ar

r
$

. 1

0

INTERNATIONALORGAftZATIONS
2"

Organizattion of American States,`' General
. Secretariat, Division of Publication Services.

- 1.,

Washington, '15.C.,, Z0006, The OAS issues a,
Catalogue of Publications froirt to,time, and,

also iprovides%specip.1 services, There.are also
anuMber of other'Inter-Ainerican.(Aficialiorgani-
iatibhs%cohnected'tn one ,Form or anandrAo the

° OtW, silch as..the.lnter-American Statistical-
institute, the Inter-American Indian.Institute4
the Intenl-American. Commission of .Women, the
Inter-Ameerdani-InstitUte of'Agricultura1 Sciences,
The Pan AmericanAlealth Organization, and others.

e
,

, lonter-Amican DeveloiMent-Hank,,808 17th St!,
. . ' N.4., Atashindton,- D.C., 20577. The bank is alive'

: andvigorouS 'despite, rumors of the death, of the. 1Alkiave:for-Progress. AS.a,-principal instrument A--- ---7-

of finan&ial backing to Latin Ameridandevelopment''---.
.3 the,bank canprelvidereamS orstatistical information-4,

. and the technical. data on.the constructive side
of Latin Affierica toddy. The `monthly I.D.B. News
and the Annual 'Report are examples.--

. .

,t, Pan American Development Foundation, 1725 K . .

Street, N.W:, Sufte 1409, Wi.,81iiitton,'D,C,, 20006.
The PADF is a non - profit. organization aWliated-,.
with the 0.1 with direction fiom bOth the public'
and private sectors.° Its Annual Beioort.Contains
Interesting data-on accomplishm nts'that can be -i
achieved by such cooperation. e'Foun tion- ,
alio administdrs the° distributio of fil s and film

prodUced,by, the OAS. ,

4
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The' following' bi:ganizations-aand unit's arc.'mo .

..

. ,

likely to 1.,e3 heliSful.regardrnd',thbil; activit,ies i
Latin Arneri,ra: . ,.. : " .. ... i '.

.
,

1'Departmeht of state`- -Ptibilic Affi.rir s"Adviser,
13veau of Inter-AmericA Affairs pr the
rFspective country dir6ctors; Office of

r:rograms. alid off tteldia' services,
Bureoxi of 'Public Affairs; Offi6e of ..Irithr-:

prO'grams, Bureau, of L.:duCatiorral'
and k,;ulturai Affairs, a,ashingtQn,, 20520.'.

. a-
a .

' a ,... e.

filie....Peace-\Cocps, 806 Connecticut Aye., _:;.'$,.,
.asbin.:31-on;,. D.C,1 2005. s , , .

, I,
. .

.
1

,

The .IntorrAirlerican'Foundation, 1515 .0.11soh ...\:,
.-.. - ..

,,oult vird, ij.osslyn., Virgin-i-OL,2209. ,_

.
..: .4

,

, . .
4

:
0*

var.' ; oituANIzlivricAs 'ANO* FOUtC4iATION:a

_s
L'ati'n'mtlaricon Studi.,S Association, 'Secretariat,

cr_tivc..rsity_ :.:tatiort, Gainesville, Florida,
:32604. Thi`..re are also a number 'of- regional associations
of porsonskcencerned with Latin, Ambrican affairs, one
for almost 'eciery 'part of tke.country. ._Sorne.i.'mOves
are being made to bring _these into a closer relation-
ship 'with 1..A.SA, at least-Vy providing ;for common
membership. Meanwhile h. .infoilatation cah undoubtedly.
be obeaihed 'aboue the association in your area from
Latin Amerthanists with whom you come in contact.
Fox example, that tor ;:iSconsin and surrounding
states 'is the North Central ,Couticil of Latin-
Amomicanissts,..gith its secretariat at the' Center for
Latin America, University of 4+' isconsin4tilwaukee.

1

,orne, other such organizations are:
a

. rAn riter ot' Inter Ametiean RelationsQ, 680 Par
Averiut-, :,ow York, ,./ ey York,_ 10021.

19.9
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,

Council for the-Americas, 680 Park Avenue-,
' New York, N.Y., 10021. .

National Association of Partners of the Americas, .

(NAPA), Incorporated, 2001 3 Street, NvA.,
washington, D.C., 20009.

Division for Latin Americas United States
Catholic Conference, Box 60661 Washington,
D.C., 20005,

Latin American Scholarship Program of American
Universities (LASPAU)., Cambridge, Massachusetts.

donference
Center for

so

on Latin American History, Secretariat,
Latin America, University of Wisconsin-
Milwaukee, lasconsin, 53201.

4

a

These are but a few of the private and semi-
iprivate organizations that concern themselves
with Latin America. They range widely in ,purpose:
and political attitudes, but it is almost certain
that an organizer ofwag,,introauctory course can
locate several which could be of advantage tothe
prOgram of Studies and events he seeks tmarrange
Perhakps the best source continuing informatipn,
especially on the academic centersfor Latin 1

AmorimuTstitdies, is the Newsletter of the Latih
Adwerirari :Avdies'Associati3717/EICEis,availabld,'

or-Tseparate
subscription.

a

(
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